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“The Road goes ever on and on
Down from the door where it began.
Now far ahead the Road has gone,
And I must follow, if I can,
Pursuing it with weary feet,
Until it joins some larger way,
Where many paths and errands meet.
And whither then? I cannot say.”

The Fellowship of the Ring, J. R. R. Tolkien
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Abstract

T

he ever increasing demand for faster and more energy-efficient electrical computation and communication presents severe challenges
for the semiconductor industry and particularly for the metal-oxidesemiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET), which is the workhorse of
modern electronics. III-V materials exhibit higher carrier mobilities than
the most commonly used MOSFET material Si so that the realisation of IIIV MOSFETs can enable higher operation speeds and lower drive voltages
than that which is possible in Si electronics. A lowering of the transistor
drive voltage can be further facilitated by employing gate-all-around nanowire
geometries or novel operation principles. However, III-V materials bring
about their own challenges related to material quality and to the quality of
the gate oxide on top of a III-V MOSFET channel.
This thesis presents detailed electrical characterisations of two types of (vertical) III-V nanowire transistors: MOSFETs based on conventional thermionic
emission; and Tunnel FETs, which utilise quantum-mechanical tunnelling
instead to control the device current and reach inverse subthreshold slopes
below the thermal limit of 60 mV/decade. Transistor characterisations span
over fourteen orders of magnitude in frequency/time constants and temperatures from 11 K to 370 K.
The first part of the thesis focusses on the characterisation of electrically
active material defects (‘traps’) related to the gate stack. Low-frequency noise
measurements yielded border trap densities of 1018 to 1020 cm−3 eV−1 and
hysteresis measurements yielded effective trap densities – projected to the
oxide/semiconductor interface – of 2 × 1012 to 3 × 1013 cm−2 eV−1 . Random
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telegraph noise measurements revealed that individual oxide traps can locally
shift the channel energy bands by a few millielectronvolts and that such
defects can be located at energies from inside the semiconductor band gap
all the way into the conduction band.
Small-signal radio frequency (RF) measurements revealed that parts of the
wide oxide trap distribution can still interact with carriers in the MOSFET
channel at gigahertz frequencies. This causes frequency hystereses in the
small-signal transconductance and capacitances and can decrease the RF gains
by a few decibels. A comprehensive small-signal model was developed, which
takes into account these dispersions, and the model was applied to guide
improvements of the physical structure of vertical RF MOSFETs. This resulted
in values for the cutoff frequency f T and the maximum oscillation frequency
f max of about 150 GHz in vertical III-V nanowire MOSFETs.
Bias temperature instability measurements and the integration of (lateral)
III-V nanowire MOSFETs in a back end of line process were carried out
as complements to the main focus of this thesis. The results of this thesis
provide a broad perspective of the properties of gate oxide traps and of the
RF performance of III-V nanowire transistors and can act as guidelines for
further improvement and finally the integration of III-V nanowire MOSFETs
in circuits.
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Popular Science Summary

U

nimaginable quantities of electrical data are produced, handled and
stored all around the globe. It has been estimated that by the year
2030, with the current energy efficiency of computers and networks,
the energy demand related to information and communications technology
(ICT) could amount to up to 20 % of the world’s total energy consumption.
This is in part due to the still increasing spread of ICT to more parts of
the world. It is further accelerated by emerging technologies such as the
Internet of Things (IoT), Neuromorphic Computing, or Quantum Computing.
In view of this, it is clear that a drastic improvement of energy efficiency in
computing technology is highly necessary to cover the endless demand for
ICT and maybe even to enable its more sustainable employment.
One approach to tackling parts of this enormous problem is the use of
III-V Nanowire Transistors for advanced electronic circuits. A transistor is
an electronic device with three contacts, source, gate, and drain. The gate
contact does not conduct any current itself, but controls how much current
can flow between source and drain. This can be thought of as similar to a
dimmable light switch, which regulates the brightness of the lamps without
glowing itself. In a well designed transistor, the highest possible current can
be more than 100 000 times as high as the lowest current. Based on this threecontact functionality, transistors are the most fundamental components of ICT
systems and act as the ‘brain cells’ of computers. In this capacity, several
billion transistors make up the electronic ‘brains’ of each of our smartphones
and computers and handle all the different tasks that we require of them. In
a second capacity, transistors can act as amplifiers and as such, are crucial
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for sending and receiving information via internet and telephone communication. An accessible example for this is audio amplifiers, which amplify
the small electrical signals containing the audio information so that they can
power speakers or headphones. For such communication functionalities, high
operation speed is especially important.
In the vast majority of transistors in the world, the channel, which conducts
the current between source and drain, is made out of silicon, and the gate
oxide, by which the gate contact controls the amount of current in the channel,
is made out of hafnium oxide. Silicon is widely used, because it is available in
large quantities and it is relatively easy to use in fabrication. Unfortunately,
current cannot flow very fast in a silicon channel, which imposes severe
limitations on transistors in terms of energy efficiency and speed. The
prediction, in the beginning, of rising energy demand is partly because of this
limited channel conductivity. This is where III-V materials – compounds of
elements from groups III and V in the periodic table – come into play. Current
can flow much faster in these materials, which means that a transistor made
out of III-V materials requires less energy to achieve the same performance
as a silicon transistor. Alternatively, with the same power consumption, a
III-V transistor can operate at a higher speed than a silicon transistor. Further
improvements can be achieved by changing the geometry of a transistor, e.g.
by making it into the shape of a tiny wire – a ‘nanowire’ – or by manipulating
its physical operation principles.
Unfortunately, with III-V materials it is much more challenging than with
silicon to fabricate transistors with a high material quality. It is thus not
straightforward to use the superior transport properties of III-V materials to
full capacity. For this thesis, I measured the performance of transistors made
out of III-V materials and investigated, how their performance is affected by
imperfections in the gate oxide. Measurements were carried out at frequencies
from 100 µHz to 67 GHz, where the latter is 670 million million(!) times as
fast as the former. For comparison, the processor of a normal home computer
operates at about 2–4 GHz and typical WiFi links operate at 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz.
Furthermore, transistors were measured at temperatures from −260 ◦C to
investigate certain physical mechanisms and to explore capabilities for e.g.
quantum computing or space applications, up to temperatures of 100 ◦C
to comply with specifications for industrial applications. The thesis thus
provides a broad perspective of transistors for applications from ultra-low
power IoT and quantum applications to high-speed gigahertz applications for
wireless communication.
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Preface

T

his thesis is the culmination of more than five years of work in the
Nanoelectronics group at Lund University and presents detailed characterisations of vertical III-V nanowire metal-oxide-semiconductor
field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) for low power and high frequency applications. The analyses span over fourteen orders of magnitude in frequency
and were supported by many different researchers. The work was supervised
by Professor Lars-Erik Wernersson and Professor Erik Lind.

STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS
The thesis is divided into three main parts. First, a survey of the part of the
field of nanoelectronics related to this thesis will present some fundamental
principles underlying the operation of III-V nanowire MOSFETs. This will put
the studied transistors into perspective relative to the current state of academic
research and industry by comparing some of the key metrics of transistor
operation. The second part will present the conducted work pertaining to
effects of gate oxide defects in DC operation and at low frequencies, which in
the context of this thesis is below about 10 kHz. The third part will summarise
radio frequency characterisations of nanowire MOSFETs from 10 MHz to
67 GHz. The analysis of gate oxide defects reaches over into this chapter,
but more critical properties are investigated as well.
• INTRODUCTION
The main body of the thesis consists of the publications appended in the
back. The Introduction provides a broader and more comprehensive view
than the very focussed publications and ties their work together. The
Introduction is intended to be comprehensible for aspiring researchers
with a Master’s degree in physics or a related subject.

xiii

• APPENDICES

A Measurement Setups
Appendix A provides a description of the measurement of lowfrequency noise and scattering parameters.
B Small-Signal Analysis in Detail
Appendix B provides a detailed treatise of the measurement and
modelling of small-signal parameters beyond the content of this
thesis.

• PAPERS
The papers forming the main body of the thesis are reproduced in the
back and listed in the following.
It should be noted that while the characterisations in this thesis were carried
out in close interaction with the design of processing schemes, processing
itself is not a part of this thesis. Samples were provided by E. Memišević,
O.-P. Kilpi, A. Jönsson, A. Krishnaraja, C. Zota, and F. Lindelöw.

INCLUDED PAPERS
The following papers form the main body of this thesis and the respective
published or draft versions are appended in the back.
Paper I: S. Netsu, M. Hellenbrand, C. B. Zota, Y. Miyamoto, and E. Lind,
“A Method for Determining Trap Distributions of Specific Channel Surfaces in InGaAs Tri-Gate MOSFETs”, IEEE Journal of the Electron Devices
Society, vol. 6, pp. 408–412, Feb. 2018, doi: 10.1109/JEDS.2018.2806487.

I I supervised and helped with the measurements and helped to write the paper.
Paper II: M. Hellenbrand, O.-P. Kilpi, J. Svensson, E. Lind, and
L.-E. Wernersson, “Low-frequency noise in nanowire and planar
III-V MOSFETs”, Microelectronic Engineering, vol. 215, pp. 110986,
May 2019, doi: 10.1016/j.mee.2019.110986.

I I carried out all measurements and analyses and wrote the paper.
Paper III: M. Hellenbrand, E. Memišević, M. Berg, O.-P. Kilpi, J. Svensson,
and L.-E. Wernersson, “Low-Frequency Noise in III–V Nanowire
TFETs and MOSFETs”, IEEE Electron Device Letters, vol. 38, no. 11,
pp. 1520–1523, Sep. 2017, doi: 10.1109/LED.2017.2757538.

I I carried out all measurements and analyses and wrote the paper.

xiv

Paper IV: E. Memisevic, M. Hellenbrand, E. Lind, A. R. Persson, S. Sant,
A. Schenk, J. Svensson, R. Wallenberg, and L.-E. Wernersson,
“Individual Defects in InAs/InGaAsSb/GaSb Nanowire Tunnel FieldEffect Transistors Operating below 60 mV/decade”, Nanoletters, vol. 17,
no. 7, pp. 4373–4380, Jun. 2017, doi: 10.1021/acs.nanolett.7b01455.
I I carried out the measurements and analyses pertaining to the effects of gate
oxide defects and wrote the corresponding part of the paper.
Paper V: M. Hellenbrand, E. Memišević, J. Svensson, E. Lind, and
L.-E. Wernersson, “Random Telegraph Signal Noise in Tunneling
Field-Effect Transistors with S below 60 mV/decade”, 2017 47th European Solid-State Device Research Conference (ESSDERC), pp. 38–41,
Sep. 2017, doi: 10.1109/ESSDERC.2017.8066586.
I I carried out all measurements and analyses, wrote the paper, and presented
it at the conference.
Paper VI: M. Hellenbrand, E. Lind, O.-P. Kilpi, and L.-E. Wernersson, “Effects
of traps in the gate stack on the small-signal RF response of III-V
nanowire MOSFETs”, Solid-State Electronics, under review with minor
revisions pending, May 2020.
I I carried out the majority of the measurements, all analyses, developed and
implemented the model, and wrote the paper.
Paper VII: O.-P. Kilpi, M. Hellenbrand, J. Svensson, E. Lind, and
L.-E. Wernersson, “Vertical nanowire III–V MOSFETs with improved
high-frequency gain”, Electronics Letters, Article in Press, Apr. 2020, doi:
10.1049/el.2020.0266.
I I carried out part of the high frequency measurements, analysed the smallsignal model, and wrote part of the paper.
Paper VIII: M. Hellenbrand, E. Memisevic, J. Svensson, A. Krishnaraja,
E. Lind, and L.-E. Wernersson, “Capacitance Measurements in Vertical III–V Nanowire TFETs”, IEEE Electron Device Letters, vol. 39, no. 7,
pp. 943–946, May 2018, doi: 10.1109/LED.2018.2833168.
I I carried out all measurements and analyses and wrote the paper.

RELATED WORK
The following publications are not included in the thesis, but summarise
related work that I was involved in. The work is divided into peer-reviewed
journal papers and conference contributions and is listed according to the
thematic order of the thesis.
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A

ll our lives as well as the organisation of most human societies
are interfused with myriads of electronic applications. Smartphones,
computers, networks and databases, advanced medical care and research have all been enabled by the invention and continuous development
of a now minute device called Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor
(MOSFET); and transistors have become the single most abundantly massproduced human artefact of all time. Their continuous improvement since
their invention in the 1950s has been so rapid that today’s smartphones
possess a computing power that only a few decades ago would have been
impossible to achieve at all.
This chapter provides a brief history of the development of the MOSFET as
well as benchmarks of current research in order to provide a context and a
motivation for the investigations undertaken in the thesis.

1.1 MOTIVATION OF THE CONDUCTED RESEARCH
The basic functionality of a transistor consists in the regulation of a current
over several orders of magnitude by a controlling voltage. Based on this principle, different types of transistors are amongst the most essential components
of almost all electrical appliances. As the most prominent example, billions
of transistors make up every single processor in our computers, laptops, and
smartphones, but transistors are also used in smaller numbers in e.g. audio
and wireless communication amplifiers, in power supply controllers or as
sensors.
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The rapid development of the MOSFET since its invention in the 1950s has
been driven mainly by the continuous miniaturisation of device dimensions
and by the occasional introduction of a new material or a change in the device
geometry. Because feature sizes have now decreased to the thickness of only
a few atomic layers, geometric scaling is facing fundamental physical limits.
Since about the beginning of the 21st century, for further improvement of the
device performance in terms of energy efficiency and speed, new materials,
new architectures, and new physical operation principles have thus moved
into the focus of research efforts [1].
This thesis summarises detailed characterisation work on III-V nanowire
MOSFETs, mostly in vertical device architectures, which employ both new
materials with respect to the industry standard Si, and a new device architecture with respect to the conventional lateral device orientation. The appeal of
III-V materials will be explained in Section 1.4.1 and the appeal of the vertical
nanowire architecture in Section 1.4.2. As a special kind of MOSFET, so-called
Tunnel FETs (TFETs) have been investigated, which are based on new physical
operation principles. They will be introduced in Section 1.6. The different
types of measurements in this thesis are divided into those related to defects
in the gate oxide and those related to high frequency operation.

1.2 A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR
The theoretical principle of the transistor was conceived in the 1920s by the
Polish/American physicist Julius Lilienfeld and patented in 1930 [2]. It would
take until the late 1940s, however, before the first practical realisation of a
transistor could be achieved. In late 1947, the physicists John Bardeen, Walter
Brattain, and William Shockley, working at Bell Labs, New Jersey, demonstrated the field-effect and the point-contact transistor [3, 4]. Independently,
in 1948, the German physicists Herbert Mataré and Heinrich Welker made
the same discovery while working at the Compagnie des Freins & Signaux
Westinghouse near Paris [5]. A further important step in the history of
transistors was the invention of the bipolar junction transistor by William
Shockley [6], but this type of transistor was difficult to mass-produce. So the
unstoppable digital revolution only took its course when the Egyptian and
the Korean engineers Mohamed Atalla and Dawon Kahng, respectively, both
working at Bell Labs, experimentally realised the first MOSFET. Again, the
concept of the MOSFET had been known for several years, but the presence
of electronic states at the surface of the semiconductor, which was to form the
conductive channel of the MOSFET, prevented proper control of the current
in the devices. The critical step to set the digital revolution into motion was
the passivation of these interface states in the Si/SiO2 material system [7].
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Together with the invention of the Integrated Circuit and the Complementary
MOS logic [8], this stable Si material system finally heralded the commercial
mass production of electronic applications that we enjoy today.

1.3 BASIC MOSFET OPERATION
The basic operating principle of a MOSFET is the control of a current between
two of its terminals, source and drain, by a voltage at the third terminal, the
gate, without a current flowing into or out of the gate itself. The path between
source and drain is called channel and the control of the gate over the channel
as well as their isolation from each other is achieved by the gate oxide, which
is a central topic of this thesis. Schematics of the device structure and the
described principle of operation are depicted in Fig. 1.1. In such a so-called
n-type bulk MOSFET, the source and drain contacts are realised by highly
n-doped regions implanted into a p-doped substrate. In a heavily n-doped
semiconductor, the Fermi level resides close to the conduction band edge
so that a large concentration of electrons is available in the source. In the
p-doped channel region on the other hand, the Fermi level lies close to the
valance band edge so that without an externally applied voltage VGS between
gate and source, the resulting band structure along a cut from source to
drain (Fig. 1.1(b), top) constitutes an energy barrier for the electrons in the
source, which the vast majority cannot overcome. The flow of a current is
thus not possible between source and drain and the transistor is in its offstate. Upon application of a positive VGS , an electric field is created via the
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Figure 1.1: (a) Schematics of a planar MOSFET structure and the corresponding conduction band diagrams for the off- and the on-state (light blue and
dark blue, respectively). (b) Corresponding energy band diagrams for the offand the on-state in 2D along a cut from source to drain in (a).
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gate oxide, which modifies the energy barrier in the channel. With increasing
VGS , the barrier decreases, more and more electrons can surmount it, and
with a sufficiently large voltage VDS between source and drain, the source-todrain current IDS increases so that the transistor gradually reaches its on-state
(Fig. 1.1(b), bottom). Ideally, a MOSFET exhibits high on-currents and low offcurrents. The characteristic voltage which separates the on- from the off-state,
is called the threshold voltage VT . A fourth contact to the bottom of the device
in Fig. 1.1(a) can be used to adjust VT , but this was not used for any devices in
this thesis and is thus disregarded from here on. As mentioned before, in an
ideal MOSFET, the gate oxide prevents any current IG from flowing into the
gate contact. In reality, a small leakage current is present, which is however
several orders of magnitude lower than IDS .

1.4 DENNARD SCALING, MOORE’S LAW AND BEYOND
A large part of the route from the first clunky, hand-sized, point-contact
transistor to today’s high-speed transistors of just a few nanometres was
guided by scaling principles known as Dennard scaling. In a paper in 1974 [9],
the American electrical engineer Robert H. Dennard and colleagues observed
that if the gate length LG and width WG as well as the gate oxide thickness
tox (see Fig. 1.1(a)) and the supply voltage are all scaled down by a factor 1/κ,
while the doping density is scaled up by a factor κ, the switching delay time
of the device decreases by 1/κ, while its power density (voltage times current
per area) remains constant. Widespread adherence to these scaling rules led
to Gordon Moore’s (co-founder of Intel) famous observation that the number
of transistors in an integrated circuit doubles about every two years [10],
which ultimately brought us today’s state of the art in electronics. In recent
years, however, this constant-power scaling has slowed down, because it is
facing fundamental physical limits. Other means of improving transistor
performance have thus been introduced and the following sections provide
an overview of some important developments during the last years.
1.4.1 MATERIALS AND MOSFET PERFORMANCE

The continuous geometric scaling of MOSFETs eventually led to gate oxide
thicknesses of just a few atomic layers so that electrons in the transistor
channel started tunnelling through these thin oxides. This constituted the
first fundamental physical challenge for geometric scaling, since it caused
increased gate currents and thus increased power consumption [11]. The
challenge could eventually be overcome by the introduction of so-called
high-κ (not to be confused with Dennard’s scaling factor) gate oxides. For
a planar capacitor structure, such as the gate stack of a large-area MOSFET,
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the capacitance C is calculated as C = e0 er A/tox , where e0 is the vacuum
permittivity, er (called κ in engineering) is the relative permittivity of the
capacitor dielectric (i.e. the gate oxide), A is the area, and tox the thickness
of the oxide. From this it can be seen that instead of thinning down the oxide,
the capacitance can be increased by using a material with a higher relative
permittivity κ. Since a higher permittivity, however, comes at the cost of a
lower band gap Eg , which often leads to a reduced band offset between the
oxide and the channel and thus again to increased tunnelling, a compromise
had to be found between high values for κ and for Eg . The best compromise
proved to be HfO2 with κ = 25 (ideal case) and Eg ≈ 6 eV [12] so that the too
thin SiO2 (κ = 3.9) gate oxide was replaced by a thicker HfO2 gate oxide [13].
At the same time, a metal gate contact was introduced, which suppressed
surface scattering at the channel/high-κ interface [14] and eliminated the
problem of depletion in the previously used polysilicon contacts, which could
cause unwanted shifts in the threshold voltage VT [11].
Besides the change of the MOSFET gate stack, ongoing research is concerned with alternatives to Si as the channel material. III-V materials,
which constitute the foundation of devices in this thesis, are one of the
most promising options for this due to their outstanding electron transport
properties [15]. The materials are referred to as III-V materials, because
they are compounds of elements of the (Mendeleev) groups III and V in the
periodic table of elements (IUPAC groups 13 and 15) and their outstanding
transport characteristics are related to a material property known as the
effective mass m∗ of charge carriers. Generally, for parabolic bands, the effective
mass can be expressed as a tensor, which depends on the wave vector k. The
elements (i, j) of this tensor are defined as [16, p. 243]


1
∗
mn (k)



=
i,j

1 ∂2 En (k)
,
h̄2 ∂k i ∂k j

(1.1)

where En (k) is the dispersion relation for charge carriers in the nth energy
band, h̄ is the reduced Planck constant, and k i and k j are the ith and jth
element of the wave vector k. In many practical cases, for small energies
relative to the band edges, the dispersion relation E(k) can be approximated
as parabolic and isotropic so that the second derivative in (1.1) is a constant.
This is known as the effective mass approximation. For some (doped) III-V
materials, due to their low density of states, the Fermi level can move quite far
into the energy bands so that E(k) deviates from this parabolic approximation.
From k · p perturbation theory, to a first order, this can be taken into account
by a modified dispersion relation as E(k)(1 + αE(k)) = h̄2 k2 /(2m∗ ) with the
non-parabolicity factor α [17].
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In state-of-the-art MOSFETs, the conducting channel is typically formed
by a 2D electron gas and the effective gate length is so short that electrons
pass the channel ballistically, i.e. without scattering. For a fully ballistic 2D
MOSFET in the on-state (i.e. large VDS and VGS  VT ) the current can be
described as [18, p. 100]†
I 2D


3/2
√
0
2qWG 2m∗  qCox
 (VGS − VT )3/2 ,
≈
Cq2D
3π2 h̄2
0
C +
ox

(1.2)

2

0 is the series combination of the oxide
where q is the elemental charge, Cox
capacitance and the centroid capacitance, Cq2D is the 2D quantum capacitance,
and all other parameters are as before. The centroid capacitance, from firstorder perturbation theory, takes into account the shift in energy of the bottom
of the sub bands when they are occupied by charge carriers. Due to their
small channel diameters, the nanowire MOSFETs which have been studied
for this thesis approach 1D transport characteristics. In this case, the current
can be expressed as [18, p. 146]

I 1D =

0
Cox
2q2
(VGS − VT ) ,
0 + C1D
h Cox
q

(1.3)

where h is the Planck constant and Cq1D the 1D quantum capacitance.
The general definition of the quantum capacitance Cq (of each occupied
sub band) in (1.2) and (1.3) is Cq = q∂n/∂ψs with the carrier density n (in
the respective dimensionality) and the surface potential ψs at the top of the
channel barrier [18, p. 51]. With this, Cq2D and Cq1D for each sub band can be
expressed as
s
q2 m ∗
q2
2m∗
2D
1D
and
Cq =
(1.4a)
Cq =
,
(1.4b)
2
πh̄ EF − E (0)
πh̄
where EF and E (0) in (1.4b) denote the Fermi level and the bottom of the
sub band, respectively. From (1.2)–(1.4) it can be seen that for a constant
drive voltage, to a first order, higher on-currents can be achieved by using
channel materials with lower effective masses. Furthermore, the quantum
capacitances in (1.4) almost directly determine the density of states in a
MOSFET channel so that low effective masses also entail low densities of
states (DOS) [18, p. 7]. This can be beneficial for high frequency operation, as
† The

expressions differ a little, because [18] uses the MOS limit, i.e. assumes that
Cq  Cox , which is usually not appropriate for III-V MOSFETs.
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investigated in Chapter 3, since lower DOS lead to lower gate capacitances.
As a another useful relation, by employing first-order perturbation theory it
can be shown that in materials with parabolic bands, a low effective mass
is linked to a small band gap [19, p. 69], which explains the corresponding
correlation in Table 1.1.
In the drift-diffusion equation, which describes long channel MOSFETs, the
current is often expressed in terms of the mobility µ rather than the effective
mass. The drift-diffusion model is only valid for effective gate lengths Leff 
2kB Tµeffp/(qvth ) with the effective carrier mobility µeff and the thermal velocity
vth =
2kB T/(πm∗ ) [18, p. 96]. In ballistic MOSFETs, the corresponding
alternative metric to the effective mass is the injection velocity vinj , which is
used in a simpler formulation of the MOSFET on-current, I = q(n+ − n− )vinj ,
where n+ and n− are the concentrations of charge carriers with positive and
negative directed moments, respectively [18]. Table 1.1 provides examples of
material parameters for III-V materials used in devices in this thesis. Values
for graphene are provided as a further reference, since graphene has attracted
Table 1.1: Important material parameters (at room temperature) for Si, Ge,
two III-V materials used in devices in this thesis, and graphene. Values for
semiconductors were obtained from [20] and values for graphene from [21–
23]. All values indicate upper limits for pure and free-standing materials and
are typically not achieved in actual devices. m0 is the electron rest mass.

Si

Ge

InGaAsc

InAs

Graphene

Band gap Eg (eV)

1.12id

0.66id

0.74d

0.35d

0d

Effective electron
mass me∗ /m0

0.26

0.12

0.041

0.023

∼0.033†

Effective light
hole mass mh∗ /m0

0.16

0.043

0.052

0.026

∼0.045†

Electron injection
2.3 × 105
velocity vinj (m/s)

3.1 × 105

5.5 × 105

7.7 × 105

∼1 × 106

1400

3900

12 000

40 000

200 000

450

1900

300

500

‡

Material

Electron mobility
µe (cm2 /(Vs))
Hole mobility
µh (cm2 /(Vs))
c In
id
0.53 Ga0.47 As.

and d indicate indirect and direct band gaps, respectively. † Note
that a different definition than (1.1) has to be used for graphene, since its dispersion
relation is not parabolic. ‡ Due to the almost symmetric band structure of graphene,
µh∗ should be similar to µe∗ , but values as high as for µe∗ were not reported in [22].
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a lot of interest due to its potentially outstanding transport properties as well.
Note that a different definition for m∗ than provided by (1.1) has to be used
for graphene, since it exhibits an almost linear dispersion relation.
The values in Table 1.1 clearly demonstrate the promising material properties of III-V materials with much lower effective masses and higher mobilities
than the most common MOSFET material Si. It should be noted, though,
that in transistors, the mobility is often greatly reduced by scattering due to
ionised dopants and/or due to material defects at the channel/oxide interface
and in the bulk of the oxide [24, 25]. It is much more difficult to obtain
high-quality gate oxides and interfaces on III-V channels [26, 27] than on Si
and effects resulting from different kinds of gate oxide defects are a central
topic of this thesis. The effective mass in Si can be lowered to some degree
by inducing strain in the channel [28], but for very-high-frequency and lowpower transistors, it constitutes a severe limitation.
Besides III-V materials, many more candidates with promising properties
are being studied for transistor applications. Examples encompass carbon
nanotubes, the aforementioned graphene, or other 2D materials such as
transition metal dichalcogenides, but a more thorough discussion is beyond
this overview.
1.4.2 GEOMETRIES

A second major complement to the traditional geometric scaling has been
the introduction of new device geometries for MOSFETs. In recent years,
FinFET/tri-gate and silicon on insulator (SOI) geometries have replaced the
formerly planar MOSFETs in commercial applications, and gate-all-around
(GAA) structures are being investigated for the coming generations of tranL
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representations of advanced MOSFET structures. (a) Silicon on insulator. The buried oxide suppresses substrate leakage and reduces
the intrinsic capacitances. (b) FinFET/tri-gate. Electrostatic control is strongly
improved by gating the channel from three sides instead of only one. (c) Gateall-around. Optimised electrostatic control due to gating from all sides. The
nanowire structure also facilitates the co-integration of different materials.
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sistors. In this thesis, especially vertical nanowire GAA MOSFETs are investigated extensively. Schematics of the different device structures are presented
in Fig. 1.2 and Fig. 1.3, and a performance overview for different architectures
can be found in Section 1.5.
In the SOI device structure in Fig. 1.2(a) a buried oxide underneath the
channel suppresses leakage current in areas where the gate electric field
decreases. It also reduces the intrinsic capacitances of the transistor, which
is beneficial for high frequency applications. The FinFET/tri-gate structure
in Fig. 1.2(b) takes this approach further by raising up the channel from the
substrate into a fin, which can be gated from three sides. With the resulting
increased electrostatic control, short-channel effects can be suppressed more
efficiently so that thicker gate oxides as well as thicker and/or shorter
channels are possible [29]. The ultimate electrostatic integrity can be achieved
in GAA nanowire structures such as the one in Fig. 1.2(c), where the gate
completely encloses the channel [30]. This structure, especially in a vertical
orientation as in Fig. 1.3, also greatly facilitates the co-integration of different
semiconductor materials, since the nanowire geometry allows a relatively easy
strain relaxation of mismatched lattice constants [31]. This is very beneficial
for engineering the band structure along the channel, which is of special
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Figure 1.3: Schematic representations and scanning electron micrographs
(‘SEM images’) of the vertical nanowire transistors studied in this thesis.
(a) MOSFET; operation with the drain contact at the top provides higher oncurrents and lower off-currents, but the device can also be operated with the
drain in the bottom. The SEM image (courtesy O.-P. Kilpi) shows a cut (by a
focused ion beam) through the sample next to a complete device. (b) TFET;
the asymmetric transport principle precludes operation with the source in
the bottom. The SEM image (courtesy A. Krishnaraja) was taken during
processing after deposition of the gate metal.
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importance for the TFETs, as explained in Section 1.6. Furthermore, a vertical
geometry decouples the gate length from the area footprint of a device,
which allows a dense spacing of devices on a chip even for relatively long
gate lengths. Vertical nanowire MOSFETs could also prove instrumental for
emerging monolithic 3D integrated chip architectures, which aim to overcome
the bottleneck of data transmission between computation and memory [32].
All vertical devices fabricated in Lund and characterised in this thesis are integrated on Si substrates for compatibility with industry fabrication schemes.
Details about the vertical nanowire MOSFETs can be found in [33] and about
the TFETs in [34].

1.5 PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW
This section summarises state-of-the-art performance at the time of writing
this thesis. Different important metrics are briefly explained and benchmarking figures provide a quantitative comparison of how the different approaches
described above enhance transistor performance in practice. The section is
divided into a DC and a high frequency part. Details and derivations of all
metrics and the underlying transport physics can be found in textbooks such
as [18] for the DC metrics and [35] for the high frequency metrics.
1.5.1 DC METRICS

The DC performance of a transistor can be characterised by different metrics,
which quantify the relations between the current and the voltages. Examples
of the two basic IV curves for this purpose are presented in Fig. 1.4. They
are referred to as the transfer characteristics (Fig. 1.4(b) currents vs. gate-tosource voltage VGS ) and output characteristics (Fig. 1.4(c) drain current ID vs.
drain-to-source voltage VDS ). To be able to compare the quality of differently
sized transistors, some of these metrics are often normalised by the gate width
WG of the transistor, see Fig. 1.1(a). For fin or GAA structures, typically, the
perimeter of the gated surface is used for normalisation.
In industry, typically, an application-dependent off-current Ioff is defined
(e.g. 1 nA/µm) and used to determine the on-current Ion by moving along the
voltage axis of the transfer curve in Fig. 1.4(b) by an amount VDS , sometimes
called the drive voltage VDD , at which the transfer curve was measured.
The minimum off-state current can be limited by detrimental factors such
as gate leakage, direct source-to-drain tunnelling for very short channel
lengths (. 20 nm), band-to-band tunnelling (BTBT) on the drain side, or
thermionic emission from the high-energy tail of the electron distribution. A
suppression of BTBT on the drain side can be achieved by grading the channel
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material composition, see Fig. 1.4(a), for which vertical III-V nanowires are
very suitable [36]. To obtain a specific number, which characterises the
transition between off- and on-state, the so-called threshold voltage VT can
be determined. One way to do so consistently is demonstrated in Fig. 1.4(b)
as well: VT is given by the point, where the linear extrapolation of ID from
the point of the maximum transconductance gm intersects the voltage axis.
The transconductance gm in turn is the derivative of ID with respect to VGS ,
gm = ∂ID /∂VGS . As such, gm is an important metric in its own right, since
it describes how efficiently small changes in the gate voltage modulate the
current. Typically, gm is an important metric for the on-state performance,
since it determines the gain that a transistor can provide and as such, high
values for gm are especially important for high frequency applications. The
current modulation by the gate in the off-state is characterised by the inverse
subthreshold slope S = (∂ log( ID )/∂VGS )−1 , also referred to as subthreshold
swing, and indicated in Fig. 1.4(b). Ideally, a MOSFET exhibits high values
for gm for high gain, and low values for S for low off-state leakage. Further
on-state metrics, indicated in Fig. 1.4(c), are the on-resistance Ron and the
output conductance gds , which are ideally as small as possible. The inverse
subthreshold slope S in a conventional MOSFET is physically limited to
∼60 mV/decade, which will be discussed in more detail in Section 1.6. As an
overview of state-of-the-art MOSFET performance, Fig. 1.5 presents reported
(b)

VDD
Ion
ID
I

Source

Gate
off-state

Drain

log(I)

on-state

Ioff

S -1
IG
VGS

(c)

-1
Ron
D

gm

ID (linear)

(a)

gds

VGS

VT
VDS

Figure 1.4: The most important IV curves to characterise the DC performance
of a MOSFET alongside the band diagrams from Fig. 1.1 to illustrate the
relation between currents and band alignment. (a) Band diagrams. The
red valence band in the off-state illustrates band-to-band tunnelling as one
of the possible sources for increased off-state current, the green valence band
illustrates a compositionally graded channel with a larger band gap material
on the drain side to suppress this. (b) Transfer characteristics, currents as a
function of VGS . Important metrics are indicated together with ways to extract
them. (c) Output characteristics, ID as a function of VDS , with important
metrics.
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Figure 1.5: Maximum transconductance gm vs. minimum inverse subthreshold slope S for different reported state-of-the-art MOSFETs (with different
gate lengths). Blue stars and green triangles are for III-V [36–44], where blue
stars indicate the types of transistors characterised in this thesis. Grey lines
indicate the quality factor Q = gm /S. gm = 3.1mS/µm was demonstrated
for vertical III-V nanowire RF devices in [33], but the devices did not turn off
properly and thus do not appear in the figure. Si devices (red squares, [45–48])
are provided as references and error bars are provided since the values were
not reported explicitly, but calculated from reported IV curves. Values for
III-V MOSFETs are for VDS = 0.5 V and values for Si are for VDS = 0.7–0.9 V.
Acronyms in the legend: vNW – vertical nanowire; QW – quantum well; lat.
GAA – lateral gate-all-around; FDSOI – fully depleted silicon on insulator.

values for gm vs. S for different MOSFETs. III-V devices, among them the
ones fabricated in Lund and characterised in this thesis, compare very well
with commercial Si devices despite the largely different efforts of optimisation
that have gone into the respective technologies.
1.5.2 HIGH FREQUENCY METRICS

Besides the metrics which can be obtained from DC operation, there are some
metrics which describe the high frequency performance of a transistor. The
most important ones in the context here are the cutoff frequency f T and the
maximum oscillation frequency f max , which denote the frequencies, at which
the forward current gain h21 and the unilateral power gain U, respectively,
decrease to one so that the transistor cannot act as an amplifier anymore at
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Figure 1.6: Some of the highest reported operation frequencies for different
transistor technologies [50–65]. Blue stars indicate the types of transistors
characterised in this thesis, commercial Si devices are marked by a red
square/red plusses. The inset illustrates the extraction of f T and f max . All
values except for GaN [54] are for VDS between 0.3 V and ∼1 V. Although
higher record values for f T have been reported for Si (485 GHz [66]) and
graphene (427 GHz [67]), values for f max were not reported alongside so
that these values are not included in the figure. Acronyms in the legend:
MHEMT – metamorphic HEMT; PHEMT – pseudomorphic HEMT; HBT –
heterojunction bipolar transistor; FDSOI – fully depleted silicon on insulator;
QW – quantum well; vNW – vertical nanowire; CNT – carbon nanotube.

and beyond these frequencies [49]. A high f T and f max , to a first order, can
be obtained by a high gain (high gm ) and low capacitances in the transistor.
Besides h21 and U, the maximum stable gain MSG and the maximum available
gain MAG are noteworthy, which, along with the other high frequency
metrics, are treated in more detail in Chapter 3.
Because of difficulties with scalability and with long-term reliability due
to gate oxide defects, III-V transistors have turned out to be more suitable
for analogue high frequency applications, such as amplifiers for wireless
communication or radar, rather than for digital applications. At these high
frequencies, in turn, III-V transistors clearly surpass Si devices, as can be
seen in Fig. 1.6, where an overview of reported state-of-the-art f T and f max is
provided. Different from Fig. 1.5, which only included MOSFETs due to their
superior electrostatics, Fig. 1.6 also includes other transistor technologies,
most notably high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs), which achieve by
far the highest operation frequencies. In HEMTs, the doping impurities to
increase carrier concentrations are physically separated from the channel
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in a delta doping layer and the gate isolation is realised via a Schottky
barrier rather than a gate oxide, which greatly reduces the aforementioned
degradation of the superior III-V transport properties. On the downside, the
absence of a gate oxide in HEMTs leads to a severe increase of the off-state
leakage at short (. 20 nm) gate lengths and thus impedes the scalability of
this technology.

1.6 NEW PHYSICS – TUNNEL FETS
The operation principle of MOSFETs inherently determines a fundamental
lower limit for the inverse subthreshold slope S. This limit of ∼60 mV/decade
can be discerned in Fig. 1.5 and can only be overcome by the introduction of
new physical operation principles. Different intriguing mechanisms are under
investigation to be exploited for such novel devices and a well accessible
overview can be found e.g. in [68]. Here, the so-called Tunnel FET (TFET) will
be discussed, which has long been regarded as one of the most promising
device classes for operation with steep inverse subthreshold slopes.
As fermions, charge carriers in the MOSFET source and drain contacts are
distributed according to the Fermi-Dirac distribution, the high-energy tail of
which extends infinitely in energy. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.7(a) and as
can be seen, charge carriers in this high-energy tail can overcome the channel
energy barrier even in the off-state of the transistor. Due to the shape of the
Fermi distribution, the inverse subthreshold slope S in a MOSFET is thus
physically limited to
S=



∂ log( ID )
∂VGS

 −1

= ln(10)

kB T
≈ 60 mV/decade,
q

(1.5)

where log and ln are the logarithms with base 10 and the natural logarithm,
respectively, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature. In order to
achieve values for S, which are lower than this physical limit, the high-energy
Fermi tail of the source carrier distribution has to be suppressed. In TFETs
this can be achieved by a band structure as the one schematically depicted in
Fig. 1.7(b), where the source band gap cuts off the Fermi tail and thus acts as
a filter for the high-energy states. To turn a TFET off, the channel bands are
moved upwards by the gate in the same manner as in a conventional MOSFET.
This aligns the channel band gap with the source in such a way that there are
no states available for source electrons to tunnel into and a current flow is
not possible. This is illustrated by the red energy bands in Fig. 1.7(b). Since
the Fermi tail in the source is cut off, no thermionic leakage current can flow
either. In contrast to (1.5), the (ideal) inverse subthreshold slope of a TFET
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Figure 1.7: Schematic representations of the (a) MOSFET and (b) TFET band
structure. (a) Even in the off-state, a small amount of charge carriers can
always overcome the channel energy barrier. This limits the inverse subthreshold slope to 60 mV/decade. (b) In TFETs, the energy bands along the device
are engineered in such a way that the source band gap cuts off the highenergy Fermi tail. This enables subthreshold swings below 60 mV/decade in
the off-state (red bands). In the on-state (green bands), current can flow via
band-to-band tunnelling.

is thus not temperature-dependent so that TFETs can be switched off with a
much smaller change of VGS than conventional MOSFETs.
In the on-state of a TFET, electrons in the valence band of the p-doped
source can tunnel into empty states in the undoped channel and thus constitute a current. This is illustrated by the green energy bands in Fig. 1.7(b).
To calculate the tunnelling probability in the on-state, the tunnel barrier,
determined by the band gap, can be approximated as triangular, as indicated
in Fig. 1.7(b) as well. In a one-dimensional system, the resulting band-to1D , which determines the on-current, can then
band tunnelling probability TBTB
be calculated as [69]
1D
TBTB

= exp −

!
√
4 2me∗ Eg3/2
3qh̄ζ

,

(1.6)

where me∗ is the effective tunnelling mass, Eg is the source band gap, and
ζ is the maximum electric field at the tunnel junction. Unfortunately, this
expression typically yields rather small tunnelling probabilities of only a
few per cent, which reveals a challenge for ongoing TFET research: It is
difficult to achieve TFET on-currents which are sufficiently large for circuit
applications. III-V materials, again, can be of great benefit to tackling this
challenge, since they allow flexible band engineering [31] and indeed, the
III-V TFETs characterised in this thesis achieve the highest on-currents of all
reported TFETs while maintaining S < 60 mV/decade. This is demonstrated
in Fig. 1.8, where it can also be seen that irrespective of the challenge for
the on-state, TFETs have demonstrated significant improvement regarding the
off-state of transistors. Since the gate/channel area in TFETs is controlled in
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Figure 1.8: (a) Comparison of the transfer curves of a MOSFET and two
vertical nanowire (vNW) TFETs with the same gate oxides [70]. It is clearly
discernable that the TFETs exhibit steeper slopes. (b) Benchmark of state-ofthe-art TFET subthreshold swings. Here it also becomes clear that TFETs reach
steeper slopes than the fundamental 60 mV/decade. A commercial 16 nm
thermionic MOSFET from [71] serves as a reference and [72–74] present some
state-of-the-art TFETs published at the time of writing this thesis. The TFETs
investigated in this thesis exhibit the highest currents of all TFETs, while still
reaching slopes below 60 mV/decade [70, 75].

the same way as in conventional MOSFETs, in some contexts, TFETs can be
regarded as a special kind of MOSFET. Most of the discussions about oxide
traps later in this thesis, for example, apply to TFETs in the same manner as
to ‘non-tunnel’ MOSFETs.
Since the value of S is so important for ascertaining the successful realisation of a TFET, a dedicated comment on its measurement is appropriate.
Inverse subthreshold slopes below 60 mV/decade cannot only result from a
suppression of the Fermi tail, but also from the capture or emission of charge
carriers by gate oxide traps at a critical time during the IV measurement. Such
capture/emission processes shift the channel energy bands and thus affect
the slope of the IV curve. (See Chapter 2 for more details.) It is therefore
important always to measure the hysteresis of the transfer curve, ideally also
to measure over different voltage intervals in the subthreshold region, and to
measure at different voltage sweep rates. Such detailed measurements can
uncover effects of traps and warrant the reliable characterisation of a TFET.
Since the source Fermi tail is cut off by the band gap, as mentioned, the ideal
inverse subthreshold slope of a TFET is not temperature-dependent. However,
the presence of gate oxide defects, band tails due to doping impurities
and other material defects, and especially the presence of defects at the
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tunnel junction, can all reintroduce a temperature dependence due to defectassisted tunnelling and noise mechanisms. For this thesis, such effects were
investigated amongst others in Paper III and the effect of gate oxide defects
on TFET operation will be elucidated in more detail in Chapter 2. Further
temperature dependences in TFETs can be caused by a degenerate doping of
the source (i.e. the Fermi level is moved into the valence band) and, especially
in the off-state, by Shockley-Read-Hall generation of carriers [76].
Since the treatment of the mentioned band tails can become quite tedious
[77], a simple phenomenological formulation was developed in [78] (Related
Work in this thesis) to describe the effect of band tails in TFETs. In this
formulation, together with the effects of the channel capacitance and defects
at the channel/gate oxide interface, the expression for S in a TFET becomes


Cq + Cit
k TE0
S = ln(10) B
1+
,
(1.7)
kB T + E0
Cox
where Cit and Cox are the interface defect capacitance and the geometric
oxide capacitance, respectively, and E0 is an energy decay parameter, which
describes the exponential decrease of the band tails into the band gap. Cit can
be calculated as Cit = qDit with the interface defect density Dit . The centroid
capacitance was omitted here for a simpler expression.
A quite intriguing feature of TFETs with a degenerately doped source contact is the occurrence of negative differential conductance (NDR) upon variation
of the source voltage VSD with respect to the drain bias, as illustrated in
Fig. 1.9. If the biasing of the device is reversed with respect to ‘normal’
VSD
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Figure 1.9: (a) Detailed measurement of the TFET NDR region at 50 K.
The drain terminal was grounded and the gate-to-drain and source-to-drain
voltages VGD and VSD , respectively, were varied. Multiple peaks were visible
at all temperatures, but more pronounced at low temperatures. (b) Band
diagrams corresponding to different VSD for a constant VGD to illustrate the
different conduction regions in (a).
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operation, i.e. the drain acts as the reference terminal and voltages are applied
to the gate and the source instead of the gate and the drain, charge carriers
can tunnel from the channel into the source instead of the other way around.
At a fixed gate bias, first, as in normal operation, this causes an increase of the
tunnelling current when increasing the source voltage, because the tunnelling
window increases. Above a certain voltage, however, the tunnelling window
starts decreasing again so that for an increase in voltage, the current decreases.
Because the derivative of the current with respect to the voltage is negative in
this case, the relation is called NDR. Such an NDR relation could be utilised
e.g. to realise TFET-based voltage-controlled oscillators, where the NDR could
compensate the positive resistance in the circuit. Fig. 1.9(a) presents a detailed
measurement of the NDR characteristics as a function of both VSD , the sourceto-drain voltage, and VGD , the gate-to-drain voltage, with a constant drain
voltage of zero volts. At even higher VSD than presented in Fig. 1.9(a),
electrons are thermionically injected into the source so that the current after
the valley between VGD ≈ 0.2 and 0.4 V increases again. This is indicated
in Fig. 1.9(b). The multiple peaks beyond VGD ≈ 0.2 V in Fig. 1.9(a) go
beyond the qualitative description provided here and require a more thorough
analysis. Further details about the general operation principles of TFETs can
be found in e.g. [69] or [79].
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2
Characterisation of Gate Oxide
Defects

S

ince it proves to be challenging to obtain high-quality gate oxides
on top of III-V channels, it is important to understand the effects
that non-idealities related to the oxide can have on the MOSFET
performance. In this chapter, work on the characterisation of defects related to
the gate oxide in both MOSFETs and TFETs at ‘very slow’ (& microseconds)
time scales is summarised. The characterisations comprise hysteresis, lowfrequency noise, and bias temperature instability measurements. A short
overview of the chemical nature of defects related to the gate oxide at the
beginning of the chapter conveys an idea of the physical origin of different
defects.

2.1 PHYSICAL ORIGINS AND CHARGE EXCHANGE MECHANISMS
Typically, the high-κ gate oxide for III-V MOSFETs is grown by an atomic
layer deposition (ALD) process, where alternating pulses of precursors form
self-limiting atomic layers on the semiconductor surface [80]. Despite several
years of research, the growth of high-κ oxides on III-V materials still gives rise
to a large number of material defects which can interact with carriers in the
semiconductor channel [81]. In their equilibrium state, such traps can either
act as donors and emit additional electrons into the channel or as acceptors
and capture electrons from the channel. In either case the charge state of the
respective trap can change to more positive or more negative [82, 83].
Based on the distance of these defects from the high-κ/semiconductor
interface and thus related to their chemical nature, the defects can be loosely
divided into border traps in the ‘bulk’ of the oxide and interface traps [84].
To be able to interact with charge carriers in the semiconductor channel, the
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energy levels of the defects have to be close to the semiconductor Fermi level.
For n-type operation, as investigated in this thesis, this means that the defect
energy levels have to be located in the semiconductor band gap or below
to affect the off-state, and in the band gap or above to affect the on-state.
According to density functional theory (DFT) calculations, there are several
different material defects which lie in this range. Some typical candidates in
the In(Ga)As/Al2 O3 /HfO2 material systems in this thesis are summarised in
the following and schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
Border traps are typically associated with oxygen vacancies or interstitials at
least a few atomic monolayers away from the oxide/semiconductor interface
and their energy levels have been calculated to lie close to or above the
In(Ga)As conduction band edge [82]. Border traps can interact with electrons
from the semiconductor via quantum-mechanical tunnelling combined with
an activation energy due to a local deformation of the trap site. If the charge
state of a trap changes, the local electrostatic interactions will change and the
surrounding atoms will either be drawn closer together or away from each
other. Since such a structural rearrangement requires energy, a corresponding
energy barrier can be associated with the capture/emission process [85].
The capture/emission time constants of such interactions can be expressed
as [86–88]


x
EA
τc/e = τ0 exp
exp
,
(2.1)
λ
kB T
where x is the tunnelling distance, λ is the tunnelling attenuation length
according to the WKB approximation, and EA is the activation energy of the
process. The effective pre-factor τ0 = 1/(σnvth ) depends on the capture cross
section σ, the carrier concentration n in the semiconductor, and the thermal
velocity vth of the charge carriers [86]. Due to a wide range of reported values
for σ even for the same material systems, values for τ0 can be found to vary
from microseconds [89] all the way [90] to below picoseconds [91]. Especially
for ‘slow’ (> nanoseconds) capture and emission processes, it is often assumed
that the activation energy dominates the time constant.
Interface traps, as the name indicates, originate from imperfect interfaces
between the III-V semiconductor and the gate oxide. Causes for interface
traps with energies above the InAs or InGaAs conduction band edge can
be certain faulty III-V bonds (e.g. As-As) or dangling bonds [92]. Oxygen
vacancies at the interface can cause states above the conduction band edge
of the semiconductor or below the valence band edge [83]. Due to the
amorphous nature of the gate oxide, energy states of different defects are not
localised in energy, but smeared out into distributions, see Fig. 2.2. The tails
of these distributions can extend into the semiconductor band gap even from
defect states with energies above or below the band gap [94]. Different III- or
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V-surface oxides as well as AsGa or GaAs anti-sites can add additional states
in the semiconductor band gap [93]. Furthermore, in the oxide outside of the
semiconductor band gap, so-called metal-induced gap states (MIGs) or virtual
gap states can occur due to electron wave functions from the semiconductor
decaying into the oxide. There cannot be any MIGs inside the semiconductor
band gap [94].
The expression to describe the interaction time constants τc/e for interface
traps takes the same form as (2.1) without the tunnelling term, and EA in this
case also takes into account the distance in energy of the trap energy level
from the channel Fermi level [95]. At this point it should be noted that the
nomenclature for electrically active interface defects, the energies of which lie
outside of the semiconductor band gap, can easily become ambiguous, since
such states have to be at least a short distance away from the actual interface
in order to be able to capture charge. Without this certain distance, defect
sites right at the interface would be in contact with the continuous density
of states of the semiconductor bands and there would be no barrier to keep
charge carriers trapped.
Many studies have been carried out to reduce the magnitude of the defect
distributions or to shift them out of the energy range, which is accessible
during normal MOSFET operation. Different techniques of III-V surface
passivation by means of forming gases have been proposed to reduce the
interface state density [96] and the observation of the so-called self-cleaning
effect of the ALD process [97] has lead to the introduction of the Al2 O3 /HfO2
bilayer gate oxide used in the devices in this thesis [98]. Recent findings
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Energy
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Figure 2.1: (a) 2D illustration of HfO2 on InAs. Circles mark schematic example defects, such as oxygen vacancies (red circles), oxygen interstitials (grey
circle), an As-As bond, and a dangling bond (blue circles). (b) Approximate
relative positions of different defect energy levels in the HfO2 /In(Ga)As material system calculated by DFT. (Values indicated according to [82, 83, 92–94],
but not to scale.) VO – oxygen vacancies, IO – oxygen interstitials, GaAs /AsGa
– anti-sites, As-As – As-As bond, Ga-d – Ga dangling bond.
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suggest that the Al2 O3 might in fact not be necessary and the self-cleaning
effect should work just as well with HfO2 applied directly on top of the III-V
channel [99]. Alternatively, the interface could be passivated remotely by the
gate metal [100]. In order to tackle border traps, the introduction of dipole
layers in the ‘bulk’ of the oxide has been proposed as a promising approach
to shift the energy levels of the traps [101]. Since investigations in different
directions constitute an active area of research, there still does not seem to
exist a consensus on what would be the most promising strategy to move
forward. Such investigations, however, just as the summarised results of DFT
calculations, are not a part of this thesis and are only mentioned to provide
an overview.

2.2 HYSTERESIS IN IV CURVES
One of the first measurements typically carried out on a transistor is the
transfer sweep explained in Section 1.5 and already in this basic measurement,
the effect of traps can be discerned. Fig. 2.2(a) presents a transfer curve,
where VGS is first ‘swept’ up from a certain starting point and upon reaching
its highest value, immediately swept back down. Often, the two resulting
IV curves do not exactly overlap each other, which is called hysteresis, and
in the case of MOSFETs is ascribed to the charging of oxide traps. Due to
the different interaction time constants (2.1) and energy levels of the traps,
the width of the hysteresis depends on the sweep rate, the start and stop
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nanowire TFET. In the down-sweep, individual discharging events can be
discerned, which allow the quantification of the effect of individual defects
and thus of single electrons. (b) 3D schematic to illustrate the relative position
of oxide defects in space and energy. Red dots and blue orbs represent
electrons and traps, respectively. (c) Cross section along the indicated plane
in (b). The oxide defects are summarised to distributions and the different
amounts of charged defects (blue areas) explain the observation of hysteresis.
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voltages, and the temperature. For the most straightforward process, where
traps in the oxide interact with electrons in the channel, with increasing VGS ,
the energy levels of more and more traps end up below the Fermi level of
the channel and if the electron capture time constant (2.1) is shorter than the
measurement time, electrons can be captured in these traps. If the emission
time constant for trapped electrons is then longer than the measurement time,
the electrons remain trapped in the oxide for some time even when the Fermi
level in the channel drops below the trap energy level again when VGS is
swept down. The trapped charge in the oxide causes a VT shift so that during
the down-sweep, at the same VGS , a different ID is measured than during the
up-sweep. In the smallest devices, the capture and emission of individual
electrons can be discerned from distinct steps in the IV curve such as in
the example of Fig. 2.2(a). From such steps, the contribution of individual
traps to the hysteresis can be determined to amount to a few millivolts. This
is demonstrated in Paper IV and Paper V and will be elucidated further in
Section 2.5.
In Paper I we investigated, how different crystal surfaces of a lateral
nanowire affect the hysteresis. The data points in Fig. 2.3(a) were measured by
systematically varying the gate stop voltage of the transfer measurements for
a fixed start voltage and a fixed sweep speed. The effective (i.e. projected to
the gate oxide/semiconductor interface) concentration of traps Neff can then
be calculated from the measured hysteresis ∆VT via the charged traps ∆Neff
corresponding to each ∆VT by


∆Neff = ∆VT Cox /q =

ψstop

Neff ( E) dE,

(2.2)

ψstart

where ψstart and ψstop are the surface potential at the start and the stop
voltage, respectively, and Cox is the geometric oxide capacitance as before.
Neff was modelled by two Gaussian distributions and the parameters of these
distributions were used as fitting parameters to reconstruct the measure ∆VT .
The resulting Neff are presented in Fig. 2.3(b).
The effect of traps can be distinguished even more clearly by increasing the
sweep voltage not continually, but by fast, subsequent pulses, as indicated
in the inset of Fig. 2.3(c). In between the pulses with successively increasing
magnitude, the voltage always drops to a resting value for a typically much
longer time than the pulse lengths themselves. With short pulses, defects with
trapping time constants, which are longer than the pulse lengths, cannot trap
charge carriers anymore so that there is a smaller shift in VT as compared with
a continuous sweep. This results in a smaller hysteresis and, as demonstrated
in Fig. 2.3(c), in higher currents. Furthermore, during the time intervals at the
resting voltage, charged traps can release carriers again, which reduces some
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Figure 2.3: (a) Measured (symbols) and calculated (lines – fitted by Neff in
(b)) hysteresis ∆VT as a function of increasing gate overdrive voltage VGS − VT
for three different channel geometries. The inset illustrates the channel dimensions. (b) Fitted effective defect density Neff as a function of the energy E
above the top of the channel barrier E0 . (c) Results from pulsed measurements
on a planar InGaAs MOSFET with Al2 O3 gate oxide. The pulsed transfer
curves are clearly higher than the DC curve and the magnification resolves
further differences between curves with different pulse lengths. The inset in
the bottom right illustrates the pulsed measurement scheme; the wait times
in between pulses are much longer than the pulses themselves.

of the accumulated VT shift. The establishment of a systematic measurement
scheme for pulsed measurements in the Nanoelectronics group was initiated
during work for this thesis.
Fig. 2.3(c) presents an example of a planar InGaAs MOSFET with an Al2 O3
gate oxide, which was used to establish the measurement scheme. In initial
results on vertical nanowire MOSFETs it seems that besides electron trapping,
as described before, other effects play a role as well; for example trapping of
holes or the interaction of traps not only with the semiconductor channel, but
also with the gate metal. Initial results from reliability measurements which
corroborate these deliberations will be described in Section 2.6. All effects
described in this section have also been observed in the output characteristics
and can be explained by charge trapping due to VDS in addition to VGS .

2.3 MANY TRAPS – LOW-FREQUENCY NOISE
All transistor measurements can be subject to different forms of noise. In
the IV curve in Fig. 2.2(a) for example, noise can be identified as small
ripples throughout the curve. A noise source present in all electrical devices
is thermal noise with a noise power spectral density SI = 4kB T/R for a
conducting resistance R. Due to the tunnelling mechanism with a low
tunnelling probability TBTB  1, especially TFETs are also prone to shot
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noise with SI = 2qI, which depends on the device current I. Both of these
mechanisms produce frequency-independent white noise. Besides these two,
another important noise contribution originates from the same defects that
can cause hysteresis. This contribution is often summarised under the term
low-frequency noise (LFN) and the basis for one of the most widely used models
to explain LFN as caused by oxide traps was suggested by A. L. McWhorter in
1957 [102].† The principles of this model are discussed below and a detailed
treatise of LFN including new insights since 1957 can be found in [103].
Traps in the oxide, which are close to the position of the Fermi level in the
channel, can continuously change their occupancy. The resulting continuous
change of local electrostatics causes fluctuations in the channel energy bands
and thus in the flatband voltage Vfb , which in turn causes fluctuations in
the current. This noise origin is referred to as generation-recombination noise
(g-r noise) and forms the basis of the McWhorter model. An important
assumption in this early model is the trapping and de-trapping of electrons in
defects by pure elastic tunnelling rather than by processes involving activation
energies. With this assumption, (2.1) is reduced to τ = τ0 exp( x/λ). The
adequacy of this model in the light of more recent findings will be discussed
in Section 2.4. Under this for now tacit assumption, and the assumption of
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Figure 2.4: (a) Noise power spectral density SID as a function of frequency
for different VGS . The slopes typically vary around –1, but are steeper in this
example. This points towards a low absolute number of traps. (b) SID /IS2
as a function of the source current IS for a MOSFET at 293 K and a 1 K. At
2 well, which indicates
both temperatures, SID follows the transconductance gm
number fluctuations as the dominant noise source. (c) Same as (b) for a TFET.
2 , which indicates a
In some areas, SID seems to follow 1/IS instead of gm
stronger contribution of mobility fluctuations in the channel.
† Although

many works concerned with LFN reference this book, it seems to be
very difficult to get a hold of it. Thus, instead, [103] is recommended here for the
interested reader.
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a uniform trap distribution Nbt ( x, y, z, E), the total power spectral density SID
of the noise in the device current can be calculated by integrating the power
spectral density of the fluctuation in the occupancy of a single trap over both
energy and space. Besides the immediate effect of fluctuations in the flatband
voltage on the device currents, called number fluctuations, the fluctuations in
local electrostatics due to charge trapping can change the amount of scattering
in the channel. This can lead to fluctuations in the carrier mobility, which are
called correlated mobility fluctuations (CMF). We investigated the importance of
this CMF contribution in III-V MOSFETs in Paper II. The complete expression
for SID , including both contributions, and normalised by the device current
2 , becomes [103, 104]
squared ID


S ID
q2 kB TλNbt
ID 2
=
1
+
αµ
C
eff g
2
gm
f γ LG WG Cg2
ID
|
{z
}
2
I
=
SVfb
1 + αµeff Cg D
gm

2
gm
2
ID
2
gm
,
2
ID

(2.3)

where Cg is the series combination of the oxide capacitance, the quantum
capacitance, and the centroid capacitance, µeff is the effective carrier mobility,
α describes the change in mobility due to charge trapping in the oxide, and
the frequency exponent γ takes into account non-uniformities of Nbt with
respect to the depth in the oxide. Since a larger number of charge carriers
in the channel screens the effect of charged traps on the mobility, α depends
on the device current ID as α = α0 − α1 ln( ID ), where α0 and α1 are fitting
parameters [105]. α is typically in the order of 103 –104 Vs/C [103].
Besides the model (2.3), which relates SID to oxide traps and CMF, another
widely used model explains LFN solely in terms of mobility fluctuations. This
empirical model was developed by F. N. Hooge in 1969 [106] and expresses
SID as [103, p. 78]
SID
qα µ V
(2.4)
= H 2eff DS ,
2
ID
f LG ID
where αH is the empirical and dimensionless Hooge parameter. A weak point
of this model is the lack of a widely accepted physical explanation of the
origins of the mobility fluctuations [103, p. 82 ff.].
In either case, (2.3) or (2.4), due to the 1/ f γ dependence (γ = 1 in the
Hooge model), this type of noise is often referred to as 1/ f noise. It can
be very harmful to e.g. mixer circuits, if the 1/ f noise of the transistor
overlaps the baseband so that the noise is mixed up together with the actual
signal. The frequency dependence of the power spectral density SID of 1/ f
noise can be resolved with e.g. a spectrum analyser or a lock-in amplifier,
as demonstrated in Fig. 2.4(a). In Paper III we demonstrated that (2.3) and
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(2.4), which were originally derived for MOSFETs, can be applied to TFETs
as well. So if instead of as a function of the frequency, SID is measured at
a fixed frequency – typically 10 Hz – the dominant origin of the noise in
MOSFETs and TFETs can be identified by comparing the measured SID with
(2.3) and (2.4). This is exemplified in Fig. 2.4(b) and (c) for a vertical nanowire
MOSFET and a vertical nanowire TFET, respectively, each at two different
temperatures. In the figures, the device current is expressed as the source
current IS because of the configuration of the measurement setup, which
is described in Appendix A. For both MOSFETs and TFETs, SID /IS2 mostly
2 /I 2 , which indicates oxide traps
follows the normalised transconductance gm
S
as the dominant origin of the noise rather than mobility fluctuations. Both
types of LFN can occur in the same device, however, depending on e.g.
channel geometry or bias range. In [107] for example, this distinction is very
clear for conduction at the surface or in the core of a nanowire in different bias
ranges. For TFETs, the tunnelling mechanism, which determines the current
level, is unlikely to be subject to mobility fluctuations. Instead, in Fig. 2.4(c)
and Paper III, the mobility fluctuations in certain bias ranges could have been
induced in the channel after the tunnel junction, especially since the channels
of these devices were very long (& 200 nm).
If oxide traps are identified as the dominant source of LFN, the measured
SID can be used to calculate the density Nbt of these traps according to
(2.3). Fig. 2.5(a) presents a comparison of LFN in different III-V MOS
architectures together with reported values for Si. The figure is an augmented
version of the figure from Paper II, where we compared LFN for different
channel geometries and their effects on the observed LFN in MOSFETs. In
summary, short channel nanowire MOSFETs were affected mostly by number
fluctuations, whereas long channel planar MOSFETs displayed a considerable
amount of CMF as well. This may be attributed to two factors: In long
channel devices, the current is determined by the mobility so that fluctuations
in the mobility have a large effect, whereas the mobility is less important in
short channel semi-ballistic devices; in addition, the larger surface-to-volume
ratio in the short channel GAA devices can increase the ratio of number
fluctuations to mobility-related effects. These different behaviours can be
discerned in Fig. 2.5(a), where two different curves/values are provided
for each device to separate the effects of a distributed Nbt and of CMF.
The U-shaped curves represent distributed Nbt for the case of pure number
fluctuations without any CMF, and the constant values in the insets represent
the case of constant Nbt , where only the CMF are dependent on VGS . The
‘real’ Nbt in most cases is very likely a combination of both, which can be
deduced amongst others by examining the extreme values in Fig. 2.5(a). The
highest values for the U-shaped curves exceed the amount of atoms in the
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oxide, which is unphysical. The lowest values for the constant Nbt are lower
than most reported literature values for Al2 O3 /HfO2 , even when compared
with dedicated optimisation studies. This is unlikely, since the oxide in
the measured devices was not explicitly optimised for low defect densities.
The contributions of pure number fluctuations and CMF can however not be
distinguished quantitatively in this kind of measurement.
As to the difference between III-V and Si material systems, the latter usually
displays a trend to achieve lower Nbt values than the former and three major
reasons seem probable to explain this. Fundamentally, Si channels exhibit
a larger density of states so that the Fermi level does not move as far up
into the conduction band in the on-state as it does in III-V channels. This
means that for a given trap distribution in the gate oxide, a smaller range
of this distribution and thus a smaller total number of traps is probed in Si
devices. In addition, the band offset between a Si channel and the gate oxide is
different from the offset for III-V channels so that different portions of the trap
distributions are accessible to begin with. Thirdly, the Si fabrication process
tolerates much higher annealing temperatures than III-V processes, which can
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of different III-V and Si MOSFETs. (a) Border trap
densities Nbt . U-shaped lines were calculated assuming pure number fluctuations (i.e. without CMF), straight lines with shaded standard deviations were
calculated assuming constant Nbt with VGS -dependent CMF. The constant Nbt
are plotted in small intervals for better readability of the figure. (b) Inputreferred equivalent gate voltage noise power SVG . Same colours and symbols
in (a) and (b) correspond to the same devices. All III-V devices were measured
during the work for this thesis and values for Si are from [108–110], where
values from [110] were calculated with additional data from [111]. Squares
denote planar devices, pyramids lateral nanowires, circles vertical nanowire
MOSFETs, and crosses vertical nanowire TFETs.
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lead to a better passivation of material defects. The most promising approach
to date to remedy the effect of oxide traps in III-V material systems seems to
be the introduction of a dipole layer in the oxide to shift the energies of the
defects out of the operational range, as mentioned before [101].
It is somewhat striking that in Fig. 2.5(a), the values for Nbt for TFETs
with and without CMF differ so strongly despite the current in TFETs being
controlled by the tunnelling junction and not by effects limited by the carrier
mobility. However, all of the TFETs in the figure featured long channels after
the tunnel junction (& 200 nm) so that the CMF could have been induced
after the tunnelling junction. One of the TFETs in Fig. 2.5(a) further sticks
out insofar as it displays the lowest Nbt of all measured devices. This was
confirmed in other devices on the same sample and is most likely related to
processing. Of all the samples included in Fig. 2.5, this was the only one,
where the gate oxide was applied as the first processing step and was not
altered any further in later steps. The resulting low values for Nbt suggest
that it would be worthwhile to adjust processing of other samples according
to this scheme.
2 , which
Fig. 2.5(b) presents the equivalent gate voltage noise SVG = SID /gm
transfers the measured current noise power SID to the input, i.e. the gate voltage of the transistor. Different from Nbt in Fig. 2.5(a), this is a technical rather
than a physical metric in the sense that it provides information about the
smallest possible input voltage amplitude e.g. for amplifier design, rather than
information about the physical properties of the transistor. As such, it does
not depend on the assumption of a specific capture/emission mechanism.
It becomes obvious that this technical metric does not simply ‘translate’ the
physical defect properties of the oxide, when noting that the devices with the
lowest Nbt do not necessarily exhibit the lowest SVG . This is because devices
with comparatively high Nbt can still exhibit high transconductances gm . As a
consequence, a smaller input noise SVG would be ‘required’ to cause the same
current noise SID that is generated by traps.

2.4 ON ELASTIC AND INELASTIC TUNNELLING IN LFN
The calculation of Nbt in Fig. 2.5(a) is based on the McWhorter model,
which assumes elastic tunnelling as the charge trapping mechanism. Some
results, especially from reliability measurements, (see Section 2.6) refute this
assumption as too simplistic [88]. In this section, restrictions and prospects of
the assumption of elastic tunnelling are briefly discussed.
For capture and emission processes, which are exponentially dependent
on an activation energy, as in (2.1), SID should vanish almost completely at
temperatures as low as 11 K. Yet Fig. 2.4(b) and (c) both evidence a temper-
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Figure 2.6: Schematic illustration how different portions of traps with a wide
distribution of time constants τc/e respond at different temperatures. (a) According to an inelastic model, the trap time constants depend exponentially on
the activation energy EA . In a wide distribution of EA , some EA can be very
small so that they trap charge ‘quasi-elastically’. (b) At room temperature,
these quasi-elastic traps respond too fast to be measurable, but they can
shift into the accessible measurement range at low temperatures. The traps
which are measurable at room temperature, on their part, shift out of the
measurement range at low temperatures. If the two trap distributions with
different activation energies are similar, similar LFN results are measured at
the different temperatures.

ature dependence of SID , which is linear at best, rather than exponential. In
[112], an explanation for such a missing strong temperature dependence was
offered for increased measurement temperatures. Different characterisation
techniques suggest that trap activation energies, and thus the interaction
time constants according to (2.1), are distributed over a very wide range.
However, only a certain portion of traps in these wide distributions can
respond in a certain measurement window at a certain temperature, while
traps with time constants, which are longer than the measurement time,
cannot respond. If the measurement temperature is increased, these traps
with long time constants can respond faster so that at elevated temperatures,
they are shifted into the measurement window. At the same time, the
previously measured trap responses become so fast that they shift out of
the measurement window. The measured effects due to traps can thus look
very similar at different temperatures, while actually resulting from different
responding trap distributions.
Under the contrasting assumption of elastic tunnelling, which leads to (2.3),
a linear temperature dependence of SID is predicted. This agrees well with
the measured results in Fig. 2.4 and suggests that the line of argument for
increased measurement temperatures might also hold for decreased temperatures. In a wide distribution of activation energies there can be traps with
very small activation energies, which thus respond too fast to measure at e.g.
room temperature. If the measurement temperature is decreased, the response
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of these fast traps slows down, moves into the measurement window, and
the measured results are again very similar at the different temperatures.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2.6. For very low activation energies, however,
charge carriers interact almost elastically with the corresponding traps so that
the nomenclature in this context can be ambiguous. The adaptation of the
explanation in [112] to lower temperatures is strongly supported by e.g. [90],
where trap populations with low activation energies were identified at low
temperatures, and it is consistent with our observations of trap responses
even at gigahertz frequencies in Chapter 3/Paper VI. Furthermore, in [112],
the absence of VT shifts below 150 K was drawn upon as an argument against
any elastic mechanisms as well, while we clearly observe VT shifts even at
temperatures as low as 11 K.
To be on the safe side, the calculated Nbt in Fig. 2.5(a) should be interpreted
as minimum values. The involvement of activation energies can only increase
the interaction time constants τc/e so that if subject to an activation energy,
the same measured τc/e would correspond to shorter tunnelling distances and
thus to higher Nbt . At temperatures as low as 11 K, however, the calculation of
Nbt based on elastic tunnelling should yield reliable results. Typically, values
for Nbt at these temperatures were about a factor 10–100 as low as at room
temperature so that LFN measurements at several intermediate temperatures
could provide information about the distribution of Nbt in energy. Whichever
the ‘real’ interaction mechanisms may be, a thorough LFN characterisation is
important for every transistor technology, since, like other noise sources, LFN
can have detrimental effects on circuit performance [103].

2.5 INDIVIDUAL TRAPS – RANDOM TELEGRAPH NOISE
In strongly scaled devices, the absolute number of defects can be very small
so that in some measurements, the effects of individual traps can become
visible. This will happen, if these individual traps have capture and emission
time constants similar to the integration time of each measurement point. An
example of such individual traps was illustrated already in Fig. 2.2(a), and
Fig. 2.7(a) provides an exploded view of the resulting distinct steps.
The strongly scaled III-V devices characterised in this thesis typically
approach the quantum capacitance limit, where the channel potential follows
the gate voltage almost one-to-one except for a possible potential drop due to
interface states. From simple electrostatic considerations, the relation between
VGS and the surface potential ψs can be expressed as

ψs =

Cox
V ,
Cox + Cq + Cit GS

(2.5)
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where Cox is the gate oxide capacitance, Cq is the semiconductor quantum
capacitance, and Cit = qDit is the capacitance due to an interface defect
density Dit . For (2.5) it is assumed that Cox and Cq are in series and Cit
is in parallel with Cq . As highlighted in Fig. 2.7(a), a defect trapping a
single electron increases the hysteresis by a few millivolts so that according to
(2.5), the channel potential changes by a similar amount, the value somewhat
reduced depending on Cit and Cq .
In Paper IV we demonstrated that the individual traps affecting the curve in
Fig. 2.7(a) deteriorate the inverse subthreshold slope S of a transistor. Often,
such a degradation is mostly attributed to interface defects Dit as
S = ln(10)

kB T
q



1+

Cq + Cit
Cox



.

(2.6)

Since border traps can deteriorate S as well, the exclusive focus on its
optimisation by improving the interface is not sufficient and border traps have
to be addressed as well.
If the transistor current ID is measured continuously and with a sufficient time resolution at a fixed bias point in close proximity to a distinct
capture/emission step in the transfer curve, a phenomenon called Random
Telegraph Noise (RTN) can be observed. In this phenomenon, the current
fluctuates between two distinct levels due to the trapping and de-trapping
of electrons in one specific defect. An example of such a measurement is
presented in Fig. 2.7(b). Since the trapping and de-trapping follows a Poisson
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Figure 2.7: (a) Demonstration of how individual oxide traps can deteriorate
the inverse subthreshold slope of a TFET. The individual slopes close to the
distinct steps are mostly the same. A slope over a wider bias range, however,
is clearly flatter than the individual slopes. (b) Example of RTN (different
device). At a fixed bias point close to a distinct step in the transfer curve, the
device current fluctuates between two distinct levels due to repeated capture
and emission of an electron in the same trap.
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VGS ; same measurement series as in (a).

point process, the distribution of the times in the high and the low current
state can be described by an exponential distribution f (t) = τ −1 exp(−t/τ ),
where t is the time and τ the characteristic time constant of the process. An
example of such distributions for the capture and emission time constants τc/e
is provided in Fig. 2.8(a). From the measured distributions, the characteristic
capture and emission time constants of an individual trap can be calculated.
We carried out these experiments for TFETs in Paper IV and Paper V.
At cryogenic temperatures, where activation energies play a minor role,
RTN measurements can be used to estimate the distance of the responsible
trap from the oxide/channel interface as well as their energy level relative to
the channel band edges. The energy level can be calculated from (2.5) and the
transfer curve, and we observed trap responses from the subthreshold region
all the way to the on-state of transistors, i.e. from inside the semiconductor
band gap all the way into the conduction band. The estimation of the distance
from the interface is illustrated in Fig. 2.8(b). With the assumption of elastic
tunnelling, the capture and emission time constants are equal, if the trap
energy level is aligned with the channel Fermi level. At this point, the
tunnelling length and thus the distance of the trap from the interface can be
calculated with (2.1). If the trap energy level moves below the channel Fermi
level, the capture time constant will decrease and the emission time constant
will increase, since now the trapped charge has to ‘jump up’ in energy to
be released from the trap. (Vice versa, if the trap energy level moves above
the channel Fermi level.) This offset between the trap energy level and the
channel Fermi level, however, is equivalent to a small energy barrier. So, if
in this interpretation charge carriers can surmount small energy barriers after
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all, an inelastic trapping mechanism due to deformation of the defect site will
have to be revisited for consistency.
In the example of Fig. 2.8(b), the time constants varied over a gate bias
range of ±10–15 mV so that with (2.5) and E = qV we will examine the effect
of an activation energy of 15 meV in (2.1). With EA = 15 meV, τc = τe = 70 ms
from Fig. 2.8(b), and τ0 = 1 ps† in (2.1), the tunnelling distance is calculated
as 1.2 nm. For pure elastic tunnelling instead, the distance would be 3.2 nm
so that just from electrical measurements, the distance of the trap from the
channel/oxide interface can be determined to within approximately 2 nm.
The detailed understanding of individual defects is of increasing importance
for ultra-scaled devices, which are affected by only a few traps. Electrical
measurements as non-invasive techniques, which are applicable to complete
devices rather than dedicated test structures such as capacitors, can provide a
convenient means to this end.

2.6 RELIABILITY AND LIFETIME
Over time, the effects of charges trapped in the oxide can accumulate. Some
defects even have interaction time constants, which are so long that their
effects on the MOSFET characteristics appear as a virtually constant VT shift.
Since the integration of MOSFETs in circuits relies on fixed operating voltages,
too large a VT shift will prevent proper circuit operation. The average time
until a transistor causes a failure in circuit operation is called the lifetime of
the device and the failure criterion is often defined as an accumulated VT shift
of 30 mV over ten years.
Since measurements at such long time scales are impractical, so-called bias
temperature instability (BTI) measurements are used to enable the extrapolation
of the transistor lifetime. In such BTI measurements, electrical stress is applied
to a transistor in the form of elevated VGS or VDS for repeated and increasing
intervals of time, which leads to an increased capture of charge carriers in
oxide traps, as described in Section 2.2. A schematic visualisation of this
measurement scheme is presented in Fig. 2.9(a).
VT shifts ∆VT due to BTI stress in a wide range of MOSFETs were found to
follow the general equation (e.g. (2.24) in [113, p. 47])



|VGS − VT,0 | γ α
E
∆VT ≈ A0 exp − A
tstress ,
kB T
tox

(2.7)

where A0 is a scaling pre-factor, EA is the apparent activation energy of the
∆VT process, VT,0 is the threshold voltage before stress, tox is the gate oxide
†τ
0
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≈ 1 ps was chosen based on high frequency measurements, see Chapter 3.
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thickness, tstress is the stress time, and γ and α are the voltage acceleration
factor and the stress time exponent, respectively. For the relaxation times in
between stress periods, a universal relaxation model was found to describe the
recovery of VT . With the universal relaxation time ξ = trelaxation /tstress,total and
fitting parameters B and β, the VT recovery r (ξ ) can be expressed as (e.g. (2.25)
in [113, p. 49])
A
r (ξ ) =
.
(2.8)
1 + Bξ β
A in this expression is the VT shift at the end of the previous stress period and
is thus equal to (2.7), but with the total tstress of all previous stress times added
together. With these two relations, (2.7) and (2.8), measurements of ∆VT for
increasing stress times tstress and the subsequent VT recovery in relaxation
intervals trelaxation in between the application of stress should enable the
extrapolation of the expected lifetimes of the transistors as well as conclusions
about the responsible trap distributions.
BTI measurements on vertical III-V nanowire MOSFETs were carried out
in a collaboration with V. Putcha and J. Franco at IMEC in Belgium as a
complement to the previously described characterisations. At first glance,
unfortunately, the measurements do not seem to obey (2.7) or (2.8) at all. The
representative relaxation traces in Fig. 2.9(b) clearly and repeatedly change
their slope and their sign so that their magnitudes with increasing stress times
are not monotonous. This indicates that besides the ‘normal’ charge trapping,
it is likely that different competing mechanisms are involved in these complex
traces, such as a discharge of traps to the gate metal instead of the channel or
the capture of holes from the valence band. A schematic summary of possible
processes involved is provided in Fig. 2.9(c). With these considerations, (2.8)
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Figure 2.9: (a) BTI measurement scheme, adapted from [114]. The durations of
the stress periods are typically increased logarithmically, while the duration of
the relaxation periods is kept constant with logarithmically spaced measurement points. (b) VT recovery measured on a vertical III-V nanowire MOSFET.
(c) Possible mechanisms, which could explain the complex VT recovery in (b).
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can then be fitted to the measured data, if the total relaxation in Fig. 2.9(b)
is separated into a positive and a negative component. From such fits, the
physical origins, i.e. the involved trap distributions, can be determined, e.g.
by a compact-physics framework, such as the one presented in [115] (Comphy).

2.7 OUTLOOK – TOWARDS A UNIFIED TRAP DISTRIBUTION
Although all of the previously analysed effects – hysteresis, LFN, RTN, BTI –
manifest themselves in the operation of a MOSFET in different ways, all effects
can be explained on the basis of trap distributions in the gate oxide. It seems
likely then that there is a single common distribution, which causes all of the
observed effects. In an ongoing collaboration with E. Caruso and P. Hurley
from the Tyndall National Institute in Ireland, we are endeavouring to find a
model for such a common defect distribution. If such a model was found, it
would be interesting, in a more advanced attempt, to also include the high
frequency trap responses studied in the chapter hereafter. Retroactively, this
might lead to different trap distributions for the low frequency range again,
since the very fast traps observed at gigahertz frequencies should always be
able to respond at lower frequencies as well.
In this chapter, a frequency range from about 100 µHz (BTI) to about 10 kHz
(LFN) was covered and hysteresis and RTN measurements are within this
spectrum as well. Characterisations in the following chapter carry on from
10 MHz, which leaves a gap in the covered time constants of electrically active
defects. Capacitance-voltage (CV) measurements, which typically range from
below kilohertz to about a megahertz, can be a means to close this gap to
some extent. They are, however, not covered in this thesis. Furthermore,
the measurement range of the transconductance-frequency dispersion, which
will be discussed in the following chapter, can be extended to frequencies
in this gap by a lock-in amplifier as used for the LFN measurements. It is
thus possible to electrically characterise oxide traps over the whole frequency
range from microhertz to gigahertz.
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ue to their low effective mass and the resulting high injection velocities and low densities of states, III-V MOSFETs are of special interest
for high frequency applications. This chapter summarises the work
on radio frequency (RF) characterisation of (vertical) III-V nanowire MOSFETs
carried out during work for this thesis. In the first section, the small-signal
model will be presented, which was developed and used to explain different
observations in the RF performance of III-V nanowire MOSFETs. In the second
section, improvements to the design of vertical RF transistors, based on this
model, will be reviewed, and in the last section, RF characterisations will be
employed to examine some physical properties of TFETs. The measurement
procedure for the small-signal parameters is described in Appendix A and a
detailed treatise of the development of the model in Appendix B.

3.1 THE SMALL-SIGNAL MODEL INCLUDING GATE OXIDE DEFECTS
If for a voltage vTOTAL = VDC + vac the AC component vac is small with
respect to the DC component VDC , the effect of this AC component on the
transistor currents i at the DC bias point can be approximated by the linear
term of a Taylor expansion
iTOTAL ≈ IDC (VGS , VDS ) +

∂iac
∂iac
vgs +
v .
∂vgs
∂vds ds

(3.1)

For this expression, the source terminal is assumed to be the common ground
terminal, which will be maintained throughout this chapter. For such small
AC variations, especially at high frequencies, it is sometimes sufficient to
study only this linearised small-signal response of a transistor rather than the
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complete large-signal response. The aim of RF small-signal modelling is then
the expression of the electrical response of a device under test by an equivalent
circuit consisting of linear elements.
At radio frequencies it is not practical to work with currents and voltages
anymore. Instead, the linear electrical response of networks and devices
is measured via complex-valued scattering parameters (s-parameters), which
provide information about the amplitude and the phase of a signal. For such
a characterisation in general, a device under test can be represented as a ‘black
box’ with input and output ports, and the incident, reflected, and transmitted
power is measured. For an n-port network this results in an n × n matrix
of s-parameters, which describes the complete small-signal response of the
network. For a detailed introduction to RF network analysis see e.g. [116].
A more intuitive and completely equivalent set of parameters is the set
of admittance parameters (y-parameters), which will be used in the following
analysis. In a common source configuration, a MOSFET has two ports,
namely gate (port 1) and drain (port 2), as illustrated in Fig 3.1. The general
definitions of the y-parameters for such a two-port are

i
ykl = k
vl

(3.2a)
v ¬ l =0

and

" #
i1
i2

=

"

y11

y12

y21

y22

#" #
v1
v2

,

(3.2b)

where all currents and voltages are the small-signal AC components of
(3.1). In words, ykl is the linearised small-signal admittance, which the
current related to port k experiences as a function of the voltage at port l
with the respective other voltage kept at zero volts. In the following, brief
explanations of the different small-signal components will be provided,
before the equivalent circuit model (Fig. 3.2) and the associated equations
are summarised on a double page as a convenient overview for practical
use. The model was submitted for publication as Paper VI and a more
detailed discussion of its development can be found in Appendix B. Detailed
derivations of the basic small-signal components can be found in e.g. [117].
At the heart of the small-signal model is the transconductance gm , which
was already introduced in Chapter 1 and which is essential for the gain of a
transistor. In DC operation, gm appears as a constant at each bias point, but
in a frequency sweep, for III-V MOSFETs, gm typically exhibits a dispersion
of the form ln(ω/ω0 ) due to the presence of gate oxide traps [118]. Here,
ω is the angular frequency and ω0 is the inverse of the effective pre-factor
τ0 in the expression for the capture/emission time constant τc/e in (2.1).
ω0 is thus the angular frequency above which traps cannot respond to the
input signal anymore. The movement of charge in the MOSFET channel is
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of a MOSFET as a two-port. G – gate, D – drain, S
– source. For the actual s-parameter measurement, the different powers ai
and b j are measured at the ports. For y-parameter modelling, the source is
grounded and the currents ik as functions of the voltages vl are calculated.

expressed by capacitances, which are defined as Ckl = (-)∂Qk /∂vl , where
the (-) applies if k 6= l [117, p. 397 ff.].† The mutual differential capacitance
Cm = Cdg − Cgd balances the charge between the two inversely related
intrinsic capacitances Cdg and Cgd . Besides the intrinsic capacitances, socalled parasitic capacitances due to overlaps of conductive elements in the
physical device structure affect the MOSFET small-signal response. In the
following, intrinsic capacitances are denoted by a subscript ‘i’ and parasitic
capacitances by a subscript ‘p’. As described in more detail in Section 3.2
and similar to gm , the intrinsic and parasitic capacitances are affected by the
presence of oxide traps as well. The total resulting admittances, which take
into account these effects, are denoted as ygx and ygx,p , where ‘x’ stands for
‘s’ (source) or ‘d’ (drain). Additional constant conductances in ygs,p and ygd,p
take into account DC leakage.
At low frequencies, the carrier response in the channel can be treated as
instantaneous, but at operation frequencies approaching the inverse of the
channel transition time, this assumption is not valid anymore. To a first
degree, the resulting non-quasi-static (NQS) effects can be taken into account by
intrinsic channel resistances Ri and Rj in series with the intrinsic capacitances
[49, p. 364]. Rg , Rs , and Rd in Fig. 3.2 are the access resistances of the
transistor and gds on the drain side is the output conductance as in Fig. 1.4.
Two controlled current sources, denoted gi1 and gi2 , take into account impact
ionisation (II) and band-to-band tunnelling (BTBT), which can occur in III-V
MOSFETs at high gate-to-drain electric fields [36, 119, 120].
The analytic expressions for the y-parameters become much easier, if first,
the access resistances are subtracted from the measured data. In a well
behaved transistor, Rg , Rs , and Rd (along with the parasitic capacitances)
† In

the case of Cgs and Csd this does not seem to make sense, if the source is kept
at zero bias. From the beginning, the common-source (CS) configuration yields the
capacitances Cgg , Cgd , Cdg , and Cdd , cf. (3.2b). Cgs and Csd are the result of rewriting
the CS model to a hybrid-π model as in Fig. 3.2.
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gm×v'gs
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gds

gi2×v'gs
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S
Figure 3.2: Comprehensive small-signal model as developed and used in this
thesis. G, S, and D denote gate, source, and drain, respectively, and equations
for all parameters are provided in the text.

can be determined from an s-parameter measurement in the off-state of the
transistor, where the model in Fig. 3.2 is drastically simplified and only the
access resistances and the parasitic capacitances remain. In the off-state, at
high frequencies, the real parts of the impedance parameters (z-parameters),
which are again equivalent to the s- and y-parameters, become
"
#
Rs + Rg
Rs
ZR = Re( Zoff-state ) =
.
(3.3)
Rs
Rs + Rd
This matrix can simply be subtracted from the z-parameter matrix of the
actual measurement, which is to be modelled. The remaining intrinsic
y-parameters (i.e. without Rg , Rs , and Rd ) according to (3.2a) are
y11 =

i1
v1

y12 =

i1
v2

y21 =

i2
v1

v2 =0

y22 =

i2
v2

v1 =0

v2 =0

v1 =0

= ygs,p +

ygs
− y12 ,
1 + ygs Ri

(3.4a)

ygd
,
1 + ygd Rj

(3.4b)

= −ygd,p −
=

gm
gi2
+ y12 − gi1 −
,
1 + ygs Ri
1 + ygs Ri

= gds + jωCsd − y12 + gi1 ,

(3.4c)
(3.4d)

with equations for the different components as in (3.5)–(3.9). The y-parameters
(3.4) possess an inherent universality in the sense that different aspects, such
as the effect of border traps, II, or BTBT, which might be too detailed for some
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applications, can be removed without further ado to obtain simpler expressions for all parameters. The detailed expression for the transconductance is
gm = gm,i [1 + γ1 ln(ω/ω0 ) + jα (1 + γ2 ln(ω/ω0 ))]

− jω (Cm − Cm,ω ln(ω/ω0 )) ,

(3.5)

where gm,i is the intrinsic transconductance without the effect of traps, γ1 ,
γ2 , and Cm,ω are the parameters to describe the frequency dispersions due to
traps, and α is a scaling factor for the dispersion of the imaginary part of the
transconductance, since it is much smaller than the real part. The logarithmic
expressions for the frequency dispersions can be obtained from a numerical
solution of the trap model, which will be described in Section 3.2. The intrinsic
admittances, when including the effects of traps, are

ygx = ω × ggx,ω + jω Cgx,i − Cgx,ω ln(ω/ω0 ) ,
(3.6)
where ‘x’ stands for ‘s’ or ‘d’ for source or drain, respectively, Cgx,i are the
intrinsic capacitances without the effect of traps, and the dispersion due to
traps is modelled by ggx,ω and Cgx,ω . Similar expressions describe the parasitic
elements

ygx,p = ω × ggxp,ω + jω Cgxp,0 − Cgxp,ω ln(ω/ω0 ) + ggx,l ,
(3.7)

where ggx,l additionally takes into account DC leakage and the other
parameters are analogous to (3.6). Simple analytic expressions for the
intrinsic NQS resistances Ri and Rj can be derived by an RC relaxation time
approach by equating the time it takes carriers to traverse half the channel
with the time to halfway charge Cgs,i (Cgd,i ) through Ri (Rj ). The results are

Ri =

1
1.4 gm,i

(3.8a)

and

Rj =

1
.
1.4 gm,i × Cgd,i /Cgs,i

(3.8b)

Finally, BTBT and II are modelled by
gik =

gk0
1 + jωτi

(3.9)

with the (for simplicity) common characteristic time constant τi . (Note that
this time constant τi is different from the τc/e which describes traps.) A
sufficient number of constraints for fitting the different components of the
small-signal model to the measured data is provided by the different real and
imaginary parts as well as the low and high frequency ranges of the different
y-parameters.
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Figure 3.3: Real parts of the measured (blue, solid lines) and modelled (red,
dashed lines) y-parameters for a vertical III-V nanowire MOSFET. (a) Re(y11 ),
Re(y12 ) (same device), and Re(y21 ) (several different devices) with logarithmic frequency axes to highlight the dispersions due to traps. (b) Linear
frequency axes (except Re(y22 )) to demonstrate how the model fits the full
frequency range. The increase in the two lower curves of Re(y22 ) below about
1 GHz as well as the change in the slope of Re(y21 ) at about 0.1 GHz in the
curves for VGS = 0.1 V and -0.2 V are caused by BTBT and impact ionisation.

As can be seen in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4, which are reproduced (and augmented) from Paper VI, (3.4)–(3.9) enable the accurate and comprehensive
modelling of RF measurements on III-V (nanowire) MOSFETs and can thus
provide detailed insights into the limiting and enabling factors of such
transistors in terms of high frequency performance. The investigations of
these factors during work for this thesis will be summarised in Section 3.3,
but first, the origin of the frequency dispersions in the previous equations
will be discussed in a dedicated section.

3.2 ON THE ORIGIN OF THE OXIDE TRAP COMPONENTS
The dispersions in the conductances in Fig. 3.3(a), in the capacitances in
Fig. 3.4(b), and in the gains in Fig. 3.5 in Section 3.3 were observed in almost all
measurements on vertical III-V nanowire MOSFETs and they can be explained
by the presence of traps in the gate stack. For some of the parameters – the
transconductance, the conductances, and the unilateral power gain – such
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Figure 3.4: Imaginary parts of the measured (blue, solid lines) and modelled
(red, dashed lines) y-parameters in Fig. 3.3. (a) Since fewer traps can respond
at higher frequencies, the dispersion due to traps is not visible on the linear
scale. (b) Top: Im(y11 ) and Im(y12 ) with a logarithmic frequency axis to
distinguish the dispersion due to traps. Bottom: Schematic of the distributed
RC model for traps, which can explain all dispersions in the y-parameters.

effects had been investigated previously [118, 121, 122], but the dispersions
in the capacitances, the forward current gain, and the maximum stable gain
had not been resolved. The linear and logarithmic frequency dependences in
(3.5), (3.6), and (3.7), which describe the different dispersions, can be obtained
from a numerical solution of the surface potential in a distributed RC network,
which is also commonly used to model oxide traps in CV measurements [123].
In [123], it was demonstrated how such a distributed RC network can model
traps with varying distances from the oxide/semiconductor interface and
how the total response of this network can be represented by equivalent
lumped elements with the aforementioned frequency dependences. Fig. 3.4(b)
illustrates such a distributed RC model alongside experimental evidence for
the logarithmic frequency dispersion in the capacitances from Paper VI.
We found that on the whole, the effect of traps on the RF performance is
measurable, but comparatively small. This is an important conclusion, which
helps to set the right priorities for the optimisation of the RF performance
of MOSFETs. Further details can be found in Paper VI, a detailed derivation
of the gm - f dispersion in [118], and a holistic, detailed treatise on the evolution of the small-signal model in Appendix B. Furthermore, for consistency
between measurement techniques, the measurement and modelling of the RF
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dispersion lead to the previously used value of ∼1 ps for the pre-factor τ0 in
the expression for the capture/emission time constant τc/e (2.1).

3.3 IMPROVED RF PERFORMANCE
Two of the most important high frequency metrics of a transistor are the
cutoff frequency f T and the maximum oscillation frequency f max , which were
compared for different technologies in Section 1.5.2. f T and f max denote
the frequencies, at which the forward current gain h21 and the unilateral
power gain U, respectively, become equal to one so that at and above f T
and f max , the transistor cannot act as an amplifier anymore. Besides these
two frequencies, the maximum stable gain MSG, the maximum available gain
MAG, and the stability factor k, which are defined below, are important
metrics for small-signal amplifier design. For practical use, definitions of
the different parameters are gathered here and for consistency, all definitions
are given in terms of the y-parameters [49]. (Definitions based on other,
equivalent, parameters, also exist.) The forward current gain h21 is defined
straightforwardly as
|y |
h21 = 21 ,
(3.10)
|y11 |
the unilateral power gain U is defined as
U=

|y21 − y12 |2
,
4[Re(y11 )Re(y22 ) − Re(y12 )Re(y21 )]

(3.11)

and the stability factor k is defined as
k=

2Re(y11 )Re(y22 ) − Re(y12 y21 )
.
|y12 y21 |

(3.12)

For k < 1, a transistor is potentially unstable, i.e. self-oscillations can occur.
The maximum stable gain in this case, i.e. if the transistor is stabilised, is
MSG =

|y21 |
.
|y12 |

(3.13)

For k > 1, a transistor is unconditionally stable and can provide the gain
MAG =


p
|y21 | 
k − k2 − 1 .
|y12 |

(3.14)

To obtain these metrics for a measured device, the access resistances Rg , Rs ,
and Rd have to be added again to the intrinsic y-parameters from (3.4).
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Figure 3.5: The different gains h21 , U, MSG/MAG, and the stability factor k
for a vertical nanowire MOSFET. Dots are measured values and the dashed
lines are calculated according to the model in Fig. 3.2 with (3.4)–(3.14), which
fits the measurements well. The dash-dotted lines do not take into account the
effects of oxide traps and the deviation of the model from the measured values
is obvious. Extrapolation of the model including traps results in f T ≈ 150 GHz
and f max ≈ 160 GHz.

Approximative (disregarding second- and higher-order terms) analytic expressions for f T and f max can be obtained by setting (3.10) and (3.11) equal to
one and solving for the frequency. If the access resistances Rs and Rd are not
extremely large, and when disregarding the effect of traps at high frequencies,
this leads to [117, pp. 437 ff.]
fT ≈



−1
1 Cgg,t
g
+ ( Rs + Rd ) Cgd,t + ds Cgg,t
2π gm
gm

and
f max
where [124]

v
u
u
≈t



fT

8πRg Cgd,t + 2π f T Ψ

,



gds
Ri 2
Rd 2
Rs
2
2
Ψ = 2 Cgg,t +
(Cgs,i + Cgs,p ) +
C +
C
.
Rg
Rg gs,i Rg gd,t
gm

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

Here, as a simplification, the common observation of Cgd,p  Cgd,i was
exploited, i.e. that the parasitic drain capacitance is typically much larger
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than the intrinsic one. With this, Cgd,t in (3.15)–(3.17) is the effective measured
combination of Cgd,p and Cgd,i and Cgg,t = Cgs,p + Cgs,i + Cgd,t . In (3.15) it can
be noted that the intrinsic Ri drops out of the expression, while in (3.16) it
adds a contribution to the main limitation of f max by the extrinsic Rg . If Rs
and Rd can be made very small (. 1 Ω), (3.15)–(3.17) can be simplified further
by disregarding the terms with Rs and Rd .
These expressions for f T and f max finally demonstrate, why the previously mentioned low gate capacitances due to low DOS in III-V MOSFETs
can be an advantage. Furthermore, (3.15)–(3.17) make it possible to draw
some straightforward and general conclusions: A high f T requires a high
transconductance, a low gds , low Rs and Rd , and low capacitances; and a
high f max requires a high f T , low Rs and Rd , especially a low Rg , and among
the capacitances, especially a low Cgd,t . While these conclusions are obvious
from the analytic expressions, the experimental difficulty in verifying this for
vertical III-V nanowire MOSFETs consisted in the examination whether all of
the assumptions during the derivations and approximations are justified and
no other shortcomings – e.g. very high contact resistances, the gate oxide,
leakage – supersede the critical parameters in (3.15)–(3.17).
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Figure 3.6: Schematic illustrations of the most important changes to the
structural layout of vertical nanowire RF MOSFETs. (a) The gate metal
pads were changed to finger contacts around the nanowires to reduce the
parasitic Cgs,p . (b) For a further reduction of Cgs,p , the pad for the gate
via was raised from the substrate. Isolation between the raised pad and the
bottom contact of the transistor was realised by air bridges. (c) Left: Previous
layout. Right: A highly doped foot was introduced to be able to increase the
distance between gate metal and bottom contact without increasing the access
resistance. Furthermore, a SiO2 side wall spacer was introduced at the top
of the transistor to reduce the parasitic Cgd,p due to an overlap between gate
metal and top metal.
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In Fig. 3.5, the dispersions in the gains are clearly discernible when comparing the measured data with values as calculated by a small-signal model
which does not take into account the effect of traps. With (3.4)–(3.14), these
dispersions can be readily understood: The frequency dependences in the
transconductance gm (3.5) and in the admittances ygx (3.6) and ygx,p (3.7),
which affect the y-parameters (3.4), also change the frequency dependences
of h21 , U, MSG, and k, all of which are calculated from the y-parameters. A
more detailed discussion can be found in Paper VI and in Appendix B.
As part of the work for this thesis, it was investigated, which parameters
are crucial for scaling high frequency vertical nanowire MOSFETs. We found
that the major challenge from a processing point of view, besides the obvious
improvement from increasing the transconductance, is the reduction of the
parasitic capacitances. A finger gate layout to reduce the parasitic capacitances on the bottom side of the MOSFETs had been developed previously
for a gate-first process [62], i.e. where during processing, the gate stack is
applied as one of the first steps. This gate-first scheme can entail large
access resistances due to difficulties in aligning the gate, source, and drain
contacts [125]. With the help of the modelling carried out during work for
this thesis, the finger gate process, schematically depicted in Fig. 3.6(a) was
successfully transferred to a gate-last process, as demonstrated by the SEM
image in Fig. 3.7(a). The gate-last process enables a much better alignment
of the gate and drain contacts [33]. Besides the necessity for gate fingers,
we found that it is crucial to ensure a proper mesa separation between the
gate and the bottom contact, as depicted in the schematic in Fig. 3.6(b)

(a)

1 µm

(b)

500 nm

Figure 3.7: SEM images (courtesy O.-P. Kilpi) taken during the processing of
vertical nanowire RF MOSFETs to demonstrate the improvements illustrated
in Fig. 3.6. (a) Gate fingers suspended over a trench, which separates the gate
pad for the via contact from the source mesa. (b) Openings between the gate
metal and the nanowires for the SiO2 side wall spacers, cf. Fig. 3.6(c).
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Figure 3.8: (a) f T and (b) f max as a function of VGS and VDS at 85 ◦C. Although
f T and f max continuously increase with increasing VGS and VDS here, they
typically decrease again at even higher voltages, when gm decreases.

and discernible in the SEM image in Fig. 3.7(a). Even with gate fingers,
there is some geometric parasitic capacitance left between the fingers and
the MOSFET bottom contact. To be able to reduce this remaining parasitic by
increasing the distance of the gate from the bottom contact without increasing
the bottom access resistance, the growth of a highly doped foot around the
bottom of the nanowires was introduced, see Fig. 3.6(c). In order to reduce
the parasitic capacitance at the top of the gate, which originates from an
overlap between the self-aligned gate and the top metal contact, a SiO2 side
wall spacer was developed, as illustrated in Fig. 3.6(c) and demonstrated in
Fig. 3.7(b). This side wall spacer can at the same time be used to realise a field
plate on the top side of the gate so that if the top contact is connected as the
drain, the drain breakdown voltage is increased [33]. Fig. 3.9(c) in Section 3.4
demonstrates the measured capacitances of a MOSFET in an intermediate
state of the described structural development. The devices on this sample
featured finger gates, but no side wall spacers, and the distance between the
gate pad and the bottom contact was still too small, which is evident from the
large values for Cgs . Still, these devices reached values of f T & 120 GHz and
f max & 130 GHz, as demonstrated in Paper VII and in Fig. 3.5.
While the characterisation of individual devices can provide many insights
into their transport physics, ultimately, transistors are intended to work in
concert in some form of circuit. As a step in this direction, a III-V-compatible
low temperature back end of line (BEOL) process with four metal layers was
developed in the Nanoelectronics group by S. Andrić [126]. We measured the
RF performance of lateral nanowire MOSFETs embedded in this BEOL as a
function of VGS and VGD and, to investigate the stability of the process at
temperatures specified for industrial applications (up to 85 ◦C), as a function
of temperature. Results for f T and f max at 85 ◦C are presented in Fig. 3.8.
The comparison of both lateral and vertical nanowire MOSFETs before and
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after the application of the BEOL structure in [127] reveals that the process
does not significantly deteriorate the DC metrics of the transistors. However,
the BEOL structure contained additional capacitances of a few femtofarads,
which reduced f T and f max by about 50 GHz when compared with the freestanding transistors. Based on the subsequent analysis of the BEOL structure,
it should be possible to reduce these additional capacitances so that the
expected reduction in RF performance should become smaller.

3.4 TFET CAPACITANCES
For TFETs, small-signal measurements and modelling were applied to analyse
the coupling of the channel charge to the source and the drain terminal and
again to analyse the effect of traps. The latter are similar to the effects
in MOSFETs and the findings were presented at the 76th Device Research
Conference (Related Work). The investigation of the charge coupling resulted
in Paper VIII and is summarised in the following.
As in conventional MOSFETs, the coupling of the charge in the channel
to the source and drain terminals can be described by capacitances. For the
drain side, the intrinsic gate-to-drain capacitance Cgd,i = -∂QD /∂vd can be
calculated via the charge QD injected into the channel from the drain, and the
small-signal variation in the drain voltage ∂vd ;
QD = q LG ∑
n



∞
E0

f D ( E)
D ( E − En ) dE,
1 + TBTB ( E) 1D

(3.18)

where E0 is the energy at the top of the barrier in the channel, f D is the FermiDirac distribution in the drain contact, D1D is the 1D density of states in the
channel, En is the bottom of the nth sub band, and the tunnelling probability
TBTB takes into account the small amount of charge that can tunnel from the
channel into the source. For (3.18) it was assumed that the nanowires in the
devices confine charge transport to one dimension, which brings about the
use of the 1D density of states.
While the coupling between the channel and the drain in a TFET is basically
the same as in a conventional MOSFET, due to the similar band structures
on the drain side, it is very different on the source side due to the small
tunnelling probability TBTB . Our measurements of the on-current and its
calculation in Paper VIII confirmed that TBTB is in the order of only a few
per cent so that the charge in the channel is effectively decoupled from
small-signal variations with respect to the source. This results in very small
intrinsic gate-to-source capacitances Cgs,i at all (reasonable) bias conditions,
as can be seen in Fig. 3.9(a) and (b). Furthermore, it effectively turns the
TFET into a two-terminal device in terms of small-signal voltages so that Cgd,i
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Figure 3.9: Intrinsic capacitances measured in TFETs as a function of VGS
(a) and of VDS (b). The insets depict schematics of the band diagrams at
the different bias conditions to illustrate the variation of the capacitances.
(c) Total capacitances measured in a MOSFET as comparison, reproduced
from [63]. Note that the TFETs consisted of arrays of ∼2000 nanowires to
provide sufficient gain for the RF measurements despite the small TBTB , while
the MOSFETs consisted of only 180 nanowires. The absolute capacitances are
thus very different, but when normalised to the total gate width, the Cgd are
very similar in MOSFETs and TFETs, as expected.

becomes symmetric with respect to AC variations in the gate and the drain
voltage. This is confirmed by the good agreement of the measured Cgd,i and
its calculation via (3.18) as a function of the gate and the drain voltages VGS
and VDS in 3.9(a) and (b), respectively.
Explanations for the observed variations of Cgd,i are illustrated by the
schematic band diagrams in the insets of Fig. 3.9. For a variation of either
VGS or VDS , the gate-to-drain electric field changes, which changes the amount
of electrons injected into the channel from the drain. At the same time, the
tunnelling probability between source and channel remains small so that no
change can be observed in Cgs,i . This is in contrast to the capacitances in
conventional MOSFETs, presented in Fig. 3.9(c), where both Cgd,t and Cgs,t
vary with varying VGS and VDS . Note that in Fig. 3.9(a) and (b) the (large)
parasitic capacitances are subtracted for clarity, while in Fig. 3.9(c), the total
capacitances are plotted, which include parasitics.
In terms of performance, the TFETs achieved f T and f max of about 3 GHz,
which was mostly limited by the low transconductance due to the low
tunnelling probability, and by the large parasitic capacitances, which were
not optimised for RF operation. With an improved RF layout similar to
the improvements investigated for MOSFETs before, it should be possible
to considerably increase f T and f max . At the same time, TFETs are not a
contestant for high frequency operation. With their steep switching and the
resulting low operating voltages, they are rather suited for use in e.g. low
power applications for the Internet of Things, such as sensing applications,
where moderate operating frequencies are sufficient.
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4
Outlook and Final Words

O

ver the course of this thesis, many different aspects of III-V nanowire
MOSFETs have been investigated and the breadth of these investigations provided a comprehensive understanding of these kinds of
devices. However, while many aspects of III-V nanowire MOSFETs have been
studied, the intention to write a coherent thesis around one or two central
topics sometimes required disregarding possible avenues for further detailed
investigation. Even with only two main topics, there were things which could
have been studied in more detail. As a proposal for future research, examples
of some of these areas for further investigation are given below.
It would be interesting to study a possible dependence of the low-frequency
noise (LFN) on the channel material. Different band alignments between the
channel conduction band and the gate oxide as well as different densities of
states (DOS) in the channel could place different parts of the trap distribution
in the electrically accessible range. As discussed in Section 2.3, the band
alignment and the DOS in the channel are different in Si material systems
and as such, are two of the likely reasons for typically smaller LFN in Si
devices. Furthermore, it would be interesting to study in more detail the
apparent difference in LFN in long channel and short channel devices that
was observed in Paper II. This could lead to an expression for LFN which
takes into account the higher ballisticity in short channel III-V MOSFETs. A
more detailed measurement of the LFN temperature dependence would also
be of interest so as to resolve the partitioning between elastic and inelastic
contributions. In the IV curves of TFETs, we clearly and repeatedly observed
multiple peaks both in the ‘normal’ on-state and in the negative differential
resistance regions. It would be very interesting to resolve the origins of these
peaks.
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Many questions remain unresolved after five years of intensive research and
in fact, many new questions have been unearthed. But this is and will always
be the way of science; a balance has to be struck between the amount and
the depth of investigation. The choice to focus this thesis on oxide defects
and high frequency performance was made halfway into the five years of this
PhD project. This provided some guidelines as to which observations to leave
aside for the time being, with the hope, perhaps, to pick them up again at a
later time. An experiment planned, in fact, for the months after writing this
thesis is the measurement of the stability of small-signal RF parameters. This
combines RF measurements and reliability measurements and would be very
relevant in the design of RF circuits.
So, to summarise this thesis; III-V nanowire MOSFETs have been subjected
to a wide range of measurements over a wide range of frequencies. Oxide
traps are a major concern for the stability and the reliability of these devices,
and somewhat informally, “anything can happen” to electrical devices in the
presence of traps. In fact, this variability goes so far that it is now being
explored to make use of in resistive memory applications [128]. Despite the
difficulties due to traps, excellent performance has been demonstrated in III-V
nanowire MOSFETs and, often, the limiting factors of specific samples, and
especially of the yield, can be traced back to irregularities in the processing
tools of the university cleanroom. Such irregularities occur due to drift
in the tool parameters or the very different use of these tools by many
different users, with different projects, using different materials, and different
processing conditions. With this in mind I believe that the question whether or
not III-V MOSFETs should or will be adopted in industry on a large scale is not
so much one of performance, but purely one of processing yield. If industry
thus decided to integrate III-V MOSFETs into their designs, I am fairly certain
that ways would be found to make it happen. The International Roadmap
for Devices and Systems [129] predicts that vertical nanowire MOSFETs will
play a central role in monolithic 3D integration by the year 2030, so chances
are good that in a few years, the results of this academic thesis will contribute
to the industrial development of new user applications. Specifically for III-V
nanowire MOSFETs, this might be in the form of co-integration with Si logic;
for TFETs it might be in the sensing level of monolithically integrated circuits,
and especially in IoT applications.
As the final words on a personal note, I aim to continue on an academic
Road with postdoctoral research as the next milestone. And whither then? I
cannot say . . .
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A
Measurement Setups

I

n this appendix, the measurement setups for low-frequency noise and
small-signal parameters used for this thesis are summarised, so that
future researchers may reassemble the setups.

A.1 LOW-FREQUENCY NOISE
The setup consists of an SR570 low-noise current preamplifier (transconductance amplifier), an SR830 lock-in amplifier, a Keysight B2912A
source/measure unit, and a probe station to contact the devices. A lockin amplifier is actually not the ideal tool, since measurements take a long
time (∼2 hours per device). A spectrum analyser would enable much faster
measurements, but the intrinsic low-frequency noise of all spectrum analysers
available in the measurement lab at the time of this thesis was too high for
the analysers to be suitable for transistor characterisation. The preamplifier
is ideally powered by its internal battery. A schematic of the connexions is
provided in Fig. A.1(a). The MOFSET drain is connected to the preamplifier’s
‘Virtual Null Input’ via a coax/triax cable and the preamplifier supplies a
DC drain bias of 50 mV via its built-in bias source. 50 mV is a typical value
to measure noise to get a measurable current while not bending the bands
in the channel too much, which would smear out the energy resolution of
the probed noise. Gate and source voltage (with the source as the reference
terminal with VS = 0 V) are supplied by the SMU and the source current as
the device current for later calculations is recorded continually for each bias
point.
The preamplifier ‘Output’ is connected to the lock-in amplifier ‘Input A’
via a coax cable and the lock-in amplifier is controlled by a LabView script,
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Figure A.1: (a) Measurement setup for LFN. (b) Frequency sweep. (c) Measurement at 10 Hz.

Table A.1: Settings for LFN measurement. P indicates preamplifier, L indicates lock-in amplifier.
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Setting

Value

P

Bias Voltage

on, pos, 50 mV

P

Filter Type

P

Gain Mode

none
Low Noise or High BW,
depending on frequency range

P

Input Offset

off

P

Filter Freq

P

Sensitivity

–
depends on device current, see manual and
‘Status’ signal lamp

P

Invert

L

Signal Input

–

Input

A

Couple

AC

Ground

depends on setup

L

Filters

Line + 2 × Line
higher: better S/N ration, longer measurement
time, lower: worse S/N, faster measurement

L

Time Constant

L

Sensitivity

depends on device current

L

Reserve

Low Noise

A Measurement Setups

which varies the measurement frequency. (A re-implementation of the script
in MATLAB is highly recommended.) A complete noise characterisation
typically consists of a frequency sweep for each gate bias, as presented in
Fig. A.1(b), and a measurement at a fixed frequency of 10 Hz, which results
in Fig. A.1(c). The different bias points should be distributed evenly over
the current in the transfer curve of the transistor to provide evenly spaced
points for the current axis in Fig. A.1(c). A transfer curve should be recorded
before and after the noise measurement to document, if there is any significant
drift during the measurement, and to provide the transconductance, which is
required for the analysis. Possible drifts in the IV curve would have to be
taken into account in the analysis. For a frequency sweep as in Fig. A.1(b), 50
measurements were taken per frequency, for the measurement at 10 Hz as in
Fig. A.1(c), 12 × 50 measurements were taken for increased averaging.
Each gate bias point has to be set manually and the sensitivity of the
amplifiers has to be adjusted to not exceed the compliance settings and the
bandwidth. An excess of the current compliance is indicated by ‘overload’ signal lamps, but an excess of the bandwidth of the preamplifier is not indicated.
Furthermore, at each bias point, the measured device current should be left
to stabilise itself before the noise measurement is started, so that a constant
device current can be recorded for each bias point. Ideally, the amplification
of the preamplifier is set as high as possible, but the amplification is limited
by the bandwidth of the amplifier, which is documented in the manual. For
each bias point, the device current and the preamplifier amplification have to
be recorded so that the current power spectral density SID can be calculated
from the measured lock-in voltage. Typical values for all settings are listed in
Table A.1.

A.2 RADIO FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
The setup for RF measurements consists of a vector-network-analyser (VNA)
for the actual s-parameter measurement, a source/measure unit (SMU) to
bias the transistor, and a probe station to contact the transistor. The SMU
is connected, typically via coax cables, to the respective channel inputs of
the VNA, which are used for the s-parameter measurement, and the VNA
ports are connected to the probe station via cables specified for the respective
measurement range. Special ground-signal-ground probes have to be used to
contact the transistor pads, which have to be designed in such a way that they
comply with RF specifications as well. See Fig. A.2 for schematics of the pad
layout and the probes.
Before the actual measurement, the setup has to be calibrated to move the
measurement reference plane to the tip of the probes. There are different
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(a)

(c)
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Figure A.2: (a) Schematics of two different kinds of RF probes. (b) Calibration
structures for LRRM calibration: 50 Ω, short, ‘thru’. (c) De-embedding pads,
‘open’ (left) and ‘short’ (right).

ways to calibrate the setup; all measurements for this thesis were calibrated
by a load-reflect-reflect-match (LRRM) scheme. (Together with the back end
of line process, for future use, a thru-reflect-line (TRL) calibration kit was
developed by S. Andrić.) For the LRRM calibration, a substrate with dedicated
calibration structures is used, see Fig. A.2(b). The calibration is performed
by a dedicated software and then stored on the VNA, so that the VNA can
automatically apply the calibration to the measurements. For ideal calibration,
the exact substrate as well as the exact probes are specified in the calibration
software. For this thesis, WinCal was used for calibration. A second step
before the actual s-parameter measurement is required to be able to subtract
the effect of the metal contact pads from the measurements later on. For this,
dedicated ‘de-embedding’ structures have to be available on the measured
sample; see Fig. A.2(c) for a schematic depiction of such structures. The
de-embedding structures are basically the same as the actual contact pads,
but without a transistor underneath. The ‘open’ structure presents an open
circuit between source, gate, and drain, and the ‘short’ structure presents a
short circuit between all terminals. s-parameters are measured on the deembedding pads and stored for later use in data analysis.
Table A.2: Reference VNA settings for RF measurements used for this thesis.
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Setting

Value

Measured Traces

s11 , s12 , s21 , s22

Frequency Range

10 MHz–67 GHz

IF Bandwith

50 Hz

Sweep Type

logarithmic

Number of Points

401

RF Power

-27 dB

A Measurement Setups

The actual measurement of the s-parameters of the transistors is ideally
controlled with a script. Most of the time during the work for this thesis,
this was achieved by a LabView script, but towards the end, an improved
and completely automated MATLAB script was developed together with
S. Andrić. s-parameters are typically measured at different bias points and
over a specified frequency range, typically the full range of the VNA. The
VNA settings, which were used for measurements in this thesis, are listed
in Table A.2. The IF (intermediate frequency) bandwidth specifies, which
bandwidth should be used at the intermediate down-conversion stages of the
VNA. A smaller IF bandwidth results in more accurate measurements, but a
longer measurement time.
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B
Small-Signal Analysis in Detail

T

his document began as a personal sorting of notes, but was soon
used as the basis for teaching material in a lab exercise of a Master’s
course, and finally grew into a comprehensive treatise on all the work
conducted on RF measurements and modelling during my time as a PhD
student. As such, there are many overlaps with Chapter 3 in this thesis and
with Paper VI, but this document provides many more details. It remains
with the Nanoelectronics group as e.g. an introduction for new PhD students
and as possible teaching material for courses. The document can of course
still be updated to improve it, but it works well as a self-contained and
comprehensive overview in its current form.
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The MOSFET Small-Signal Model
Markus Hellenbrand
markus.hellenbrand@gmail.com
13 May 2020
1 INTRODUCTION
This document is meant to capture (almost) all aspects of the small-signal model(s) that can be used
to describe the high-frequency performance of III-V (MOS) transistors. While very detailed derivations
of the general small-signal response of transistors can be found in e.g. [1] or [2], the abundance of
information is often not suitable for practical work and important equations are often scattered to places
asunder. The intention of this document is thus not to provide detailed derivations of all properties,
but rather to provide a basic understanding and a (at least someewhat) consolidated summary of the
small-signal model as well as a document for practical use to e.g. implement a script for the analysis
of measured data. As such, this is sort of a collection of the most important equations from mostly [1]
and [2] interspersed with accompanying explanations.
The first basic model, which is introduced, with small variations, can often be found in literature as
the core of any small-signal transistor analysis. Example measurements on a lateral nanowire MOSFET
will demonstrate success and limitations of this model. Based on these observations, more detailed
additional effects such as the effect of oxide traps, band-to-band tunnelling, and impact ionisation are
added to the core model later on. The effects of the different model components are illustrated by
example measurements as well. Practical use of this document is intended to start with de-embedded
measurement data. While there is certainly room for improvement, the document is self-contained and
provides a comprehensive overview.

2 CALIBRATION, MEASUREMENT, DE-EMBEDDING
At high frequencies, it is not practical anymore to measure voltages and currents as in a DC measurement. Since at high frequencies, the cables used in a measurement setup are in the order of – or much
larger than – the wavelength of the measured signals, they have to be treated as waves. This means that
dedicated RF cables and probes have to be used in the measurement in order to avoid power losses in the
signal. The response of the transistor is measured in the form of scattering parameters (s-parameters),
which describe the transmission and reflection of the incident power waves at the terminals of the transistor. The theoretical analysis of the s-parameters
Table 1: Diameters, frequencies, and mating of
treated in Chapter 4.
RF cables.
The measurement of these s-parameters is carried out with a Vector Network Analyser (VNA). All
Outer
Frequency Mates with
stages of the measurement setup, from the port of the
dielectric
up to
VNA through the cables and the probes down to the
diameter
sample, have to be impedance-matched in order to
SMA
24 GHz
2.92 mm & 3.5 mm
avoid reflections the intermediate interfaces. Differ3.5 mm
34 GHz
2.92 mm & SMA
ent frequency ranges require different cable specifica2.92 mm
40 GHz
3.5 mm & SMA
tions and different measurement probes. Typically,
2.4 mm
50 GHz
1.85 mm
common to all probes is the ground-signal-ground
1.85 mm
70 GHz
2.4 mm
(GSG) configuration as illustrated in Fig. 1(a); the
1.0 mm
110 GHz
1.0 mm
frequency range of cables is linked to their diameter,
see Table 1 for an overview.
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G
S
G
(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 1: Schematics of (a) two different RF probes, (b) the calibration structures used for an LRRM
calibration (from left to right: load, short, through), and (c) open (left) and short (right) de-embedding
structures to remove the effect of the transistor contact pads.
In order to be able to measure the intrinsic response of a transistor, first, the reference plane of
the measurement has to be moved from the port of the VNA to the tip of the measurement probes.
This is achieved with a calibration of the measurement setup with the help of dedicated calibration
structures. Fig. 1(b) provides schematics of the structures, which are used for a load-reflect-reflect-match
(LRRM) calibration. The reflection and transmission coefficients of these structures are well known and
by measuring the structures and comparing the results with the known coefficients, the measurement
reference plane can be moved accordingly. (The calculations are done by a software, equations not
included here.)
Since the physical dimensions of transistors are much smaller than the probe tips, large metal pads
have to be added on the transistor samples in order to be able to establish electrical contact between the
transistor and the measurement setup. These metal pads add large capacitances and inductances to the
RF response of the total structure so that the reference plane has to be move one more time to remove
the effect of the pads. This process is called de-embedding and in the case of an open-short de-embedding
it is carried out with the help of structures as the e.g. ones in Fig. 1(c). These de-embedding structures
have to be exactly the same as the metal contact pads, except that the transistor is not present in the
structure. As can be seen in Fig. 1(c), one structure represents an open circuit in the centre, and the
other a short circuit. The measured response of the pads can be subtracted from the measured response
of the complete structure (with transistor) so that the resulting response contains only the effect of the
intrinsic transistor.

3 SMALL-SIGNAL PARAMETERS
As mentioned previously, the measured quantity in a high frequency characterisation are s-parameters,
which describe the reflection and transmission of power waves incident to the transistor. For this characterisation method, the transistor is represented as a two-port network, where the gate corresponds to
the input (port 1), the drain to the output (port 2), and the source is the common ground terminal.
This representation is visualised in Fig. 2, where the aj and bj are the power flowing into and out of the
ports, respectively, as
aj =

vj + Z0 ij
√
2 Z0

(1a)

bj =

vj − Z0 ij
√
.
2 Z0

(1b)

Here, vj and ij are the voltage and the current, respectively, at port j, and Z0 is the characteristic
impedance of the system. With (1a) and (1b), the complete two-port response can be described with
the so-called S-matrix as

(a)

G

D

S

S

a1

a2

[s]

(b)
b1

b2

Figure 2: Two-port representation of a transistor. (a) Illustration of the port assignment. G, D, and S
stand for gate, drain, and source, respectively. (b) Power input a and output b.
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  "
s11
b1
=
b2
s21

# 
a1
s22 a2
s12

with

(2)

skl =

bk
al

. (3)
a¬l=0

For modelling, instead of s-parameters, admittance parameters (y-parameters) are much more intuitive,
since they can be derived for a transistor small-signal model in a straightforward manner. Formally, the
set of four y-parameters is completely equivalent to the set of s-parameters described by (2) and (3).
The formal relation between the s-parameters and the y-parameters is [1, p. 249]
0
y11
=

0
y21
=

(1 − s11 )(1 + s22 ) + s12 s21
,
(1 + s11 )(1 + s22 ) − s12 s21

(4a)

0
y12
=

−2s21
,
(1 + s11 )(1 + s22 ) − s12 s21

(4c)

0
y22
=

−2s12
,
(1 + s11 )(1 + s22 ) − s12 s21

(4b)

(1 + s11 )(1 − s22 ) + s12 s21
.
(1 + s11 )(1 + s22 ) − s12 s21

(4d)

0
Note that the ykl
in (4) are normalised with the characteristic impedance Z0 of the system (usually
50 Ω) so that the unnormalised y = y 0 /Z0 .
While (4) may not be intuitive, the definitions of the y-parameters will be very intuitive, since they
relate the y-parameters to the physical properties of the transistor. The y-parameters are completely
equivalent to the s-parameters. Generally, the admittance y is the reciprocal of the impedance z, so that
y = 1/z = i/v, where i is a current and v a voltage. In the small-signal model, i and v correspond to
small AC values at the ports of the transistor around the DC large-signal bias point. The underlying and
important assumption here is that the response of a transistor to a small AC signal can be approximated
as linear around the DC bias point:

itotal (VDC + δvac ) ≈ itotal (VDC ) +

∂itotal
δvac ≈ IDC + iac .
∂vac

(5)

Here, itotal is the total device current, uppercase letters with index DC denote (large-signal) DC values,
and lowercase letters with index ac denote small AC variations. An example for the total source-to-drain
current iDS of a transistor as function of the gate and drain bias vGS and vDS , respectively, would thus
become
iDS (vGS , vDS ) ≈ IDS (VGS , VDS ) +

∂iDS
∂iDS
δvgs +
δvds = IDS (VGS , VDS ) + gm δvgs + gds δvds .
∂vgs
∂vds

(6)

Here, lowercase letters with uppercase indices denote quantities consisting of a (large-signal) DC and a
(small-signal) AC part, gm is the transconductance, and gds the output conductance. The other notations
are as before.
In (6) we see two specific examples of admittances: the transconductance gm and the output conductance gds . More generally, the admittances ykl are complex values and their general definition, analogous
to (3, is
ik
ykl =
(7)
vl v¬l=0
with the currents ik and voltages vl at the respective ports k and l.

4 THE BASIC SMALL-SIGNAL MODEL
With the general definition of (7), we can now approach the small-signal model for a MOSFET and
derive the concrete y-parameters. A basic small-signal model, which captures the essential RF response
of a MOSFET in the on-state, is provided in Fig. 3. The physical meaning of the different components
will be explained below. First, for practicality, the equations for the y-parameters are provided close to
the figure.

4.1 THE INTRINSIC MODEL PARAMETERS
The expressions for the y-parameters become much easier, if the gate, source, and drain resistances Rg ,
Rs , and Rd , are removed first. The procedure for this, as well as a way to determine their values, will
3
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Rg v
Cgd
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+
+ Cgs,i +
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-
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+
+
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vds
-
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-

S
Figure 3: The most basic small-signal model that captures the essential intrinsic (and parasitic) highfrequency properties of a MOSFET.
be explained in 4.2. After removing the resistances, with (7), and with the angular frequency ω and the
imaginary unit j, the intrinsic y-parameters for Fig. 3 (with v1 and v2 marked) become
y11 =
y12 =
y21 =
y22 =

i1
v1

v2 =0

i1
v2

v1 =0

i2
v1

v2 =0

i2
v2

v1 =0

= jω (Cgs,p + Cgd ) +

jωCgs,i
1 + jωCgs,i Ri

= −jωCgd
=

gm,i − jωCm
− jωCgd
1 + jωRi Cgs,i

= gds + jω (Csd + Cgd ) .

(8a)
(8b)
(8c)
(8d)

2
If the denominators in the fractions of y11 and y21 are made real, they become 1 + ω 2 Ri2 Cgs,i
. For
large parts of the typical measurement range (up to 67 GHz), ω 2 R2 C 2  1, which simplifies these new
denominators to approximately one. The physical meaning of the different components is as follows:
 Rs , Rd , and Rg are the source, drain, and gate resistance respectively. They contain the contact
and access resistance of the different terminals.
 Cgs,p is the parasitic gate-to-source capacitance. It originates in the physical extension of the gate
metal, which forms parasitic capacitances with the source of the MOSFET.
 Cgs,i = −∂Qg /∂vs is the intrinsic gate-to-source capacitance, which models the charge on the gate
– and thus in the channel – as a function of the source small-signal voltage. (Note that Cgs,i
actually comes from rewriting the the y-parameters of the initial common source model, so that
the definition makes sense despite vs = 0 in Fig. 3.)
 Ri is the intrinsic channel resistance. It is not a resistance in the ohmic sense and it is not the same
as the channel resistance as observed in DC measurements, either. Instead, its origin is the finite
time that it takes for charge carriers to move through the channel. A short derivation is provided
below this list.
 Cgd is the gate-to-drain capacitance. In this simplified model it contains both the intrinsic Cgd,i =
−∂Qg /∂vd and the parasitic Cgd,p . Both Cgd,i and Cgd,p have origins analogous to the gate-tosource capacitances. In the case of Cgd , the parasitic contribution usually dominates, so that the
intrinsic Cgd,i can be disregarded. For the same reason, an intrinsic resistance Rj , analogous to
the intrinsic Ri , is disregarded. In the more detailed model later on, Rj will be included.
 For the controlled current source gm = gm,i − jωCm , gm,i is the intrinsic transconductance and Cm
is the mutual differential capacitance, which balances the charge in the channel. It is defined as
Cdg − Cgd .
 Csd is the source-to-drain capacitance. Physically, just as Cgd and Cgd,i , Csd should appear in
series with a corresponding resistance to model the delay of charge carriers in the channel. In
the case of Csd , however, such a resistance would always be masked by the relatively large gds in

4
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parallel with Csd , so that the resistance is omitted.
 gds is the output conductance of the transistor.
A Short Derivation of Ri [3]
In DC operation and at low frequencies, the movement of charge carriers in the transistor is much
faster than the change in the bias conditions so that it can be assumed that the charge carriers inside
the transistor adapt to a change in the bias conditions instantaneously. If the frequencies of operation
approach the inverse of the time it takes for charge carriers to traverse the channel, this cannot be
assumed any longer. The delay due to the finite velocity of the charge carriers can be modelled with Ri
and the intrinsic capacitance Cgs,i .
The time it takes charge carriers to traverse half the channel of a MOSFET is approximately t1/2 =
LG /(2v + ), where LG is the gate length and v + is the average velocity of the charge carriers. This
can be equated with the time tRC = ln(2)τ = 0.7Ri Cgs,i LG WG that it takes to halfway charge the
RC element consisting of Ri and Cgs,i . WG is the width of the transistor. Equating t1/2 and tRC
yields Ri = 1/(1.4WG Cgs,i v + ). This can be further related to the transconductance gm,i since gm,i =
(∂Q/∂vgs )v + + Q(∂v + /∂vgs ) ≈ (∂Q/∂vgs )v + ≈ WG Cgs,i v + , so that Ri ≈ 1/(1.4gm,i ). This approach
corresponds to the so-called relaxation time model. A further short explanation can be found in e.g. [4]
and more details can be found in e.g. [5]. Physically, to iterate, intrinsic resistances corresponding to Ri
should be placed in series with the intrinsic Cgd and Csd , as mentioned above. For Cgd , this resistance
will be added in a more detailed model later on; for Csd , the effect of the intrinsic resistance is masked
by the relatively large gds in parallel.

4.2 OFF-STATE, ACCESS RESISTANCES, AND PARASITIC CAPACITANCES
In order to be able to use the expressions for the
Rg
Rd
intrinsic y-parameters in (8), the external resistances Rg , Rs , and Rd have to removed. One way
Cgd
to determine their values is a measurement of the
s-parameters in the off-state of the transistor, a
Cgs,p
Csd,p
so-called cold-FET measurement. For such a measurement, if the gate voltage Vg is chosen far in
the off-state of the transistor and the drain voltage is set to 0 V, the small-signal model of Fig. 3
Rs
reduces to that in Fig. 4. The elements, which are
missing compared with Fig. 3, disappear because
there is no current flowing through the device.
At sufficiently high frequencies (above about
Figure 4: Small-signal model in the off-state.
a few GHz), the capacitances in Fig. 4 will shortcircuit possibly still present intrinsic conductances
so that the real part of the impedance will be dominated by the resistances Rg , Rs , and Rd . The real
part of the matrix of impedance parameters (z-parameters) then becomes
"
#
Rs + Rg
Rs
ZR = Re(Zoff-state ) =
,
(9)
Rs
Rs + Rd

G

D

S

so that the resistances can be read easily from plotting the real parts of the z-parameters.
Just as for the y-parameters, the set of z-parameters is completely equivalent to the measured s-parameters, so that the z-parameters can be calculated directly from the measured sparameters.
For completeness, the corresponding equations are listed below [1, p. 249]:
0
z11
=

0
z21
=

(1 + s11 )(1 − sss ) + s12 s21
(1 − s11 )(1 − s22 ) − s12 s21

(10a)

0
z12
=

2s21
(1 − s11 )(1 − s22 ) − s12 s21

(10c)

0
z22
=

2s12
(1 − s11 )(1 − s22 ) − s12 s21

(10b)

(1 − s11 )(1 + s22 + s12 s21 )
(1 − s11 )(1 − s22 ) − s12 s21

(10d)

Again, just as for the y-parameters, the z 0 are normalised to the characteristic impedance of the system
so that the unnormalised z = z 0 Z0 .
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Figure 5: Real parts of the off-state impedances to determine Rg , Rs , and Rd .
An example of a (semi-successful) cold-FET measurement of a vertical nanowire MOSFET is presented in Fig. 5. As can be seen, the curves do not completely saturate at high frequencies, which
can can be a sign of parasitic leakage paths, which are not taken into account in the simple model in
Fig. 4. In this example, the obtained values for the resistances seem reasonable, which can be verified
by comparison with DC measurements of the transistor. Sometimes, however, if parasitic leakages are
too large, or the transistor does not turn off properly, the curves in Fig. 5 do not saturate at all. In that
case, estimations from DC measurements are the only way to obtain approximate values for Rg , Rs , and
Rd . In any case, comparison with the values obtained from DC measurements is good practice.
Once Rg , Rs , and Rd are determined, they can be subtracted from the complete measured z-matrix
of the transistor just as Zremoved = Zmeasured − ZR . In the next step, the z-parameters Zremoved
without the resistances can be transformed to y-parameters, which now only consist of the parasitic
capacitances in Fig. 4 as
"
#
jω(Cgs,p + Cgd )
−jωCgd
Yremoved =
.
(11)
−jωCgd
jω(Cgd + Csd )
Examples for determining the parasitic capacitances according to (11) are provided in Fig. 6. (For
instructional purposes, this is not the same device as in Fig. 5, but a lateral nanowire MOSFET.) Once,
values for the access resistances and the parasitic capacitances are obtained, the y-parameters from (8)
can be used to determine the remaining small-signal parameters.
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Figure 6: Imaginary parts of the y-parameters from (11) to determine the parasitic capacitances.

4.3 FITTING THE INTRINSIC PARAMETERS
With the access resistances and the parasitic capacitances known, the intrinsic y-parameters from (8)
can now be fitted to the measured data. Fitting is vastly simplified by the observation that in (8a),
2
ω 2 Ri2 Cgs,i
 1 and in (8c), ωRi Cgs,i  1, so that all parameters can be straightforwardly fitted to the
linear or squared real and imaginary parts of the y-parameters. Once a parameter is determined, it can be
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Figure 7: Fits to (a) Im(y12 ), (b) Im(y11 ), and (c) Im(y22 ) to obtain Cgd , Cgs,i , and Csd,i , respectively.
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Figure 8: Fits to (a) Re(y21 ), (b) Re(y11 ), (c) Im(y21 ), and (d) Re(y22 ) to obtain gm,i , Ri , Cm , and gds ,
respectively.
used in subsequent fits to determine the remaining parameters. Examples for the fits to Im(y12 ), Im(y11 ),
and Im(y22 ) to obtain Cgd (again), Cgs,i , and Csd,i , respectively, are provided in Fig. 7, and examples
for the fits to Re(y21 ), Re(y11 ), Im(y21 ), and Re(y22 ) to obtain gm,i , Ri , Cm , and ggd , respectively, are
provided in Fig. 8. These examples are for the same lateral nanowire MOSFET as in Fig. 6.
When comparing the values for Cgd , Cgs,i , and Csd,i with the parasitic values from Fig. 6, it becomes
obvious that the capacitances in these devices are largely dominated by parasitics. Especially Cgd is
almost the same in the off-state (Fig. 6) and in the on-state (Fig. 7).
For Ri it can be noted that the value obtained from the fit is smaller than what would be expected
from the approximative expression Ri ≈ 1/(1.4gm,i ). It is often difficult to accurately separate the effects
of the extrinsic gate resistance Rg and the intrinsic Ri so that the ”real” value for Ri probably lies
somewhere between the fitted and the calculated value. In practice, the value can be varied between
these two to obtain the best fits for the overall y-parameters.

4.4 BIAS DEPENDENCE OF INTRINSIC PARAMETERS
The intrinsic small-signal parameters depend on the bias condition of the transistor. The conductances
gm,i and ggd essentially follow the same behaviour as in DC operation. For the capacitances, when
the gate bias increases, the coupling between the channel and the source/drain terminals increases, so
that the intrinsic Cgs,i and Cgd,i increase. The constant values for Cgs and Cgd below the threshold
voltage are the parasitic contributions, which are not bias-dependent. For increasing drain bias (not
shown), Cgs,i should remain approximately constant and Cgd,i should decrease, since the larger constant
VGD results in a relatively lower impact of the small-signal excitation at the drain. Examples of the
gate bias dependences of gm,i and ggd , as well as Cgd and Cgs are provided in Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b),
respectively. These examples are for a vertical nanowire MOSFET, where the parasitic capacitances have
been optimised to a certain extent, so that also the intrinsic Cgd emerges from the parasitic values. The
changes in Cgs and Cgd can be qualitatively explained quite easily by thinking of the band structures
along the channel at different VGS .
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Figure 9: Gate bias dependence of (a) gm,i and gds and (b) Cgs and Cgd . gm,i and gds follow a similar
behaviour as in DC operation. The constant values of the capacitances below VT are parasitics, the
increase results from the intrinsic capacitances.

4.5 Y -PARAMETERS INCLUDING THE RESISTANCES
The actual gains and maximum operation frequencies of a transistor will be affected by the access
resistances as well. In the end, it is thus necessary to include these resistances.
The general transformation between y- and z-parameters is actually much more straightforward than
between either of the two and the s-parameters, as in (4) and (10). The denominators ∆y ∆z in the
following equations are ∆y = y11 y22 − y12 y21 and (same with z) ∆z = z11 z22 − z12 z21 .
7
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Z=

"

y22
∆y
−y21
∆y

−y12 #
∆y
y11
∆y

(12)

and

Y =

"

z22
∆z
−z21
∆z

−z12
∆z
z11
∆z

#

.

(13)

The parameters can access resistances can then be added to Z simply in form of the matrix from (9).

4.6 GAINS AND MAXIMUM OPERATION FREQUENCIES
The intrinsic properties of a MOSFETs determine the performance, which it can deliver, e.g. in an
amplifier. Here, briefly, some of these performance metrics will be reviewed.
Two common benchmark metrics for the RF performance of transistors are the cutoff frequency fT
and the maximum oscillation frequency fmax . These are the frequencies, where the forward current gain
h21 and the unilateral power gain U , respectively, become equal to one. The two gains are defined as [6]

h21 =

|y21 |
|y11 |

(14)

and

2

U=

|y21 − y12 |
,
4 [Re(y11 )Re(y22 ) − Re(y12 )Re(y21 )]

(15)

where for U , z-parameters with the same indices can be used as well. We will now investigate expressions
to describe h21 , fT , U , and fmax based on the y-parameters. In general, the actual gain that a transistor
can provide is reduced by the access resistances Rg , Rs , and Rd . We can thus not simply use the intrinsic
y-parameters from (8) and the resulting expressions can become quite tedious. The expressions below
will thus already be simplified by omitting higher-order terms in ω and by omitting small contributions.
The expressions will simplify further, when Rs and Rd can be made small. Note, however, that the
following expressions do not take into account the intrinsic NQS resistances Ri and Rj . Ri and Rj are
instead lumped with the gate resistance Rg . For the calculation of h21 , fT , U , and fmax , the difference
does not matter much, since these values are ‘what comes out of the total device’. Just keep in mind
that for the analysis of the intrinsic parameters, Ri and Rj should be handled separately.
For h21 = |y21 |/|y11 |, we can obtain
gm
h21 ≈
,
(16)
ω[Cgg + (Rs + Rd )(Cgg gds + Cgd gm )]
where Cgg is the total gate capacitance Cgs,p + Cgs,i + Cgd . From this, an expression for fT can be
obtained by setting |h21 | = 1 and ω = 2πfT [7]:


−1
1 Cgg,t
gds
+ (Rs + Rd ) Cgd,t +
Cgg,t
(17)
fT ≈
2π gm
gm
If Rs and Rd can be made (very) small, (16) and (17) simplify to
h21 ≈

gm
ωCgg

(18)

and

fT ≈

gm,i
,
2πCgg

(19)

which corresponds to expressions that can in fact be obtained from the intrinsic y-parameters including Ri
and Ri as well. In order to arrive at (18) and (19) from the intrinsic y-parameters of (8), approximations
2
2
have to be used that ω 2 Ri Cgs,i
 1 and ω 2 Ri2 Cgs
 1 in y11 and the observation that in the on-state of
a well-behaved MOSFET, gm is the largest quantity in the numerator of y21 .
For U according to (15) it can already be divined that the expression with inserted parameters
becomes quite complicated and not very employable for analytic calculations. Inserting the parameters
is thus skipped here and instead, we continue with the more useful, if still clunky, expression for fmax ,
which, analogous to fT , can be derived by setting U = 1 and ω = 2πfmax :
s
fT
(20)
fmax =
8πRg (Cgd,t + 2πfT Ψ)
with [8]
Ψ=



gds
Rs
Ri 2
Rd 2
2
Cgg,t
+
(Cgs,i + Cgs,p )2 +
Cgs,i +
Cgd,t .
2
gm
Rg
Rg
Rg

(21)
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Figure 10: Forward current gain h21 , unilateral power gain U , maximum stable/available gain
MSG/MAG, and stability factor k. Two models are provided to illustrate the limitations of the basic small-signal model and to anticipate the resulting extended model. h21 and U are extrapolated with
-20 dB/decade to determine the cutoff frequency fT and the maximum oscillation frequency fmax , respectively. The resistances Rs , Rd , and Rg are included in the calculation of the plotted quantities, so
that the values for fT and fmax are a bit lower than what the approximations in (19) and (22) would
yield.
As before, if Rs and Rd can be made (very) small, the expression for fmax simplifies somewhat to
v
u
fT
u

.
(22)
fmax = t
8πRg Cgd + ggds
Cgg
m

For further discussions about all expressions, see also [4] and [7].
All expressions demonstrate that for high gain as well as for high fT and fmax , a high transconductance
and low (especially parasitic) capacitances as well as a low output conductance are required. This also
holds for the maximum stable gain MSG and the maximum available gain MAG, which are

MSG =

|y21 |
(23)
|y12 |

and

MSG =


p
|y21 | 
k − k2 − 1 .
|y12 |

(24)

k in (24) is the stability factor, which is defined as
k=

2Re(y11 )Re(y11 ) − Re(y12 y21 )
.
|y12 y21 |

(25)

From (18) and (with some algebra) from (15) it can be seen that with increasing frequencies, h21 and
U roll off with -20 dB/decade. This is indicated in Fig. 10, where extrapolations of -20 dB/decade are
used to determine fT and fmax .
This figure then also leads over to the next section in that it already demonstrates one of the limitations of the basic small-signal model: The unilateral power gain U clearly changes its slope towards
lower frequencies, which the model so far cannot describe. Upon closer inspection, it turns out that also
MSG and h21 deviate a little from their ideal slopes of −10 and −20 dB/decade, respectively.

5 THE EXTENDED SMALL-SIGNAL MODEL
In this section, the basic small-signal model from above will be examined in more detail. It will turn
out quite clearly that there are some features, which the basic model cannot properly describe. These
effects can be traced back to the presence of defects related to the gate oxide, which can affect MOSFET
operation even at gigahertz frequencies. Furthermore, impact ionisation (II) and band-to-band tunnelling
(BTBT) on the drain side can have an impact on the y-parameters at sufficiently high gate-to-drain
electric fields. Here, first, the effect of traps is discussed, followed by the effects of II and BTBT. These
9
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effects are taken into account by modified equations for the respective parameters. Secondly, the revised
model with all equations and an updated equivalent circuit are summarised in a dedicated section to
gather everything in one place. Finally, the effects of the revised model on the gains and the stability
factor are examined.
In measurements, so far, vertical nanowire MOSFETs turned out to be affected by oxide traps more
than lateral nanowire MOSFETs or even planar ones. The following effects will thus be illustrated with
measured data from vertical nanowire MOSFETs.

5.1 EXTENSION OF THE MODEL – OXIDE TRAPS
The effects of traps emerge when plotting the y-parameters on logarithmic scales, as illustrated in Fig. 12
(further on): Re(y11 ), Re(y12 ), Re(y21 ), Im(y11 ), and Im(y11 ) all exhibit a frequency dispersion, which
cannot be recreated by the small-signal model without the inclusion of traps. In the following, it will be
demonstrated, how these traps can be included.
5.1.1 MODELLING TRAPS BY A DISTRIBUTED RC NETWORK
Each trap is associated with a certain capture/emission time constant, which determines the frequency,
up to which the respective trap can interact with carriers in the channel. The time constants depend on
the distance x from the channel into the oxide and on an activation energy EA due to local deformation
upon capture or emission of charge. The time constants for the two processes can be asymmetric (due
to different activation energies), but both are defined as


x
EA
(26)
exp
τc/e = τ0 exp
λ
kk T
with the Boltzmann constant kB , the temperature T the tunnelling attenuation length λ according to
the WKB approximation, and the pre-factor τ0 = 1/(σnvth ), which depends on the trap capture cross
section σ, the thermal velocity vth of the carriers, and the carrier concentration n. Since a wide range of
values for σ can be found in literature, τ0 varies a lot as well in different publications and values can be
found to range from microseconds all the way to below picoseconds. For the small-signal models here, a
value for τ0 in the range of 1 ps usually describes the measured data best and as a sanity check, τ ≈ 1 ps
results in very reasonable values of σ ≈ 10−15 − 10−14 cm2 .
As a side node, especially at low frequencies, such as in reliability or random telegraph noise measurements, the activation energy EA usually dominates the time constant τc/e , so that any information
about the position x is effectively hidden and the corresponding exponential term in (26) is merged with
the pre-factor to an effective pre-factor τ00 . Literatures values for this effective τ00 are often in the range
of nanoseconds, which means that for traps to be able to respond at gigahertz frequencies, EA has to be
rather small and the exchange mechanism approaches elastic tunnelling.
Irrespective of the exact charge exchange mechanism, a time constant can be modelled by a simple
RC element and a distributed trap distribution can thus be modelled by a distributed RC network such
as the one in Fig. 11. The capacitances can be assumed as constant and each time constant is defined
by a corresponding resistance/conductance so that τ = ∆Ct /∆Gt with the parameters as in Fig. 11.
The index t denotes that these time constants are related to traps. Such a model was used e.g. in [9] to
model the frequency dispersion in CV measurements, in [10] to model the frequency dispersion in the RF
transconductance, in [11] to model conductive losses, and in [12] to model the trap capacitances. In [9] it
was also demonstrated that for a certain frequency range, the total distributed network can be lumped
into an equivalent conductance with a linear frequency dependence in parallel with a capacitance with a

ΔCox
ΔCox

Cgx,i - Cgx,ω ln(ω/ω0)

ΔCt

ΔCt

ΔGt

ΔGt

numerical

Cs

solution &
approximation

ω ggx,ω

Figure 11: Distributed RC model and its lumped representation with corresponding frequency dependences.
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logarithmic frequency dependence. This is illustrated in Fig. 11 as well and constitutes the basis for the
models in [11] and [12]. The effects on the small-signal response are demonstrated in the following.
5.1.2 EFFECTS ON THE Y -PARAMETERS
If solved numerically, the distributed RC network results in a logarithmic variation of the real and
imaginary part of the surface potential over Cs in Fig. 11. This logarithmic dependence has to be included
in the transconductance gm in the small-signal model. The examples in Fig. 12(a) demonstrate that this
describes the measured data well: From below a few gigahertz down to 10 MHz, Re(y21 ) ≈ gm decreases
in a logarithmic manner. A similar behaviour can be observed for the imaginary part, although at a
smaller magnitude. The complete empirical expression for gm , which takes this dispersion into account,
becomes
gm = gm,i [1 + γ1 ln(ω/ω0 ) + jα (1 + γ2 ln(ω/ω0 ))] − jω (Cm − Cm,ω ln(ω/ω0 )) ,

(27)

where gm,i is the intrinsic transconductance without the effect of traps, γ1 and γ2 determine the strength
of the frequency dispersion for the real and logarithmic part, respectively, α scales the imaginary part,
since its magnitude is much smaller than the real part, Cm is the mutual differential capacitance as
before, and Cm,ω anticipates the logarithmic frequency dispersion in the capacitances, which will be
discussed forthwith. The intrinsic gm,i is reached, once no traps can respond anymore, i.e. above ω0 ,
and ω is thus the inverse of τ0 in (26), i.e. the (angular) frequency, above no traps can respond anymore.
Physically, a respective frequency dispersion should apply for gds as well. However, in all measurements,
this was overshadowed by II and BTBT, which is discussed in Section 5.2 [12].
As anticipated, the numerical solution of the total impedance of the distributed RC network yields
a logarithmic frequency dependence in the capacitances. Physically, this reflects that from ω0 on downwards in frequency, more and more traps can interact with carriers in the channel. Since the capture and
emission of charge as the consequence of a voltage variation constitutes a capacitance, this dispersion
has to be added to the capacitances in the small-signal model. In any case this affects the intrinsic capacitances, but if the parasitic capacitances can be identified to include oxides, which potentially contain
defects, the parasitic capacitances should include a similar frequency dispersion as the intrinsic capacitances. Fig. 12(b) demonstrates that this logarithmic frequency dispersion indeed reflects the measured
behaviour of the capacitances.
Besides the logarithmic dispersion in the capacitances, the numerical solution of the distributed RC
network yields a linear frequency dispersion in the real part of its impedance. This conductance finds
its way into the small-signal model alongside the dispersion in the capacitance, as depicted in Fig. 11.
The same discussion for intrinsic and parasitic elements applies as for the capacitances. The physical
meaning of the conductances related to traps is a phase shift between the applied AC signals at the
ports and the response of the traps. Due to their time constants, their interaction is not immediate with
respect to the applied signal, which constitutes a relative phase shift and thus loss in the transistor.
Since the distributed RC network in total structurally replaces the gate oxide, the resulting model
equations have to replace the intrinsic capacitances of the small-signal model. In the basic small signal
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Figure 12: (a) Logarithmic frequency dispersion in the transconductance for different devices.
(b) Im(y11 )/ω and Im(y12 )/ω measured and modelled without and with oxide traps. The model without
the inclusion of traps results in a straight line, which is clearly not in agreement with the measured
values. (c) 10×Re(y11 ) (to avoid overlap) and Re(y12 ) measured and modelled without and with oxide
traps. (b) and (c) reproduced with permission from [12].
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model this means first that the intrinsic Cgs,i is replaced by the equivalent admittance depicted in
Fig. 11. As prefigured in Section 4, we will now also take into account the separation of the intrinsic and
parasitic Cgd and the corresponding NQS resistance Rj . For both the gate-to-source and the gate-todrain coupling, the total intrinsic admittances ygx , with x either s or d for source or drain, respectively,
in series with the corresponding intrinsic resistances, are now described by
ygx = ω × ggx,ω + jω [Cgx,i − Cgx,ω ln(ω/ω0 )] .

(28)

Here, ggx,ω and Cgx,ω describe the strength of the frequency dispersion in the real and the imaginary
part, respectively, Cgx,i is the intrinsic capacitance without the effect of traps, and all other parameters
are as before. The same expression should apply for Csd as well and indeed, frequency dispersions can
sometimes be discerned in the measurements. As discussed before, however, the large gds often masks
these effects and makes it difficult to deconvolute the intrinsic NQS resistance so that a combination of
the simple model and (28) can be a satisfactory, if not completely physical, description. As mentioned,
if the parasitic capacitances are likely to be affected by traps as well, they should be modelled by a
corresponding equation. On top of (28), the parasitic expression can take into account DC gate leakage
ggx,l as
ygx,p = ω × ggxp,ω + jω [Cgxp,0 − Cgxp,ω ln(ω/ω0 )] + ggx,l .
(29)

All parameters correspond to the ones in (28), except for the parasitic contribution. While the constant
parasitic Cgxp,0 can be determined from the off-state of the transistor as described in Section 4.2, the
ggxp,ω and Cgxp,ω are energy- and thus voltage-dependent due to their dependence on the trap energy
distribution, so that they cannot be subtracted as constant values [12].
Equations (28), (29), and also (27) are defined for ω < ω0 . Above ω0 , no traps should be able to
respond anymore. Physically, this means that above ω0 , the capacitances and the transconductance
become constant at their intrinsic values and the linearly frequency-dependent conductive elements decrease to zero. For the capacitances and the transconductance, the transition between the dispersive
and the constant region is reasonably smooth due to the logarithmic behaviour of the dispersion. For
the conductances, however, the effect of traps increases with increasing frequency, so that some kind
of transition function would be required for a physical, i.e. smooth, transition. Furthermore, recall
that the approximation of the lumped model is only valid in a certain frequency range. The transition
function should thus also take into account the increasing deviation from the actual numerical solution
of the distributed RC network. So far, ω0 , where this transition should occur, is lying outside of the
measurement range, or the deviation from the numerical solution has not become significant enough yet,
so that the transition could not yet be investigated experimentally. For the same reason – that ω0 is
outside of the measurement range – this uncertainty about the transition of the conductive contribution
does not yet affect the model.

5.2 EXTENSION OF THE MODEL – IMPACT IONISATION AND BAND-TO-BAND TUNNELLING
These two effects, impact ionisation (II) and band-to-band tunnelling are commonly observed in III-V
MOSFETs. Their effect on the small-signal model can be included in the form of two current sources,
0
, just as gm , and on vdg . For an increasing vdg , i.e. an increasing electric field
which depend on vgs
between channel and drain, II and BTBT increase so that the (technical) current from drain to source
increases. A higher concentration of electrons in the channel increases this effect further, thus the current
0
source controlled by vgs
. Note that in Fig. 13, this second current source is ‘upside down’. This is because
0
the increase of carriers in the channels due to vgs
competes with another effect: Electrons undergoing
BTBT leave behind holes in the channel, which decrease the channel barrier so that the current increases
0
further. A higher vgs
, however, leads to a more efficient transport of holes out of the channel, which in
turn counteracts the hole feedback effect and the source-drain current decreases. Since the two current
0
sources model both II and BTBT together, the source controlled by vgs
can contribute both positively
or negatively. It is thus drawn ‘upside down’ in Fig 13 to illustrate this. The effect of BTBT and II
can be discerned in the lower to curves of Re(y22 ) Fig. 14, where they increase at the lowest frequencies.
Since the equations for these two current sources on their own are not of much use, they are only listed
in the summary below. Details about II can be found in [13] and about extraction of the parameters for
the two current sources in the model here in [14].

5.3 COMPLETE MODEL – SUMMARY
With all the effects discussed above, the complete small-signal model looks like in Fig. 13. All equations for the different components as well as the equations for the revised y-parameters (from [12]) are
12
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summarised here.

G

ygd,p

+

Rg

v'gs
ygs,p

ygs

ygd

D

vdg
+

Rj

Ri

Rd

gi2 × v'gs

gds

Csd

gi1 × vdg

gm × v'gs

Rs

S
Figure 13: The complete small-signal model with all effects discussed in this overview. Reproduced, with
permission, from [12].
The y-parameters are
y11 = ygs,p +

ygs
− y12 ,
1 + ygs Ri

y12 = −ygd,p −
y21 =

(30a)

ygd
,
1 + ygd Rj

(30b)

gm
gi2
+ y12 − gi1 −
1 + ygs Ri
1 + ygs Ri

(30c)

y22 = gds + jωCsd − y12 + gi1 .

(30d)

The transconductance under the influence of traps is
gm = gm,i [1 + γ1 ln(ω/ω0 ) + jα (1 + γ2 ln(ω/ω0 ))] − jω (Cm − Cm,ω ln(ω/ω0 )) .

(31)

The intrinsic and parasitic admittances, which take into account oxide traps, are
ygx = ω × ggx,ω + jω [Cgx,i − Cgx,ω ln(ω/ω0 )] ,

(32a)

ygx,p = ω × ggxp,ω + jω [Cgxp,0 − Cgxp,ω ln(ω/ω0 )] + ggx,l .

(32b)

The intrinsic NQS resistances are

Ri =

1
1.4 gm,i

(33a)

and

Rj =

1
,
1.4 gm,i × Cgd,i /Cgs,i

(33b)

where Rj can be derived in the same manner as Ri , while just taking care of the correct capacitances.
The expressions for the two current sources for BTBT and II are

gi1 =

g10
1 + jωτi

(34a)

and

gi2 =

g20
,
1 + jωτi

(34b)

i.e. symmetric except for their magnitude g10 /g20 . The assumption of one common time constant for
BTBT and II is an approximation to simplify the model, while still taking these effects into account.
Note that τi is different from τc/e and that the two current sources together model both BTBT and II,
not one each.
In Fig. 12 the improvement in the y-parameters due to the inclusion of traps is demonstrated on a
logarithmic scale. Fig. 14 demonstrates that the model fits over the whole measured frequency range as
well.
13
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Figure 14: Measured and modelled y-parameters at different gate voltages. Modelled according to Fig. 13
with the respective equations. Only Re(y22 ) plotted with a logarithmic frequency axis to demonstrate
the effect of BTBT and II. Reproduced, with permission, from [12].

5.4 EFFECTS ON GAINS AND STABILITY
With these revised expressions for the y-parameters, as in [12], we can now readily explain the deviations
in the measured gains from the ideal roll-offs. Beginning with U , which displays the most evident
deviations, we can insert the respective y-parameters from (30) into the definition (15) and by examining,
which parameters dominate at intermediate and low frequencies, arrive at
|gm |2
.
4 [ω (ggs,ω + ggsp,ω + ggd,ω + ggdp,ω ) gds + ω (ggd,ω + ggdp,ω ) Re(gm )]

U≈

(35)

In this expression, the linear frequency dispersions from the trap contribution dominates over the usually squared frequency dependence, which changes the roll-off to almost -10 dB/decade instead of 20 dB/decade. This can lead to a reduction of the unilateral gain of up to 10 dB at typical operation
frequencies.
The dispersions in h21 and MSG in Fig. 10 are more subtle than in the case of U , but their logarithmic
increase towards lower frequencies already indicate that this dispersion is related to the logarithmic
contribution in the capacitances and indeed, inserting the y-parameters from (30) into the definitions
(14) and (23) yields
h21 =

|gm |
|ω (Cgs,i − Cgs,ω × ln(ω/ω0 ) + Cgd,i − Cgd,ω × ln(ω/ω0 )) |

and
MSG =

|gm |
.
|ω (Cgd,i − Cgd,ω × ln(ω/ω0 )) |

(36)

(37)

Indeed, it can be seen, that now logarithmic frequency dependencies dominate the denominators of these
expression and as part of gm also the numerators. In both cases, the numerator decreases logarithmically
towards lower frequencies and the denominator increases, which results in an overall decrease of h21 and
MSG towards lower frequencies. This matches the measured values.
As the last quantity, in the same manner, we can investigate the stability factor k. Inserting (30)
into (25) and simplifying yields
k=

2ω (ggs,ω + ggsp,ω + ggd,ω + ggdp,ω ) gds + ω (ggd,ω + ggdp,ω ) Re(gm )
.
| [−ω(ggd,ω + ggdp,ω ) − jω (Cgd,i + Cgd,p )] gm |

(38)

Here, the logarithmic frequency dependences of the capacitances were omitted for increased readability,
just as the DC leakage contributions ggx,l . Note that the extensive terms in parentheses just contain the
different ggx,ω and ggxp,ω . In (38) it can be seen that from the mode without the effect of traps, k turns
out to be lower than when traps are included. Again, this is in agreement with the measured data in
Fig. 10.
14
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ABSTRACT We present a method for estimating the trap distributions on each of the surfaces in a multi-gate

MOSFET. We perform I–V hysteresis measurements on InGaAs Tri-gate MOSFETs with various channel
widths (25, 60, and 100 nm) from which top surface and side wall trap distributions are determined. We
show that the total trap distribution of a device can be expressed as a linear combination of the top surface
and side wall trap distributions. The results show that the minimum trap density of the top InGaAs (100)
surface is smaller than that of the {110} side walls by almost an order of magnitude. Since the nanowire
constituting the channel in these devices is selectively regrown, rather than etched out, the different trap
distributions can be explained by the specific surface chemistries of two surfaces.
INDEX TERMS MOSFETs, high-κ, InGaAs, hysteresis, trap density, inter face trap, III-V, multi-gate,

FinFETs.

I. INTRODUCTION

III-V compound semiconductors such as InGaAs have been
widely investigated as a promising n-type MOSFET channel
material for future CMOS technology because of their higher
electron mobility [1], [2], which enables higher transconductance gm and on-current at a given gate length. Although poor
quality high-κ gate stacks have been considered as a crucial issue for realizing the use of III-V based MOSFETs
in industry, several research groups have recently reported
on Inx Ga1−x As MOSFETs with gm of about 3 mS/μm
while achieving an acceptable high-κ gate stack quality
with respect to the interface trap density [3]–[5]. Further
improvement of the performance of III-V-based MOSFETs,
the device reliability, for example Positive Bias Temperature
Instability (PBTI) is another key research area for III-V
based MOSFET [6]. Understanding the relative energies of
the trap distribution in the high-κ oxide and charge carriers in the channel is a vital aspect of improving the
device reliability and performance. However, in the case
of multi-gate MOSFETs such as FinFETs, tri-gates, gateall-around (GAA) and vertical nanowire (VNW) structures,

408

it is difficult to determine the trap distributions separately
for each of the channel surfaces. The trap distributions for
each surface type can be assumed to be different due to
surface chemistry and process-related roughness. In recent
years, a simple trap evaluation method based on the hysteresis of C-V or I-V characteristics of MOSFETs has been
proposed [7]. Even though this method is not suitable for
estimating the trap distributions of different surface orientations separately, it is useful in investigating the total
MOSFET gate stack properties.
In this paper, we propose a novel method for estimating the trap distributions of tri-gate MOSFET channel top
surfaces [Neff ,top surface (E) = Neff _(100) (E)] and side walls
[Neff , side walls = Neff _{110} (E)] based on the I-V hysteresis
dependence of the ratio between top surface and side wall
length of the channel. We investigate the I-V hysteresis of
devices with channel widths of 25 to 100 nm. From the
hysteresis data, the total trap distributions are estimated by
fitting the trap distributions of the top (100) surface and
the {110} side walls. This method allows characterization
of specific channel surfaces in MOSFETs without the need

c 2018 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only.
2168-6734 
Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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to fabricate several MOSCAPs, and offers a new way of
identifying optimal channel surfaces.
II. DUT & HYSTERESIS MEASUREMENT

Fig. 1(a) shows a representative cross-sectional SEM image
of nanowires used as the channel in these devices. These
nanowires are taller than those used in the devices in order
to clearly show the facet angles. The {110} surface planes
are determined from the orientation of the nanowire and the
45 sidewall angle. Fig. 1 (b) shows a schematic image and
the final dimensions of a nanowire used in the Tri-gate FETs
evaluated in this work. The height of the channel is 7 nm,
giving 10 nm total length for each of the {110} side walls.
The gate length Lg is 150 nm, and the device channel consists
of a single nanowire. A 1 + 4 nm /Al2 O3 / HfO2 bilayer
gate stack (EOT ≈ 1.5 nm) was used in these devices; The
relationship between the number of ALD cycles, the high-κ
oxide thickness and the gate capacitance is known from our
past studies based on C-V measurement and TEM image
observation of MOSCAPs and MOSFETs [8]–[11]. Further
details about device fabrication process and performance are
shown in [5] and [12].

FIGURE 1. (a) Cross-sectional SEM image of the FinFET channel. The
surface orientations are (100) and {110} for the top and the side,
respectively. (b) Schematic image of the channel structure evaluated in this
paper.

We measured I-V hysteresis for devices with channel
widths of 25, 60 and 100 nm, respectively. The measurements were carried out by sweeping the gate voltage from
a starting voltage (Vstart ) to an end voltage (Vend ), and then
back to Vstart . Each measurement was done on the same
device unlike [7]. In order to reduce the effect of residual
hysteresis from previous measurement, we started our measurement with small Vend , and then gradually increased Vend .
Furthermore, at least one minute interval was taken until next
measurement for the same reason. We decided hold time of
each measurement point to 20 ms with each sweep consisting of 2000 points, assuming that trap states can be fully

charged. We set Vstart = Vth , and Vth of the measured devices
was about 200 mV. Vend varied as a parameter in the measurement. For each Vend , the maximum hysteresis voltage
was extracted. The effective trapped charge Neff is proportional to the hysteresis voltage Vhysteresis = qNeff /Cox as
described in [13]. Note that the average and standard deviation of Vth of each channel width devices, Vth and σVth ,
are as follows; 1) W = 100 nm device: Vth = 200 mV and
σVth = 30 mV. 2) W = 25 nm device: Vth = 200.5 mV
and σVth = 25 mV. Based on these small variation of Vth ,
we conclude that we can set Vstart as a fixed Vth = 200 mV.
III. METHOD FOR SEPARATION OF TRAP DISTRIBUTIONS
FROM I-V HYSTERESIS MEASUREMENT

Next we show how to estimate the trap distribution of the
top (100) surface and the {110} side walls from the I-V
hysteresis data.
First, two Gaussian distributions were assumed for
expressing the trap distribution Neff (E|Npeak , μ1 , μ2 , σ1 ,
σ2 ) at a surface of the channel in the same manner as
in [7] and [14]. The unit of Neff should be [cm−3 eV−1 ] and
contain a depth information of trap distribution, however,
for simplicity, we represented a depth distribution of traps
as an equivalent charge sheet representation ([cm−2 eV−1 ])
located only at the interface between the semiconductor and
the oxide. Since Neff at each Vend is already known from
the experimental result of Vhysteresis (Vov ), Neff (E) can be
derived by using equation (1) and (2).
 ϕend
Neff (E)dE
(1)
Neff =
  ϕstart

Neff E Npeak , μ1 , μ2 , σ1 , σ2



1
− (E − μ1 )2
= Npeak
√ exp
2σ12
σ1 2π


1
− (E − μ2 )2
+ √ exp
(2)
2σ22
σ2 2π
where Npeak is the peak value of the trap distribution, μ its
mean value and σ 2 its variance. Since the trap distribution
has several sources, such as, e.g., dangling bonds, vacancies
and defects in the oxide [14], the two Gaussian distributions
differ. Neff , μ and σ 2 are fitting parameters in reproducing
the measured Vhysteresis − Vov relationship. ϕstart and ϕend
are the surface potentials which correspond to Vstart and Vend
respectively. The reference potential ϕstart = 0 V was fixed
to the threshold voltage. The surface potential for different
surface orientation was assumed to be same, based on the
fact that although the area ratio of (100) to {110} is different
between channel width of 100 nm and 25 nm devices, there
was no significant change in the Vth .
Second, since equation (1) and (2) can only express
the trap distribution at one surface, several extensions are
required and the following assumption are made; The total
Neff is a linear sum of Neff from different orientations
with a coupling based on the ratio of individual channel surface dimensions as shown in equation (3) and (4).
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This assumption is based on the idea that the total hysteresis reflects the sum of the charges trapped on different
orientations.


Neff _100nm =

ϕend

Neff _100nm (E)dE

ϕstart
 ϕend

=α

Neff _25nm =
=γ

ϕstart
ϕend

TABLE 1. Parameters of trap distributions.


Neff _(100) (E)dE + β

ϕend

ϕstart

Neff _{110} (E)dE

(3)
Neff _25nm (E)dE

ϕstart
 ϕend
ϕstart


Neff _(100) (E)dE + δ

ϕend

ϕstart

Neff _{110} (E)dE

(4)
where alpha, beta, gamma, and delta are the ratio of each
facet length to the total length of the device channel
(α = 0.83, β = 0.17, γ = 0.56, δ = 0.44 in this study).
Since the integration range of surface potential is the same,
equation (3) and (4) can be written as follows from the
linearity of the integral.
Neff _100nm (E) = αNeff _(100) (E) + βNeff _{110} (E)

(5)

Neff _25nm (E) = γ Neff _(100) (E) + δNeff _{110} (E)

(6)

Based on equation (3)-(6), Neff _W=25 nm and
Neff _W=100 nm can be reproduced by fitting parameters of
Neff _(100) (E) and Neff _{110} (E).
In the simulation, we modeled the gate stack capacitance
as the series combination of the oxide capacitance Cox and
the quantum capacitance Cqu [12]. In order to consider the
effects of traps, a trap capacitance CNeff was connected to
Cqu in parallel. The surface potential and defect charge was
subsequently calculated. The way of mapping Vend to the surface potential ϕend is as follows; Vend is given by the sum of
the surface potential ϕend and the voltage drop across the gate
oxide Vox as shown in equation (7). Vox can be calculated
by using charge in Cqu and CNeff (=Neff /ϕend ) as shown in
equation (8). Note that a change of quantized energy level
due to band bending was neglected in this calculation.
Vend = ϕend + Vox
Qqu + Neff
Q
=
Vox =
Cox
Cox

(7)
(8)

From the distributions Neff _(100) (E) and Neff _{110} (E)
extracted from 25 nm and 100 nm devices, we then predicted
the distribution Neff ,W=60nm (E) for 60 nm devices. Like the
distributions Neff _(100) (E) and Neff _{110} (E), Neff ,W=60nm (E)
can be expressed by equation (9).
Neff _60nm (E) = εNeff _(100) (E) + ζ Neff _{110} (E)

(9)

where epsilon and zeta are the ratio of each facet length
to the total length of the device channel (ε = 0.55, ζ =
0.45). Comparing these predictions with the measured results
of such a device provides a means to verify the extracted
distributions for different surface orientations.

FIGURE 2. (a) Hysteresis characteristics of W = 100 nm
FinFET (b) Measured hysteresis data for different channel widths (W =
25 nm and 100nm) against simulation data (solid line).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The I-V measurement of a 100 nm channel width tri-gate
FET for different Vend is shown Fig. 2 (a). The I-V hysteresis increases as Vend increases, indicating an increase also
in the number of trapped charges. Fig. 2 (b) displays the
dependence of Vend on Vhysteresis for channel widths of 25
and 100 nm. Solid lines were derived from best fits to the
experimental data. The parameters used in this fitting are
shown in Table 1.
As can be seen, the 25 nm device shows larger hysteresis
than the 100 nm device over the entire range, suggesting
the existence of a larger number of traps in the former. This
was particularly noticeable in the ranges of higher overdrive voltages (Vov ∼ 0.7) where the Fermi-level crosses the
steepest part of the trap distribution.
Fig. 3 (a) shows the trap distributions for 25 nm and
100 nm channel width devices, obtained by the fitting shown
in Fig. 2 (b). As expected from the hysteresis date of
Fig. 2 (b), 25 nm channel width gate stack contains higher
trap densities. Fig. 3 (a) also includes the trap distributions of
the top surface and the side wall. The {110} side wall trap
distribution is almost one order of magnitude higher than
for the (100) top surface at 0.25 eV. This tendency agreed
with the previous results from high-κ/InAs gate stacks [10].
Since the channel width of 25 nm device has more area of
the side walls than the top surface relatively in comparison
with that of 100 nm device, the side wall properties have
a great influence on its total properties, causing a higher trap
density as shown in Fig. 3 (a).
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V. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a method for the evaluation of the
trap energy distribution on different channel surfaces of
InGaAs tri-gate MOSFETs. This method is based on a linear combination of the individual channel surface properties.
Experimental observations confirmed the validity of this
model. We derived the trap distributions of channel widths
of 25, 60, 100 nm devices, respectively, from their I-V hysteresis and successfully modelled different distributions for
different surface orientations. We also showed that the maximum difference between the trap density of the (100) surface
and that of the {110} surface was approximately an order
of magnitude, which agrees well with past studies [10].
Although the {110} surface showed 10 times larger trap
density as compared to the (100) surface in this study, proposed method could be contributed to find an optimized
surface treatment condition and/or selective regrowth condition which minimizes the trap density of the {110} surface
in an actual multi-gate device.
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Nanowire geometries are leading contenders for future low-power transistor design. In this study, low-frequency
noise is measured and evaluated in highly scaled III-V nanowire metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) and in planar III-V MOSFETs to investigate to what extent the device geometry affects the
noise performance. Number fluctuations are identified as the dominant noise mechanism in both architectures.
In order to perform a thorough comparison of the two architectures, a discussion of the underlying noise model is
included. We find that the noise performance of the MOSFETs in a nanowire architecture is at least comparable
to the planar devices. The input-referred voltage noise in the nanowire devices is superior by at least a factor of
four.

1. Introdution

2. Devices and measurement setup

The continuous improvement of the metal-oxide-semiconductor
field-effect transistor (MOSFET) has been one of the major driving
forces in electronics. In the future, further improvements of the
MOSFET will require more innovative measures than the so far tremendously successful conventional geometrical scaling. Common suggestions include gate-all-around architectures and novel materials at
the device level [4,5], and monolithic 3D integration at the system level
[1–4]. III-V nanowire (NW) MOSFETs, especially in a vertical architecture, can facilitate all these approaches at once and they have already demonstrated competitive or even superior performance in
comparison with planar MOSFETs or FinFETs both in simulation [6]
and in experiment [7–10].
In this paper we compare planar and NW III-V MOSFETs with similar channel and gate-oxide materials and investigate to what extent
the change in architecture affects the low-frequency noise (LFN) of the
devices, a property which is important as a technology quality metric at
the device level, and for analog circuit performance at the system level
[11]. Although LFN has been studied in both planar [12] and in NW
[13] III-V MOSFETs, the two architectures have not yet been compared
directly. The first part of this article describes the measured devices and
the measurement setup. The comparison of the two MOSFET architectures comprises two metrics: the gate oxide defect density Nbt and
the input-referred gate voltage noise power SVG. In order to facilitate a
detailed comparison of Nbt, its calculation is accompanied by a detailed
discussion of the LFN model.

The following device descriptions focus on the channel and the gate
stack as the two parts, which are most important for LFN. References
are provided for further processing details.
For the vertical nanowire (vNW) devices, single nanowires were
grown by metal-organic vapor-phase epitaxy on an n+-InAs buffer layer
integrated on Si. The nanowires were graded from intrinsic InAs on the
source side to n+-InGaAs on the drain side. During the InGaAs growth,
an n+-shell was formed around the InAs source to reduce the access
resistance. After growth, the nanowires were covered with a top metal
and a bottom spacer, so that the channel area could be thinned down by
digital etching (alternating surface oxidation and oxide etching) to form
a recess gate. After digital etching, the 1 nm Al2O3/4 nm HfO2 bilayer
gate oxide (equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) ≈ 1.5 nm) and the
60 nm W gate metal were applied by atomic layer deposition (ALD) and
by sputtering, respectively. A schematic of the device structure is provided in Fig. 1(a) and details about the processing can be found in [14].
Fig. 1(b) provides transfer curves representative of the vNW MOSFETs
along with the gate lengths and the channel widths of the different
measured devices. For the vNW MOSFETs, the channel width corresponds to the nanowire circumference.
For the planar reference devices, the channel consisted of not intentionally doped, 10-nm-thick InGaAs, which was grown by molecular
beam epitaxy. In order to investigate differences between different gate
oxides, three different ALD high-κ gate oxides were used in the planar
devices: 5 nm Al2O3, 4 nm HfO2, and 6.5 nm HfO2. Evaporated Ti/Pd/
Au was used as the gate metal. A schematic of the planar device
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Fig. 1. Schematics of the measured structures (a) & (d), the measurement setup (c), and representative transfer curves for the vertical (b) and the planar devices (e).
Similar materials were used for the different devices and all devices exhibit good gate control with typically at least four orders of magnitude current modulation.

structure is provided in Fig. 1(d) and details about the processing can be
found in [15]. Fig. 1(e) provides a transfer curve representative of the
planar MOSFETs along with the gate lengths and widths of the measured devices.
As an intermediate reference between the planar and the vNW
MOSFETs, lateral NW MOSFETs from [16] are included in the analysis
as well. Their structure was similar to that of the planar devices, although with a single lateral nanowire as the channel, formed by selective area growth, and with a gate oxide similar to that of the vNW
devices. Prior to high-κ application, the nanowires were digitally
etched, then sulfur-passivated and annealed in an N2 atmosphere. Details about processing of the lateral NW devices can be found in [17]
and their dimensions are included in Fig. 1(d).
Fig. 1(c) depicts the LFN measurement setup. The drain current of
the device under test was measured by a low-noise amplifier (LNA),
which also supplied the drain bias VDS = 50 mV. The current noise
power spectral density SID was measured by a lock-in amplifier, which
recorded the signal from the LNA. Gate and source bias were supplied
by a Source/Measure Unit, which also measured the corresponding
currents. For all measured devices, the gate current was at least one
order of magnitude lower than the lowest source-drain current and in
some cases it was below the measurement noise floor.

relation between SID and the gate oxide defect density Nbt can be derived as [19]

SID =

q2kB T Nbt
1+
f LG WG Cg2

gm

2

gm2 = SVfb 1 +

µeff Cg IS
gm

2

gm2 ,

(1)

where gm is the transconductance, q the elemental charge, kB the
Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, λ the tunneling attenuation
length (calculated by the WKB approximation), LG and WG are the gate
length and width, respectively, and Cg is the oxide capacitance in series
with the quantum capacitance, which has to be taken into account for
III-V MOSFETs. The prefactor including Nbt in the left term is the detailed expression for the power spectral density of the flatband voltage
noise SVfb. For the term in parentheses, IS is the device current, μeff the
effective carrier mobility, and α is the scattering parameter, which
describes the change in mobility due to a change of charge in the gate
oxide. To take into account screening due to charges in the channel, α
decreases with increasing current. This can be expressed empirically as
α = α0 − α1 ln (Nq), where α0 and α1 are fitting parameters and Nq is the
number of charges in the channel [20]. Here, instead of calculating Nq
in detail, we express it as proportional to the device current IS, which is
an acceptable approximation, since ln(Nq) is multiplied by the fitting
parameter α1.
The derivation of (1), which relies on the assumption of elastic
tunneling as the trapping/de-trapping mechanism, calls for a short side
note. Evidence, in particular from reliability measurements [21], but
also from some LFN measurements [22,23], point towards inelastic
rather than elastic tunneling as the charge exchange mechanism.
However, since tunneling is still part of the inelastic mechanism, the
assumption of elastic tunneling constitutes a lower limit of the inelastic
model and it is as such that it was used in this study. This lower limit
assumption can affect the values for Nbt, calculated in the following,
which thus also constitute a lower limit.
Results from different measurement techniques in literature
[24–27] strongly suggest that Nbt varies with respect to energy with a
minimum in vicinity to the InGaAs conduction band and increasing
both above and below. Since different VGS in the LFN measurement
probe different energy levels in the gate oxide, Nbt is expected to vary
with respect to the device current IS. With two varying fitting parameters, Nbt and α, virtually arbitrary results could be obtained by fitting
(1) to the measured data. Therefore, instead of choosing a random
partitioning of the effects of a distributed Nbt and the CMF, we consider
the two effects individually by studying the two extreme cases of (i)
CMF with a constant Nbt and (ii) a varying Nbt without the influence of
CMF (i.e. α = 0).
Case (i) results in reasonable fits for the vertical and the planar
devices, as demonstrated by the dark green, solid lines in Fig. 2(b) and

3. Results and analysis
LFN in MOSFETs is typically explained as either number fluctuations, caused by gate oxide defects, or as mobility fluctuations, often
described with the Hooge model [18]. The two mechanisms can be
identified by the dependence of the measured SID on the device current
IS. In the case of mobility fluctuations, SID/IS2 is expected to be proportional to 1/IS, which was not observed for any of the measured
devices. Instead, the measured SID was roughly proportional to the
transconductance squared (Fig. 2(b) and (c)), which identified number
fluctuations as the dominant LFN mechanism. When measured as a
function of the frequency f, LFN typically exhibits a 1/fγ shape with
γ ≈ 1, where, in the case of number fluctuations, the value of γ depends
on the spatial distribution of gate oxide defects. The 1/fγ dependence
was verified in Fig. 2(a), which presents a measurement for a vNW
MOSFET, which is representative for the lateral NW and the planar
devices as well.
In the case of number fluctuations, electrons from the MOSFET
channel tunnel into and out of gate oxide defects with a certain time
constant that determines the corresponding frequency component of
SID. The changing charge states in the oxide cause fluctuations in the
flatband voltage and in carrier scattering, which then cause fluctuations
in the device current. The two effects are called number fluctuations
and correlated mobility fluctuations (CMF), respectively, and the
2
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Fig. 2. (a) Noise current power spectral density SID as a function of the frequency for a vNW MOSFET. The 1/fγ dependence with γ close to one is typical of LFN.
(b) and (c) SID/IS2 at a fixed frequency of 10 Hz for a vertical and a planar device, respectively. Circles represent the measured SID/IS2 with the measurement standard
deviation as error bars, lines represent different models with dependences according to the legend entries. Dark green, solid: Number and correlated mobility
fluctuations with a constant Nbt. Light green, broken: Pure number fluctuations with an energy-dependent Nbt. Red, dotted: Reference for the assumption of pure
number fluctuations with a constant gate oxide defect density Nbt. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

(c). The corresponding constant Nbt are summarized in the inset of
Fig. 3(a), where lines indicate the average Nbt for the respective architecture and shaded boxes indicate the standard deviation of the residuals. For the fits in Fig. 2(a) and (b), values of μeff= 1300 cm2/Vs
[13] and 3500 cm2/Vs [28] were used for the vertical and the planar
devices, respectively, Cg was typically about half the value of the geometrical oxide capacitance, and α typically varied between 2 × 104 and
103 Vs/C, which is in agreement with values from literature [11,29,30].
The simplest approach to (ii) is calculating Nbt pointwise from the
measured SID and (1) (with α = 0). The resulting Nbt are presented in
Fig. 3(a) and their shapes resemble the findings in literature. For both
(i) and (ii), the values for the NW devices are comparable to those of the
planar references and they are comparable to planar Si MOSFETs with
HfO2 gate oxides and a SiO2 interface layer (EOT < 2 nm, values
adapted from [30,31]). In case (ii), the NW devices actually achieve
lower values than both of the planar HfO2 references. For the lateral
NW MOSFETs, (i) did not properly model the measured data over the

whole measurement range, whereas (ii) resulted in good fits, so that the
lateral NW devices are not included in the inset of Fig. 3(a).
Although in most cases, both (i) and (ii) reproduced the measured
data reasonably well, neither of the two models can be assumed to be
sufficient on their own. (i) does not take into account the distributed
nature of Nbt, while (ii) yields unphysical values for the highest and
lowest VGS (see Fig. 3(a)). Thus, a combination of both models is likely
so that the actual Nbt resembles the shape of (ii), but with a shallower
distribution and slightly lower overall values. Irrespective of the exact
contribution of either model, it can be concluded that the mere change
from a conventional planar to a NW architecture does not cause a degradation of the gate oxide in terms of LFN performance. In the comparison of the different high-κ gate oxides in the planar architecture, the
HfO2 oxides, especially the thinner ones, tend to exhibit higher values
for Nbt than the Al2O3 oxides, when CMF are disregarded (i). Upon
inclusion of CMF (ii), the differences are diminished, although the thin
(4 nm) HfO2 still tends to yield the highest values. These trends are

Fig. 3. (a) Gate oxide defect density Nbt calculated with two models. (i) Inset: Constant Nbt, correlated mobility fluctuations. The lines represent the average values
for all measured devices and the shaded boxes the standard deviation of the residuals. (ii) Main: Energy-dependent Nbt, no correlated mobility fluctuations. The
differences between the two models are larger for the planar devices. Shaded oval as reference for HfO2 on Si with a thin SiO2 interface layer from [30,31]. (b) Inputreferred voltage noise power spectral density SVG normalized with the gate area. Black lines as references for [31] as in (a) and commercial SOI [32]. The literature
values from [30,31] are shifted with respect to VGS so that they coincide with the measured minima. The metrics in both (a) and (b) reveal that MOSFETs in a (vertical
or lateral) nanowire architecture are not degraded when compared with planar MOSFETs. Especially for the input-referred noise SVG, the nanowire devices actually
achieve better values.
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most likely related to the ALD growth dynamics, but a more thorough
investigation is beyond the scope of this study.
Since the differences in Nbt between (i) and (ii) are more prominent
for the planar than for the NW devices (especially for HfO2), it can be
concluded that the relative contribution of CMF is stronger in the planar
devices. This conclusion is supported by the comparison of the curves
for (i) with the dark red, dotted reference curves in Fig. 2(b) and (c),
which represent a constant Nbt without CMF. For the planar devices, it
requires a larger contribution of CMF to merge the two curves than it
does for the NW devices. Since the effect of CMF was smaller or even
negligible on both the vertical and the lateral NW MOSFETs, the influence of CMF seems to be related to the dimensions of the transistors
rather than the lateral or vertical architecture. With large gate areas of
LG= 400 nm and WG= 7.5 µm in the planar MOSFETs, mobility and
scattering play an important role in carrier transport. With much
shorter LG= 25–35 nm (vertical) and 50 nm (lateral), the NW MOSFETs
are governed by quasi-ballistic carrier transport [28] and they are approaching the one-dimensional regime, which diminishes the influence
of scattering. Furthermore, the larger surface-to-volume ratio in the
nanowires is likely to entail a larger ratio of pure number fluctuations
over correlated mobility fluctuations.
As a further comparison besides Nbt, Fig. 3(b) presents the inputreferred gate voltage noise power spectral density SVG = SID/gm2. This
metric does not rely on a specific model, since it merely describes how
much of a voltage fluctuation would be required at the gate terminal of
a transistor without gate oxide defects to cause the same fluctuations in
the device current that were measured for the actual transistor. Thus,
SVG indicates the minimum size of a signal that could still be amplified
by the transistor, if it was used e.g. as the input stage of an amplifier.
Fig. 3(b) shows that in terms of SVG, the nanowire devices perform
better than the planar references by typically at least a factor of four.
For comparison with Si, Fig. 3(b) provides reference values for the same
devices as Fig. 3(a) and furthermore for 28 nm silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) MOSFETs, the SVG values of which were calculated from [32] and
[33]. The values for the Si and the nanowire devices differ by only a
factor three to five. With further optimization of the gate stack in the
NW MOSFETs, it should be possible to overcome the remaining difference as well.
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Low-Frequency Noise in III–V Nanowire
TFETs and MOSFETs
Markus Hellenbrand , Elvedin Memišević , Martin Berg, Olli-Pekka Kilpi,
Johannes Svensson, and Lars-Erik Wernersson
Abstract — We present a detailed analysis of lowfrequency noise (LFN) measurements in vertical III–V
nanowire tunnel field-effect transistors (TFETs), which help
to understand the limiting factors of TFET operation. A comparison with LFN in vertical metal-oxide semiconductor
field-effect transistors with the same channel material and
gate oxide shows that the LFN in these TFETs is dominated
by the gate oxide properties, which allowed us to optimize
the TFET tunnel junction without deteriorating the noise performance. By carefully selecting the TFET heterostructure
materials, we reduced the inverse subthreshold slope well
below 60 mV/decade for a constant LFN level.
Index Terms — Vertical nanowires, III–V, MOSFET, TFET,
low-frequency noise.

I. I NTRODUCTION
OW-FREQUENCY noise (LFN) is known to have a
detrimental effect on both transistor and circuit performance [1]. At the same time, however, LFN can be used
to gain insight into the material and transport properties
of transistors and may be regarded as a technology quality metric. From a comparison of vertical nanowire metaloxide semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) with
vertical nanowire tunnel field-effect transistors (TFETs) of a
similar structure and the same channel material and gate oxide,
we can deduce that the LFN properties in both device types
are dominated by the gate oxide. This is further supported
by comparison of TFETs with different tunnel junctions.
LFN in TFETs was studied experimentally before in Si-based
devices [2], [3], but knowledge about full III-V implementations is still limited [4]. Here, we use InAs MOSFETs as
reference for the LFN analysis and show how the same LFN
model can be applied to TFETs, even when the inverse subthreshold slope S is reduced below 60 mV/decade. This model
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of a MOSFET. (b) Schematic illustration
of an InGaAsSb TFET. The GaSb structure looks the same, only without
the InGaAsSb segment. (c) Transfer characteristics of a MOSFET and
both types of TFET at room temperature with VDS = 50 mV. All
transistors consisted of a single nanowire. W in (c) corresponds to the
gate width, which for gate all-around transistors is the circumference of
the nanowire.

and the experimental study of LFN in TFETs will help to better
understand the limiting factors of TFET operation.
II. D EVICE S TRUCTURES AND DC C HARACTERIZATION
The processing and final device structure (Fig. 1) for the
studied MOSFETs and TFETs are very similar, and especially
the resulting gate stack is the same. All nanowires were grown
by metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy, using Au seed particles
electron-beam-lithography-defined on a highly n-doped InAs
buffer layer integrated on Si. For MOSFETs, the nanowires
consisted of a 200-nm-long not intentionally doped InAs
bottom segment, followed by a 400-nm-long highly n-doped
top segment, the growth of which also resulted in a highly
doped shell overgrown around the bottom segment. The
TFET nanowires consisted of a highly n-doped InAs bottom segment and a not intentionally doped InAs channel
segment, followed by a highly p-doped segment to form
the tunnel junction. In the first generation, the junction
was realized by switching to GaSb (S > 60 mV/decade)
and in the second generation to In0.1 Ga0.9 As0.88 Sb0.12 ,
which resulted in S below 60 mV/decade. To maintain
good top contacts, the InGaAsSb segment was followed
by an additional GaSb segment and for the MOSFETs,
a W/TiN top contact was applied immediately after growth.
For all devices, the InAs channel region was digitally etched
to reach final diameters of 28 nm for MOSFETs and
20 nm for TFETs. After etching, identical high-κ gate oxides

0741-3106 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Fig. 2. Representative noise measurements. (a) Frequency sweep for a MOSFET. (b) MOSFET measurement at 10 Hz. The lines indicate that the
noise is dominated not only by number fluctuations (broken line), but by both number and correlated mobility fluctuations (solid line). (c) and (d) Same
graphs as (a) and (b), but for TFETs. (d) Number fluctuations are dominant over a large current range (solid line). In the off-state, however, mobility
fluctuations of electrons injected into the channel by defect-assisted tunneling, take over (broken line). The error bars in (b) and (d) show the standard
deviation of the measurement.

(1 nm/4 nm Al2 O3 /HfO2 atomic layer deposition, effective
oxide thickness ≈ 1.4 nm) and sputtered W metal gates were
applied for all devices. Source, gate, and drain were separated
by spacers, details on the processing schemes can be found
in [5] for MOSFETs, and in [6] (GaSb) and [7] (InGaAsSb)
for TFETs. Fig. 1(c) compares representative transfer characteristics of a MOSFET with both types of TFETs, where these
TFET examples exhibit values of S = 72 mV/decade (GaSb)
and S = 52 mV/decade (InGaAsSb). Other InGaAsSb devices
on the same sample reached values of S below 50 mV/decade.
III. M EASUREMENT AND A NALYSIS
Each measurement consisted of a logarithmic frequency
sweep between 10 Hz and 1 kHz and a more detailed measurement at 10 Hz, and all measurements were carried out
for gate voltages VG S covering the whole range from the
off- to the on-state. A lock-in amplifier measured the current
noise power spectral density (PSD) of the transistor current
for a constant source-drain bias V D S = 50 mV, which was
supplied by a low-noise current preamplifier that was used to
increase the measurement sensitivity. Fig. 2(a) and (b) show
measurements of the noise current PSD representative for
MOSFETs, Fig. 2(c) and (d) show the same measurements
for InGaAsSb TFETs, and the GaSb TFET measuements
showed the same behavior as well. With the exception of the
noise for the lowest currents in Fig. 2(d), the complete noise
behavior of these devices can be described by the so-called
McWhorter model [8]. According to this model, electrons
tunneling into and out of gate oxide defects cause fluctuations
in the channel potential energy, which appears in the drain
current as noise. This noise origin is commonly referred to
as number fluctuations. For a long channel MOSFET, starting
from the PSD of a single gate oxide defect and integrating
over a spatial and energetic defect distribution Nbt [9] results
in the expression
2
g2
q 2 kT λNbt gm
SI D
= γ
= SV f b m2 ,
2 I2
f L G WG Cox
I S2
IS
S

(1)

where I S is the source current, q the elemental charge,
k the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, λ =
0.13 nm the tunneling attenuation length according to the
Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin approximation, f the frequency,
L G and WG the effective gate length and width, respectively,
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Cox = 0.033 F/m2 is the gate area normalized gate oxide
capacitance calculated as a cylindrical capacitor, and gm the
transconductance. SV f b , summarizing everything except for the
transconductance, is called the flatband voltage noise PSD
and was a fitting parameter in Fig. 2, whereas measured
values were used for I S and gm . The frequency exponent γ
empirically takes into account spatial nonuniformities in the
defect density, where γ = 1 corresponds to a spatially uniform
defect distribution.
Although the derivation of (1) in [9] was carried out for long
channel MOSFETs, it holds for TFETs just as well. With the
expression
I1D = a (V R − Vt h ) exp(−b/ξ )

(2)

from [10] for an ideal 1D TFET, electrons tunneling into and
out of gate oxide defects will change both V R , the reverse bias
applied to the tunnel junction by the gate, and, since it depends
on V R , also ξ , the electric field across the junction. In (2),
a and b summarize constants and material parameters, and
Vt h is ln(4) times the thermal voltage kT /q. V R is related to
the gate bias VG S as V R = VG S Cox /(Cox + Cq + Cit ) with the
gate, the semiconductor, and the interface state capacitances
Cox , Cq , and Cit , respectively. Since all TFETs featured gate
lengths of at least 260 nm, V D S , in first order approximation,
does not affect V R anywhere close to the junction. The resulting fluctuation
I N in the current at each frequency (so that

I N = SI D ) due to a charge fluctuation ∂qox in the oxide can
be calculated in a straightforward manner as
∂ VR
∂ I1D
∂ I1D ∂ V R
qox =
qox = gm
qox , (3)
IN =
∂qox
∂ V R ∂qox
∂qox
which also holds for a 3D expression of (2). Since the noise
both in MOSFETs and in TFETs is caused by the same local
flatband fluctuations due to charges in the oxide, it is justified
to identify (qox ∂ V R /∂qox )2 in (3) with SV f b in (1), so that
the same noise analysis can be applied both for MOSFETs and
for TFETs. And indeed, the proportionalities in (1) fit very
well with the results of both InGaAsSb TFETs (Fig. 2(d))
and GaSb TFETs (not shown). Furthermore, the application of the same model is supported by the unnormalized
noise in Fig. 3(a), since all measurements follow the same
trend. For some MOSFETs, as e.g. in Fig. 2(b), measurement and model do not agree as well, which we attribute
to so-called correlated mobility fluctuations. This additional
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Fig. 3. (a) Measurements at 10 Hz like the ones in Fig. 2(b) and (d),
but without IS normalization. Each curve represents one device, using
the same measurement conditions for all. SID not being proportional
to IS (cp. (4)) supports Fig. 2 in that it is not mobility fluctuations that
are dominant. (b) Equivalent input noise, same transistors and same
colors as in Fig. 3(a). Despite the improved subthreshold slope, the
InGaAsSb TFETs do not exhibit higher equivalent input noise than the
GaSb TFETs or even the MOSFETs.

contribution in the intermediate current region results from
increased Coulomb scattering from electrons trapped in gate
oxide defects and can be modelled by including a factor
(1 + βμe f f Cox I S /gm )2 in the right side terms of (1) [9].
Here, the scattering parameter β and the effective channel
mobility μe f f togetherwere a fitting parameter, determined by
2 ) plotted versus I /g , which
applying a linear fit to (SI D /gm
S m
also determined SV f b for this model. For Fig. 2(b), assuming
2
μe f f ≈ 1300 cm /Vs for a nanowire InAs channel [11], this
fit resulted in β ≈ 2700 Vs/C, which is reasonably close to
values typically found for β [9].
The assumption of elastic tunneling as an important part of
the capture and release mechanism was confirmed by carrying
out LFN measurements at low temperatures (11 K, not shown),
where the results were the same as in Fig. 2, except for a
difference in magnitude, which directly corresponds to the
explicit temperature dependence in the middle expression
of (1). This reveals that the capture and release mechanism
is not dominated by any activation energy.
Besides the largely dominant number fluctuations
in Fig. 2(b) and (d), a second noise contribution shows
up for very small currents as indicated in Fig. 2(d). In the
subthreshold region, these so-called mobility fluctuations [9]
can be empirically described as
α H μe f f 2kT
SI D
=
,
(4)
I S2
f L 2G I S
where α H is the so-called Hooge parameter, and the other
parameters are as defined before. The line in Fig. 3(a)
proportional to I S (cp. (4)) further supports that mobility
fluctuations are only relevant for a few devices and for low
currents. This separation of mobility and number fluctuations
was observed before in nanowire MOSFETs and depends on
a surface or core conduction path in the respective operation regime [11]. In the case of the TFETs here, it is
known that the off-state was affected by thermionic emission
through defect-assisted tunneling [6], [7]. Since the TFET
off-current after the junction is governed by drift-diffusion,
mobility fluctuations can occur in the TFET off-current as
well. With the 1/I S fit in Fig. 2(d) and μe f f = 1300 cm2 /Vs
for an InAs channel as before [11], the Hooge parameter
can be calculated as α H = 3.5 × 10−5 , which is in very

good agreement with [11]. It appears that the region right
after the threshold voltage in Fig. 2(b) and (d) and up to
saturation of the curves, which probably results from series
resistance noise becoming dominant, could be described by (4)
as well. However, for MOSFETs, mobility fluctuations are
already taken into account as a correlated effect, and for the
measured TFETs, the tunneling process of electrons from the
source into the channel is not subject to the mobility. Since
number fluctuations in contrast directly affect the tunneling
window, they dominate the overall noise behavior.
The slopes in Fig. 2(a) and (c) (and thus γ in (1))
differ between MOSFETs and TFETs and γ was generally
slightly smaller than one for MOSFETs and slightly larger
for TFETs. This small variation around γ ≈ 1 is – besides
measurement uncertainties – most likely a cause of processing
variations, leading to slightly different defect distributions
around the probed depths. For some TFET measurements,
however, γ even approaches values of two, which indicates
that in those particular devices, there were only very few
active defects. As was shown for example in [2] and [12], the
LFN behavior in TFETs is dominated by the 10-20 nm of the
gate/channel closest to the junction, which explains how only
very few defects contribute to the LFN characteristics. In fact,
in many of the TFETs studied here, for certain bias conditions
we were able to measure Random Telegraph Signal (RTS)
noise [7], which is caused by only one individual defect, and
agrees well with the observation of γ approaching values of
two. The small gate area affecting LFN in TFETs also explains
why the levels of the gate area normalized equivalent input
gate voltage noise PSD SV f b × L G × WG for MOSFETs and
TFETs in Fig. 3(b) are comparable. While, due to its exponential dependence on the applied bias, the tunnel junction in
TFETs is much more sensitive to fluctuations in the energy
bands than the thermionic barrier in MOSFETs, the gate
area inducing LFN in TFETs is much smaller. This leads to
comparable LFN levels. Besides the border trap density Nbt ,
SV f b × L G × WG only includes constants (cp. (1)), which
allows for directly calculating Nbt and thus evaluating the gate
oxide quality. For all measured devices the minimum Nbt is
in the order of 2 × 1020 cm−3 eV−1 , which is consistent with
all devices having the same InAs channel and the same gate
stack. For the TFETs, this is actually a conservative estimate,
since the value was calculated with the whole physical gate
length instead of the probably critical 10-20 nm closest to the
junction, so that the actual value for Nbt in TFETs could be
lower by up to a factor of ten.
IV. C ONCLUSION
We analyzed in detail the LFN behavior in vertical III-V
nanowire MOSFETs and TFETs and showed that the same
noise formalism is applicable to both types of devices despite
their different transport mechanisms. From this, we conclude
that the gate oxide is the dominant source of LFN in our
devices, which is reflected in a constant LFN level even in the
case of a significant improvement of the TFET inverse subthreshold slope due to the optimization of the heterojunction.
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ABSTRACT: Tunneling ﬁeld-eﬀect transistors (TunnelFET),
a leading steep-slope transistor candidate, is still plagued by
defect response, and there is a large discrepancy between
measured and simulated device performance. In this work,
highly scaled InAs/InxGa1−xAsySb1‑y/GaSb vertical nanowire
TunnelFET with ability to operate well below 60 mV/decade
at technically relevant currents are fabricated and characterized.
The structure, composition, and strain is characterized using
transmission electron microscopy with emphasis on the
heterojunction. Using Technology Computer Aided Design
(TCAD) simulations and Random Telegraph Signal (RTS) noise measurements, eﬀects of diﬀerent type of defects are studied.
The study reveals that the bulk defects have the largest impact on the performance of these devices, although for these highly
scaled devices interaction with even few oxide defects can have large impact on the performance. Understanding the contribution
by individual defects, as outlined in this letter, is essential to verify the fundamental physics of device operation, and thus
imperative for taking the III−V TunnelFETs to the next level.
KEYWORDS: TFET, nanowire, InAs, GaSb, InGaAsSb

T

devices have a comparably low defect density, which allows
studies of individual defects. Using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), the structure is characterized, determining
the composition, crystal structure, and strain. Modeling is
performed to understand the impact of defects in the channel,
as well as in the oxide, on the performance of these devices.
Finally, using Random Telegraph Signal (RTS) noise measurements, the inﬂuence of oxide defects was studied experimentally. The ﬁndings presented here allow for TunnelFET
optimization, which can increase the energy eﬃciency of
electronic systems. It may also enable new applications in areas
where the energy budget is limited, for instance, in battery
operated or energy harvesting applications related to the
Internet of Things.
Nanowires were epitaxially grown using metal−organic vapor
phase epitaxy (MOVPE) from Au seed particles patterned
using electron beam lithography on a high resistivity Si(111)
substrate with a 260 nm highly n-doped InAs layer.12 The InAs
and InGaAsSb segments were grown at 460 °C, while the GaSb
segment was grown at 515 °C (see methods). The bottom part
of the InAs segment was n-doped using Sn and the InGaAsSb

o address the power constraint and to augment the metaloxide-semiconductor ﬁeld-eﬀect transistor (MOSFET)
functionality for low-power applications, a novel device needs
to operate well below the thermal limit (60 mV/decade), but
also provide the same current levels although at lower drive
voltages. Tunneling ﬁeld-eﬀect transistor (TunnelFET) is a
device that uses band-pass ﬁltering to remove high energy
carriers and can be designed to operate below the thermal
limit.1,2 TunnelFETs fabricated from Si and III−Vs have
demonstrated promising results.3 Si TunnelFETs have shown
the ability to operate well below 60 mV/decade, although not
yet at any technically useful current levels. 4−6 III−V
TunnelFETs have achieved high currents but without operation
signiﬁcantly below 60 mV/decade.7−9 One of the main
limitations to achieve a subthreshold swing (S) well below 60
mV/decade with III−V TunnelFETs are defects in the
materials that enable defect-assisted tunneling,10,11 which have
had a detrimental eﬀect on the subthreshold swing and the oﬀstate currents. Thereby, to fully explore the potential of the III−
V TunnelFETs, there is a need to understand what inﬂuence
the diﬀerent types of defects have on the performance. In this
work, we present highly scaled nanowire III−V TunnelFETs
with competitive performance, and with a subthreshold swing
well below the thermal limit of 60 mV/decade at room
temperature. This outstanding performance shows that these
© 2017 American Chemical Society
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Figure 1. Nanowire structure and electrical measurements. (a) Schematic illustration of a nanowire with diﬀerent sections marked with diﬀerent
colors (doping type and section lengths are indicated). (b) Schematic illustration of the vertical InAs/InGaAsSb/GaSb nanowire TunnelFET,
showing all layers (right side) and regions (left side) of the transistor. High-κ is a bilayer of Al2O3/HfO2 with EOT 1.4 nm, drain spacer is 15 nm
SiOx, gate metal is a 60 nm-thick tungsten layer, source spacer is an organic photoresist ﬁlm, and the top metal is 15/150 nm Ni/Au ﬁlm. Relative
thickness of the layers in the image is exaggerated to enhance visibility. (c,d) Transfer data for drive voltages 0.1−0.5 V for device A and B,
respectively. Devices show a small DIBL of 25/37 mV/V (A/B) and reaches an on-current of 10.3/3.9 μA/μm (A/B) at VDS = 0.3 V and Ioff = 1 nA/
μm (e,f) Output data for device A and B, respectively. Device A shows larger on-currents than device B, reaching 92 μA/μm compared to the 29 μA/
μm at VDS = VGS = 0.5 V. This is mainly due to the source depletion observed in device B. Both devices have clear NDR peaks in backward direction
reaching peak-to-valley current ratio of 14.6 and 14.2 for device A and B, respectively. Insets in both ﬁgures show a IDS vs S graph, which conﬁrms
sub-60 mV/decade operation down to 48 and 53 mV/decade for device A and B, respectively.

Figure 2. Characterization of nanowires. (a) SEM image of one nanowire from sample A taken directly after growth, prior to digital etching. The
diameter of the nanowire increases when the GaSb segment is grown due to increased solubility of the group III materials in the Au-particle. (b) The
same nanowire as in image (a) with InGaAsSb and GaSb segments colored. The marked box shows the section of main interest for the TEM study.
(c,d) Illustrates the compositional and structural changes for sample A and B, respectively. The compositional changes in atomic % for respective
element are shown in colored curves with legend and scale to the right, overlaying an HRTEM image of the transition. To ensure statistical
signiﬁcance, the curves represent the average of volume segments across the wire with a width of the individual steps. In the band across the top, the
crystal structure segments are indicated, and at the bottom, the lattice measurements are indicated along with error bars. The radial measurements
are normalized to InAs d112 for ZB (corresponding to InAs d2110, for WZ).
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Figure 3. Simulations of the band structure. (a) Band edge diagram along the axis of the nanowire at VDS = 0 V and VGS = 0 V. A triangular-like
quantum well is present at the InAs-ZB/InAs-WZ interface. (b) Current vs subthreshold swing for four diﬀerent devices from same sample. All
devices have one nanowire. (c) Comparison of experimental and simulated transfer characteristics for diﬀerent temperatures. (d) Contribution for
diﬀerent type of the eﬀects of InAs/oxide defects and bulk defects near the heterojunction. (e) Comparison of transfer characteristics with and
without a trapped positive charge at the InAs/oxide interface 50 nm away from the heterojunction.

record high I60 current (the current level at which the slope
equals 60 mV/decade) of 0.31 μA/μm at 0.3 V for device A.
These devices show a factor of almost 100 higher I60 as
compared to other implementations approaching relevant
current levels.13 The high I60 originates from the use of a
narrow bandgap channel, excellent electrostatics, and very low
defect density in the InAs/InGaAsSb heterojunction. The
TunnelFET operation is largely determined by the properties of
the heterojunction. Consequently, the heterojunction of the
nanowires, presented in Figure 2a,b, was examined in detail
using transmission electron microscopy. The composition was
determined using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy and
corroborated by measurements of the lattice plane diﬀerences
from high resolution images. Most of the InAs segment has a
wurtzite (WZ) crystal structure, but the ﬁnal part before the
introduction of Ga, approximately 3−5 nm in sample A and 10
nm in sample B, has a zincblende (ZB) structure most likely
formed during the switching sequence. The transition from
InAs to InGaAsSb is graded over ∼25 nm, and both the
InGaAsSb and the GaSb segment have pure zincblende crystal
structure without any observed stacking faults, which is typical
for Sb-containing nanowires.14 The local lattice distances are
reduced after the structural change from WZ to ZB (Figure
2c,d). Measurements are normalized to InAs(ZB),15 d111 and
d112 for the axial and radial measurements, respectively. The
observed reduction is expected since the large amount of Ga
lowers the average atomic radii. However, on both samples this
reduction starts at the WZ−ZB transition, (Figure 2c,d)
corresponding to 3−5 and 10 nm prior to the measured Ga
increase in sample A and B, respectively. The InAs(ZB) is
thereby compressed radially, which is expected since it tries to
adapt to the smaller InGaAsSb lattice. However, Poisson’s ratio
would predict an expansion in the axial direction, which has not
been observed. Exact strain is diﬃcult to evaluate due to

and GaSb segments were p-doped using Zn leaving a 100 nmlong not intentionally doped InAs channel segment (Figure
1a). To study how a change in the band lineup at the tunnel
junction aﬀects the electrical characteristics, two diﬀerent
InGaAsSb compositions were grown, In0.1Ga0.9As0.88Sb0.12 for
sample A and In0.32Ga0.68As0.72Sb0.28 for sample B. Fabrication
of the devices began with digital etching of the nanowires to
remove a parasitic GaSb shell and to reduce the diameter of the
InAs channel region down to 20 nm. A high-k layer was applied
using atomic layer deposition followed by evaporation of a
spacer layer to separate the drain and gate regions. The gate
layer was formed by sputtering of a tungsten ﬁlm, followed by
deﬁnition of the physical length (Lg = 250 nm) using reactive
ion etching and mask deﬁnition. A second spacer layer was
applied to separate the gate and source regions followed by
sputtering of Ni/Au top-metal and formation of probing pads.
A detailed description of the fabrication process can be found in
the methods section. A schematic image of a ﬁnished device is
presented in Figure 1b. The transfer characteristics of a device
from sample A (device A) and B (device B) are shown in
Figure 1c,d, respectively. Both devices exhibit excellent
electrostatics (low drain-induced barrier lowering), as expected
for the gate-all-around geometry. Output characteristics for
both devices shows good saturation (Figure 1e,f). Device B
shows a superlinear current onset, typical for TunnelFETs. The
well-behaved output data for both devices conﬁrms the proper
material choice for TunnelFETs. For an Ioff = 1 nA/μm (low
power logic) and VDS = 0.3 V, the Ion current for device A and B
is 10.6 and 3.9 μA/μm, respectively. Notably, both devices
demonstrate a subthreshold swing below the thermal limit of 60
mV/decade, reaching 48 mV/decade for device A and 53 mV/
decade for device B. Operation below 60 mV/decade occurs for
both types of devices over a wide current range, close to 3
orders of magnitude for device A. This is exempliﬁed by a
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Figure 4. RTS measurements. (a) Transfer characteristic for a single nanowire transistor at 150 K. The eﬀect of a single oxide defect is clearly visible
as a distinct step. (b) Excerpt of an RTS measurement in time domain. Blue, measured signal; red, accentuation of RTS steps. The arrows indicate
the upper and the lower current levels. (c) Representative histogram of the current for the entire measurement in (b). Two distinct current levels are
clearly visible. The colors refer to the colors of the arrows in (b). (d) Representative histogram for the extraction of the emission time constant for
the measurement in (b). The exponential distribution f(t) ﬁtted to extract the time constant τ is indicated in red. (e) Time constants varying close to
the step indicated in (a). The same time constant for capture and emission of an electron occurs at exactly the step. (f) Transfer characteristics for a
device with a number of distinct steeps in the backward sweep. (g) Subthreshold swings extracted in more detail for the diﬀerent regions in (f). The
individual slopes (blue, bright red, yellow) and the slope without visible steps (green) are at/below 60 mV/decade. Adding the inﬂuence of several
individual defects results in an average slope (dark red), which is clearly degraded compared with the individual slopes. (h) The subthreshold region
of the device presented in (f) where several distinct RTS steps are visible. Each step results from the discharge of an individual oxide defect. The
individual slopes are almost parallel, and any average across the individual steps will degrade the total device slope signiﬁcantly. The average slope is
increased from 55 to 70 mV/decade.

InGaAsSb segment is divided into subregions based on its
composition (Figure 3a). The formation of a quantization level
in the triangular well at the InAs WZ-ZB interface was modeled
by introducing a pseudograding of the CB edge (Figure 3a).
The TEM images revealed a steep change of the mole fraction
in the 3 nm-long InGaAsSb segment denoted by R-1. The
device is most sensitive to defects within this region. Best ﬁt to
the measured data is acquired by choosing a defect density (Nt)
of 1.6 × 1018 cm−3, which would result in exactly one defect
state in the segment R-1 on spatial integration. With so few
defects, we would almost expect a digital-like variation between
devices. Data from four devices with one nanowire from the
same sample presented in Figure 3b shows that the minimal
value for the subthreshold swing occurs at approximately the
same IDS although the devices show a strong variation in the
subthreshold swing vs IDS. Some of the variations could depend
on some variations generated during processing, but part could
also be from variations among position and energy of the few
defects. Donor-like defects were assumed at the InAs/oxide
interface. The comparison of simulated temperature-dependent
transfer characteristics with the experimental data (Figure 3c)
conﬁrmed good agreement between the two, which validates
the selected parameter set and simulation setup. Using a
minimal number of ﬁtting parameters allows to reliably analyze
the impact of individual degradation mechanisms. The eﬀect of

nonlinearity of the resulting lattice for a given composition.
However, assuming a linear relation between the composition
and lattice distances and comparing to the measured lattice
spacing, the local axial strain can be estimated to about 3% for
sample A and 2% for sample B, both compressive, with its
maximum in the InAs(ZB) region closest to the WZ−ZB
transition and extending into the InGaAsSb region. It is known
for similar compounds that can exist in both WZ and ZB
polytypes that the WZ structure is the radially stiﬀer of the two
(given a growth direction of [111]B or [0001]).16 Applying this
to InAs imposes restrictions on the ideal way of relaxation, and
since the stiﬀer WZ is less prone to deformation, it retains its
radial dimensions over a longer distance. This explains the
steeper drop in axial lattice distance in the section immediately
after the WZ−ZB interface for sample B. The more graded
introduction of Ga into sample A provides a smoother
transition, which is closer to the ideal adaption of the lattice
to the ﬁnal composition.
Based on the knowledge of the material composition and the
strain proﬁle, simulations of the InAs/InGaAsSb/GaSb nanowire TunnelFET were performed using the semiclassical
simulator Sentaurus-Device. The actual device geometry and
estimated doping proﬁles were used to analyze the performance
of device B. All band structure parameters were set to the
experimentally extracted values taken from ref 17. The
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step in Figure 4a is presented in Figure 4b. To be able to
reliably extract the time constants, at least a few hundred (and
up to a few thousand) current transitions were recorded for
each bias point. The residual noise in Figure 4b could originate
from 1/f-type noise from the channel region or from additional
RTS noise too fast to resolve. The time constants, at a ﬁxed
bias, for capture and emission of an electron were determined
by ﬁtting an exponential distribution to the recorded capture/
emission times as shown in Figure 4d. When the channel Fermi
level is aligned with the defect energy level, the capture and
emission time constants are equal and are set by the depth z of
the defect from the channel into the oxide: τc/e = τ0 × exp(z/
λ).20 Here, τc/e is the capture/emission time constant, the
constant τ0 corresponds to capture into defects right at the
MOS interface, and λ is the tunneling attenuation length
−1
4π
λ = ⎡⎣ h 2m*ΦB ⎤⎦ according to the Wentzel−Kramers−
20
Brillouin theory with the Planck constant h, the oxide
eﬀective mass m*, and the energy barrier height between the
channel and the oxide ΦB. With symmetrical time constants
measured to range between 100 and 300 ms for diﬀerent
devices, the probed depth into the oxide amounts to
approximately 2.8 nm for τ0 = 10−10 s.21 From the identiﬁed
depths of the defects and with simpliﬁed electrostatic
considerations, it can be estimated that the change from a
single defect within the gate oxide is in the order of a few meV.
This agrees well with the corresponding change of a few mV of
gate voltage around the RTS step in the transfer curves of
Figure 4a,f. Reducing the channel Fermi level below the defect
energy level favors the unoccupied defect state, which increases
the capture time constant and decreases the emission time
constant (Figure 4e). Qualitatively, the strong eﬀect of even
individual oxide defects can be seen in Figures 4f−h. With the
resolution of individual oxide defects, Figure 4g,h explains how
these defects deteriorate the overall TunnelFET subthreshold
swing. The slopes without current steps are well below or at 60
mV/decade, but any average over all individual defect current
steps increases the overall slope signiﬁcantly. A more detailed
analysis of the slopes in Figure 4h reveals that, besides the
dominant current steps, the change in electrostatic potential
also slightly alters the tunneling dynamics, which can be seen
from the deviation between the measured data in Figure 4g and
the adjusted, parallel lines in Figure 4h. The overall impact of
all eﬀects on the average slope between IDS = 10−9 and 10−8 A is
an increase from 55 to 70 mV/decade, as illustrated in Figure
4g.
We have demonstrated vertical III−V nanowire TunnelFETs
with ability to operate well below the thermal limit of 60 mV/
decade with currents in technically relevant range. This
performance is achieved based on high quality and excellent
electrostatics, due to high scaling and gate-all-around geometry.
Yet, bulk defects in the proximity of the heterojunction still
limits the device from reaching even lower subthreshold swing.
Although, the origin of the defect level at present is unknown
and it may originate from several contributions, like shallow or
deep impurities, structural defects, or process damage, the
presence of a high strain ﬁeld at the heterojunction and the
limited knowledge about dopant atoms in nanowire geometries
suggest that these causes will ﬁrst need to be investigated to
identify the origin. Furthermore, the necessary scaling makes
these devices also sensitive to the individual oxide defects. Our
detailed investigations show that there is room for further
improvement in device performance.

each defect type on the transfer characteristics is shown in
Figure 3d. The simulations conﬁrm that the subthreshold swing
could be signiﬁcantly improved if all defects were suppressed.
Notably, introduction of defects at the oxide/semiconductor
interface alone caused only a minor degradation of the
subthreshold swing. This is due to the absence of surface
inversion at the oxide/semiconductor interface as consequence
of the small diameter, which disables the formation of a strong
enough normal ﬁeld required for defect-assisted tunneling
(DAT). Due to the low doping in the InAs segment and the
small diameter, the channel region is under accumulation
leading to ﬂat band conditions. Yet, a small subthreshold-swing
degradation is observed when defects at the oxide/semiconductor interface are included, which is due to screening of
the gate charge resulting in a weaker gate coupling. Additionally, oxide interface defects cause surface Shockley−Read−Hall
(SRH) generation of electron−hole pairs by multiphonon
excitation, which adds to the leakage current at very low current
levels. Bulk defects present in region R-1 near the
heterojunction are found mainly responsible for the degradation of the subthreshold swing. Therefore, suppressing these
defects would have a stronger impact on the improvement of
the TunnelFET performance compared with suppressing oxide
interface defects. Nevertheless, suppressing oxide interface
defects further would reduce the leakage current level. In the
above analysis, the oxide interface defects were assumed to be
uniformly distributed at the interface. Although a uniform
distribution reliably models the average impact of these defects,
a localized single defect may have a strong electrostatic eﬀect,
which can induce RTS type of eﬀects on the I−V characteristics. Similar eﬀects are also found in small area MOSFETs.18
Transfer characteristics with and without a localized positive
InAs/oxide interface charge located 50 nm away from the
heterointerface are compared in Figure 3e. An acceptor defect
at the InAs/oxide interface is positively charged in the oﬀ-state.
At a certain gate bias, the charged defect captures an electron
neutralizing this charge. This aﬀects the electrostatics of the
TunnelFET, and the on-current is sharply reduced after the
positive charge has been removed. This gives rise to a peak in
the transfer characteristics as schematically shown in Figure 3e.
To experimentally verify the role of individual defects within
the gate oxide of the TunnelFETs with this small dimensions,
the transfer characteristics of diﬀerent transistors were scanned
for RTS noise. Measuring the time constants and current step
sizes provides information about the eﬀect of single electron
charges on the potential in the channel. Capture of an electron
in an individual acceptor-type defect within the gate oxide
reduces the current level as the channel potential energy is
increased; emission of the electron increases the current. Since
the current in TunnelFETs is most sensitive to potential
ﬂuctuations when operating in the subthreshold region, we
expect to detect the strongest RTS noise below V T.
Experimentally, we observe relative RTS amplitudes ΔIDS/IDS
of about 20% for the device in Figure 4 and even up to 50% for
other devices not shown. The large RTS amplitude originates
mainly from the small channel diameter, where a single defect
can have a strong inﬂuence on the entire channel potential.
Furthermore, the current through a TunnelFET is mainly
limited by the potential variations close to the tunnel junction,
which enhances RTS response from oxide defects in this
region.19 The eﬀect of an individual defect on the subthreshold
characteristics is presented in Figure 4a. An excerpt of a twolevel RTS measurement at a constant bias point close to the
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Methods. Growth. Growth was performed using arrays of
Au discs with a thickness of 15 nm and diameter of 44 nm,
which were patterned by EBL on high resistivity Si(111)
substrates with a 260 nm highly doped InAs layer on top. The
nanowires were grown using metal−organic vapor phase
epitaxy (MOVPE) in an Aixtron CCS 18313 reactor with a
total ﬂow of 8000 sccm at a pressure of 100 mbar. After
annealing at 550 °C, a 200 nm-long InAs segment was grown at
460 °C using trimethylindium (TMIn) and arsine (AsH3) with
a molar fraction of XTMIn = 6.1 × 10−6 and XAsH3 = 1.3 × 10−4,
respectively. The bottom part of the InAs segment was n-doped
by triethyltin (TESn) (XTESn = 6.3 × 10−6). The InAs segment
was followed by a 100 nm (In)GaAsSb segment with diﬀerent
compositions for samples A and B using trimethylgallium
(TMGa) (XTMGa = 4.9 × 10−5), trimethylantimony (TMSb)
(XTMSb = 1.2 × 10−4), and AsH3 (sample A, XAsH3 = 2.7 × 10−5;
sample B, XAsH3 = 1.3 × 10−5) corresponding to a gas phase
composition of AsH3/(AsH3+TMSb) = 0.18 for sample A and
0.094 for sample B. A 300 nm-long GaSb segment was
subsequently grown while heating to 515 °C using TMGa
(XTMGa = 4.9 × 10−5) and TMSb (XTMSb = 7.1 × 10−5). The
GaAsSb and the GaSb segments were both p-doped during
growth using diethylzinc (DEZn) (XDEZn = 3.5 × 10−5).
Structural and Compositional Analyses. Structural and
compositional analyses were performed using a JEOL 3000F
transmission electron microscope (TEM), operated at 300 kV,
with emphasis on the InAs/InGaAsSb transition. The wires
were transferred to lacy carbon covered Cu-grids by pressing
these onto the substrate in order to break oﬀ the wires. Both
high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) and scanning TEM (STEM),
employing a high angle annular dark-ﬁeld (HAADF) detector,
were used. For the HRTEM structural measurements, the wires
were imaged in the ⟨110⟩/⟨112̅0⟩ zone-axis. Compositional
analysis was performed, using the STEM-HAADF mode in
combination with the XEDS-detector to map the transition,
data that were used for qualitative measurements such as length
of transition and quantitative measurements for the composition along the wire. Small structural variation, such as axial and
radial strain, can be measured directly in real space in HRTEM
images22 or, as used here, indirectly in Fourier space by
geometric phase analysis (GPA).23 The latter is implemented as
a script in Digital Micrograph (Gatan Inc.), and the former is
done manually in the same software.
Fabrication of the Devices. Fabrication of the devices
started with digital etching of the nanowires using ozone
plasma to oxidize the surface of the nanowires and citric acid to
remove the oxide, reducing mainly the InAs diameter to 20 nm
thereby improving the electrostatics of the devices.24 The
InGaAsSb segment was also thinned down although with a
lower rate, and no visible etching of the GaSb could be
observed. Using atomic layer deposition (ALD), the nanowires
were covered with a high-k bilayer using ﬁve cycles of Al2O3
and 36 cycles of HfO2 at temperatures of 300 and 120 °C,
respectively. Estimated oxide thickness (EOT) for the high-k
material is 1.4 nm. A 15 nm-thick SiOx drain-gate spacer was
applied using thermal evaporation with rotation and zero tilt.
The ﬂakes of the SiOx on the sidewalls of the nanowires where
removed with diluted HF followed by applying 12 cycles of
HfO2 at 120 °C to compensate the thinning. The gate was
fabricated by ﬁrst sputtering a 60 nm-thick tungsten (W) layer,
followed by deﬁnition of the physical gate-length (Lg) using a
resist etch-back process with O2-plasma in a reactive ion
etching (RIE) system. Tungsten was removed from the

exposed sections with SF6/Ar. Utilizing photoresist and UVlithography followed by etching of W with RIE, the gate-pad
was deﬁned. A gate-source spacer was fabricated by a spin-on
photoresist (S1800) followed by etch-back process in RIE to
determine the ﬁnal thickness. Gate-via and drain-via were
fabricated using UV-photolithography and RIE. To realize drain
and source contacts, the high-κ was removed on top of the
nanowires and in the drain-via using HF. The ﬁnal step was
fabrication of the top-metal, by sputtering of 10 nm of Ni and
150 nm of Au followed by UV-lithography and wet-etching to
deﬁne the contact pads.
Modeling of Band Edge and Defect Proﬁles. Modeling of
band edge and defect proﬁles was carried out based on the
knowledge on the material composition and the strain proﬁle.
The actual device geometry and estimated doping proﬁles were
used to analyze the performance of device B. The diameter of
the TunnelFET was set to 20 nm. As revealed from the TEM
analysis, the channel consists of diﬀerent segments of InGaAsSb
with linearly varying compositions in the p+ doped source with
a doping level of 1019 cm−3. The unintentionally doped channel
(background doping of 1017 cm−3) consists of an InAs-WZ
segment with an additional InAs-ZB segment adjacent to the
heterointerface. The InGaAsSb segment is divided into
subregions based on its composition (Figure 3a). In region
R-1, alloy composition varies from InAs (to the left) to
In0.7Ga0.3As0.84Sb0.16 (to the right), henceforth denoted as
In 1→0.7 Ga 0→0.3 As 1→0.84 Sb 0→0.16 . Region R-2 consists of
In0.7→0.44Ga0.3→0.56As0.84→0.72Sb0.16→0.28. Region R-3 is composed
of In0.44→0.32Ga0.56→0.68As0.72Sb0.28, while R-4 consists of
In0.32Ga0.68As0.72Sb0.28. The composition is assumed to vary
linearly within each segment. Various band structure quantities
such as eﬀective mass values, band gaps, and electron aﬃnities
are required for a meaningful simulation of the TunnelFET. All
band structure parameters have been set to the experimentally
extracted values taken from ref 17. An interpolation formula
suggested by Adachi25 has been used to obtain the above
quantities for the quaternary alloy InxGa1−xAsySb1−y for all
intermediate compositions. In this way, any explicit ﬁtting of
the band structure quantities and the band oﬀsets have been
avoided. As described in the previous section, uniaxial
compressive strain is present at the heterointerface. The eﬀect
of strain on the band alignment has been modeled by the
model-solid theoretical approach by Van de Walle. Simulations
of the InAs/InGaAsSb nanowire TunnelFET were performed
using the semiclassical simulator Sentaurus-Device. The
inability to account for quantum conﬁnement eﬀects is a
drawback of semiclassical simulations. The quantization of
electronic states in the triangular-like potential well at the InAs
WZ−ZB interface (Figure 3a) results in the formation of
discrete energy levels. Our calculations suggest that the
triangular quantum well will form only one bound state
whose energy level is very close to the top of the ﬁnite barrier.
This will eﬀectively smear out the otherwise steep valley at the
interface. Simulations showed that ignoring this eﬀect causes a
serious discrepancy between simulated and experimental data.
Therefore, the above eﬀect has been modeled by introducing a
pseudograding of the CB edge at the interface thus making it
continuous (Figure 3a). Eﬀects related to geometrical conﬁnement in radial direction start to emerge in III−V semiconductors when the diameter falls below 20 nm. Hence, they
are not expected to signiﬁcantly alter the band structure
parameters (band gap, eﬀective mass, etc.) in the source,
channel, and drain segments and have been ignored. The
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where h is the Planck constant, m* the eﬀective electron mass
in the gate oxide, and ΦB the barrier height from the channel
material to the gate oxide. Here, we used m* = 0.23 m0 with the
electron rest mass m0 and ΦB = 2.3 eV,28 which results in λ =
0.13 nm.

analysis of the TEM images reveals a steep change of the mole
fraction in the 3 nm-long InGaAsSb segment R-1. This may
induce defect states in that segment. The degradation of the
TunnelFET characteristics due to defect states has been taken
into account by creating a nonlocal mesh adjacent to the
heterointerface and activating both direct and phonon-assisted
nonlocal defect-assisted-tunneling (DAT) models. Choosing a
peak Nt of 1.6 × 1018 cm−3 would result in exactly one defect
state in the segment R-1 on spatial integration. Since the exact
position of a single defect within the segment R-1 is unknown
and cannot be probed, in a ﬁrst approximation the Nt was
assumed to be constant in the whole segment. The variation of
the defect energy level within the band gap then leads to best
agreement with the experimental data when it is located 0.1 eV
above the VB edge. A simulation parameter called trap
interaction volume, which is a measure of the coupling strength
of the tunneling process and plays the role of a scaling factor for
the generation rate in the nonlocal DAT model, was adjusted to
10 Å3 to match the simulated DAT current level to the
experimental one. Note that this parameter is related, but not
identical to the volume of the localized wave function. In
addition to defects near the heterojunction, defects at the
oxide/semiconductor interface may degrade the TunnelFET
performance. Donor-like defects were assumed and placed at
the InAs/oxide interface. Their energetic distribution was
adapted from an earlier study.26 Defects at the InGaAsSb/oxide
interface are screened by the central region of the nanowire due
to its high doping concentration. Furthermore, the Fermi level
in InGaAsSb is located below the VB edge, which leaves the
defects unﬁlled and electrostatically inactive. Hence, defects at
the InGaAsSb/oxide interface were not considered in the
TCAD analysis.
RTS Noise. RTS noise was measured at temperatures of 11,
150, and 300 K using a setup consisting of a Lake Shore
Cryotronics CRX-4K probe station and an Agilent B2912A
SMU. Data with time resolutions between 0.2 and 2 ms was
collected at several diﬀerent ﬁxed gate and drain voltages using
measurement times long enough to obtain at least several
hundred and up to a few thousand transitions.
The transition time constants (τ) were determined from the
measured data by ﬁtting the exponential distribution (eq 1) to a
histogram of the capture/emission times.
f (t ) =

1 −t/ τ
e
τ
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(2)

where λ is the tunneling attenuation length, τ the measured
time constant, and τ0 a constant. Here, we chose τ0 = 10−10 s
according to ref 21 as is often found in the literature. We are
aware, however, that there does not seem to be a consensus on
what this constant should be and also, e.g., τ0 = 6.6 × 10−14 can
be found.27 In any case, changing this number will not change
the physical interpretation of our results but instead only shift
the estimated depth of the defects in the gate oxide. The
tunneling attenuation length λ is calculated according to
λ=

⎛ 4π
⎞−1
⎜
2m*ϕB ⎟
⎝ h
⎠
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dimensions to a few nanometers limits the number of gate oxide
defects to a few individual locations. Capturing and releasing
individual electrons in and from these defects changes the
channel potential energy by a discrete amount and thus –
specific for TFETs with a dominant defect close to the junction
– also the reverse bias of the tunneling junction. This leads to
discrete steps in the device current, so-called Random Telegraph
Signal (RTS) noise, and results in degradation of transistor and
circuit performance [3]. In TFETs, this effect has been simulated
thoroughly [3, 4], but rarely been observed experimentally [5, 6]
and explained in detail even less. Here, we study RTS noise in
TFETs with S well below 60 mV/decade, which allows
estimations of both the spatial as well as energetical position of
the dominant defect and its electrostatic effect on the channel
potential.

Abstract—Single gate oxide defects in strongly scaled
Tunneling Field-Effect Transistors with an inverse subthreshold
slope well below 60 mV/decade are investigated by Random
Telegraph Signal (RTS) noise measurements. The cause for RTS
noise are electrons being captured in and released from individual
defects in the gate oxide. Under the assumption that elastic
tunneling is the underlying capture and emission mechanism, the
measured RTS time constants vary with the relative position of the
channel Fermi level and the defect energy level while the
amplitudes – independent of the capture and release mechanism –
follow the inverse of the inverse subthreshold slope.

Keywords—Tunneling Field-Effect Transistors, Nanowires,
Below 60 mV/decade, Random Telegraph Signal Noise, Elastic
Tunneling

I.

INTRODUCTION

II.

Transistor dimensions are an important scaling parameter to
continue Moore’s law. Also for devices beyond Moore’s law,
certain transistor dimensions remain important metrics for
optimized device performance. For vertical nanowire transistors,
one of the key dimensions is the diameter of the nanowires,
strongly affecting the electrostatic control of the gate over the
channel [1]. With excellent electrostatic control and a carefully
designed III-V heterojunction, we demonstrated Tunneling
Field-Effect Transistors (TFETs) with an inverse subthreshold
slope (S) well below 60 mV/decade [2]. At the same time, while
improving the electrostatic gate control, scaling down transistor

A. Device Fabrication
To clearly separate and identify all effects, only transistors
made of one single nanowire were studied for this work. A
schematic illustration is shown in Fig. 1. All nanowires were
grown by metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) from an
Au seed particle defined by electron beam lithography (EBL).
The substrate consisted of a MOVPE-grown InAs buffer layer
on top of Si. The InAs bottom segment of the nanowire was
n-doped with Sn to reduce series resistance. In order to achieve
a gate control as good as possible, the channel segment on top
was not intentionally doped. The tunneling junction was created

Fig. 1: (a) Schematic illustration of the studied devices. Dark blue indicates
InAs, doped in the bottom, intrinsic in the channel region, purple indicates
the InGaAsSb segment, yellow the GaSb segment, light blue indicates the
gate oxide, grey are metals, green spacers. (b) Schematic of the tunneling
process causing RTS noise. The red circle indicates a single defect in the
gate oxide.

978-1-5090-5978-2/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE

DEVICE AND MEASUREMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Fig. 2: Transfer characteristics for an example device at 11 K with
VDS = 0.3 V. Blue shows a logarithmic scale (left), red a linear scale (right).
The circle indicates the RTS step more closely examined in this article. For
the highest currents in the linear scale there are many more RTS steps.
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Fig. 4: Histograms of the capture (a) and emission (b) times for the
measurement from Fig. 3. The red lines indicate the exponential
distribution (equation in (a)) fitted to the data.

Fig. 3: (a) Excerpt from an RTS measurement close to the bias point
indicated in Fig. 2. tc and te denote the capture and the emission times,
respectively. (b) Current histogram for the complete measurement in (a),
clearly indicating two current levels.

Source/Measure Unit. RTS noise measurements were carried
out at room temperature, at 150 K, and at 11 K. However, due to
the high sensitivity of the noise signal to even small changes in
the device behavior and due to threshold voltage shifts at
different temperatures, it was not possible to identify and
measure with certainty the same defect at different temperatures.
In each measurement like the one presented in Fig. 3, the drain
current (InAs side) of a transistor was measured in sections of
up to 200 seconds at constant gate and drain bias, while the
source (GaSb top contact) was grounded. For each defect and
each bias point, at least a hundred and up to 2200 transitions
between current levels were recorded with measurement
resolutions between 0.2 ms and 2 ms. The capture and emission
time constants were determined by fitting an exponential
distribution to the histograms of the times spent in the high
current states (capture times) and the low current states
(emission times), respectively (Fig. 4). The data presented here
are from a measurement at 11 K, but are representative for
measurements at all temperatures.

by changing from the un-doped InAs channel segment to
p-doped (using Zn) InGaAsSb. For good source contacts, the
InGaAsSb segment was followed by a p-doped GaSb top
segment. After growth, the InAs parts of the nanowire were
thinned down to a final diameter of 20 nm by first oxidizing the
surface with ozone plasma and then etching this oxide with citric
acid. Immediately afterwards, a high-κ gate oxide consisting of
approximately 1 nm of Al2O3 and 3.5 nm of HfO2 was applied
by atomic layer deposition (ALD). The estimated equivalent
oxide thickness (EOT) is 1.4 nm. A SiOx bottom spacer was
deposited to separate the drain from the gate contact and a
60-nm-thick W gate metal was sputtered over the whole sample.
To define the gate length from this coverage, another
(temporary) spacer was applied and etched back so that all W
beyond the intended gate contact could be removed from the
nanowire. The gate pad in the lateral direction was defined by
UV-lithography. After exchanging the temporary spacer for the
final photoresist top spacer, the high-κ oxide was removed from
the top of the nanowire and a 10 nm Ni/150 nm Au source metal
contact was deposited. As a last step, drain and gate vias were
etched and the top metal source, drain, and gate pads were
defined, all by UV-lithography. The transfer characteristics of a
representative device is shown in Fig. 2. For consistency, all data
presented here are from this same device and the analysis is
focused on the RTS step marked in Fig. 2. Further details on
fabrication can be found in [2].

III.

B. Measurement Setup and Technique
The measurement setup consisted of a Lake Shore
Cryotronics CRX-4K probe station and an Agilent B2912A

Besides the energy difference explained above, the tunneling
time constant is determined by the depth z of the defect from the
channel into the oxide. According to standard quantummechanical tunneling the probability of a state in a forbidden
area – and thus the tunneling time constant τ – decays
exponentially as
exp /
(1)
/

Fig. 5: (a) Time constants (markers) as a function of the gate bias VGS
together with exponential fits (lines). A decreasing capture time constant
for an increasing emission time constant was observed for all TFETs.
(b) Schematic illustration of the capture and emission process for a single
oxide defect. The trends in (a) can be explained by the difference between
the channel Fermi level and the defect energy level.

where τ0 is a constant, and λ the tunneling attenuation
constant according to the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin
approximation [7] given by
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Both the measured capture and emission time constants τc
and τe vary with varying gate bias (Fig. 5(a)), which can be
qualitatively explained with the help of the process illustrated in
Fig. 5(b) under the assumption that elastic tunneling is the
capture and emission mechanism. If the channel Fermi level is
increased towards the defect energy level from below, electron
tunneling into the oxide defect exhibits a rather long time
constant due to the energy difference between the two states. The
emission time constant in this configuration is rather short since
the electron can always tunnel out of the defect and relax to the
energy corresponding to the channel Fermi level. Increasing the
channel Fermi level above the trap energy level reverses this
behavior. Since the effect of the defect considered here shows
up in the on-state, the defect energy level must be located quite
far below the channel conduction band in the unbiased state.
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0.13 nm,

electrical field across the tunneling junction and gm is the
transconductance. From (4) it is clear that the change in the
channel potential energy can be determined from the transfer
characteristics. For this purpose, a more detailed illustration of
the encircled RTS step in Fig. 2 is provided in Fig. 6.

(2)

where h is the Planck constant, m* = 0.23∙m0 the effective
mass in the gate oxide (m0 is the electron rest mass), and
ϕB = 2.3 eV the barrier height from the channel to the gate
oxide [8]. With the assumptions made above, z can be
determined from the biasing point where τc = τe since in this
configuration the channel Fermi level and the defect energy level
are aligned and there is no energy difference, which distorts the
time constants. With τe/c ≈ 6∙10-2 s from Fig. 5(a), τ0 = 4∙10-11 s
from [9], and (1) rearranged to z = λ ln(τ/τ0), the depth z amounts
to approximately 2.7 nm from the channel interface into the gate
oxide and thus to approximately halfway between the channel
and the gate metal. From this calculation it is obvious that z
depends on τ0, for which different values can be found in
literature, ranging from 10-10 s [7] to 6.6∙10-14 s [10]. Between
these two extreme values, the position of the defect in the oxide
would change by up to 1 nm, which does, however, not influence
the underlying tunneling model. The value of τ0 = 4∙10-11 s
chosen here is taken from our own high-frequency
characterizations of Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field-Effect
Transistors (MOSFETs) similar to the presented TFET
structures and corresponds to tunneling into defects which are
very close to the channel/gate oxide interface.

According to a simple model of the surface potential ΨS, it
depends on the gate voltage VGS as
,

where Cox is the gate oxide capacitance, Cq is the
semiconductor capacitance resulting from a finite density of
states in the channel, and Cit represents interface defects between
channel and gate oxide. The centroid capacitance Cc is neglected
for the sake of simplicity, and furthermore it is masked by the
small Cq. Since VR denotes the change of ΨS due to the change
in VGS, (5) can be applied to VR in exactly the same way as to ΨS.
The step ΔIDS in the current indicated in Fig. 6 is caused by
an abrupt change ∂VR/∂qox in the tunnel junction reverse bias VR
due to a single captured charge qox in the gate oxide. To obtain
the same ΔIDS by changing the gate bias VGS, a ΔVGS of 9 mV
would be required, as obtained from Fig. 6. To estimate the
actual ∂VR/∂qox from (5), we need to calculate Cox, Cq, and Cit.
Cox can be simply calculated as a cylindrical capacitor, and Cq
can be calculated as

Independent of the exact capture and emission mechanism,
the RTS amplitude can be used to estimate the change in the
channel potential energy that results from a single electron
captured in a defect in the oxide. With the simplified expression
exp

2

∗

(6)

0

for the approximation of a 1D channel with a large Cox [12],
where m* = 0.023∙m0 is the effective mass in the channel,
EF – E1(0) denotes the position of the Fermi level above the first
subband, ħ the reduced Planck constant, and q the elementary
charge. Cit can be calculated as Cit = q2Dit, where Dit ≈
5∙1012 eV-1 cm-2 close to the conduction band edge [13]. With
values of Cox ≈ 0.033 F/m2, Cq ≈ 0.002 F/m2 (EF – E1(0) ≈
0.15 eV from Fig. 2 and (5) and Cq divided by the channel
circumference for equal units), Cit ≈ 0.008 F/m2, and
ΔVGS = 9 mV from Fig. 6, (5) results in ∂VR/∂qox ≈ 6.9 mV.

(3)

for a 1D TFET [11], it can be readily shown that the change
in the TFET current from one single charge qox in the gate oxide
amounts to
,

(5)

(4)

which also holds for a 3D expression of the current. In (3)
and (4), a and b are constants summarizing elementary constants
and material parameters, VR is the reverse bias applied to the
tunneling junction, VT is the thermal voltage kT/q, denotes the

With this value for the change in the channel potential
energy, the plausibility of the calculated depth of the defect z can
be validated further by electrostatic calculations. Approximating
the cylindrical nanowire by a square nanowire with the same
cross-sectional area and modelling a single charge at the
calculated depth of 2.7 nm with the method of image charges
results in a change in the channel potential energy of around
2.2 meV. Although this value is somewhat lower than the
experimental one, it is still very close, given the uncertainties in
some of the parameters used. Possible explanations are as
follows. First of all, the assumption of a 1D density of states
might be too optimistic and a larger 2D Cq would yield even
more similar results for the calculated and the measured values
(∂VR/∂qox ≈ 5 meV for Cq in 2D). Also, Cit might increase from
the value from [13] when moving the bands further into the onstate, or the single dominant defect could be located closer to the
channel interface than 2.7 nm. This would imply that τ0 is larger
than our choice of 4∙10-11 s. Furthermore, of course, the
simulated model of image charges might be too simple. Again,
however, with these sources of uncertainty taken into account,

Fig. 6: Detailed view of the RTS step indicated in Fig. 2. As shown in (4),
the change of the channel potential energy can be directly determined from
the step.
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in and released from individual gate oxide defects close to the
tunneling junction and the behavior of the RTS amplitude can
be explained by the expression of the TFET tunneling current in
a straight forward manner. In the case presented here, the energy
level of the defect is located far below the channel conduction
band. For the explanation of the RTS time constants we assume
elastic tunneling as the capture and emission process and the
resulting depth of the oxide defect, z ≈ 2.7 nm from the channel
interface, agrees well with electrostatic calculations.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Fig. 7: Absolute (blue, left) and relative (red, right) RTS amplitude for the
same RTS step as shown in the other figures. In accordance with (7), the
relative RTS amplitude decreases with increasing gate voltage. Note that
in accordance with (4), gm is constant in this area.

both the experimental and the simulated values agree very well,
which strongly supports the model of simple elastic tunneling as
the mechanism for the observed RTS noise.

[1]

Finally, independent of the capture and release mechanism,
the behavior of the relative RTS amplitude ΔIDS/IDS for the whole
operation range can be described by extending (4) to
ln 10

,

[2]

(7)

[3]

where ΔIDS corresponds to ∂I1D/∂qox, IDS to I1D from (3) and
S denotes the subthreshold slope calculated from (3) as well. Just
as with (4), (7) also holds for the 3D case. This expression
suggests a peak of the relative RTS amplitude in the
subthreshold region, where S is steepest. Before and after this
region it suggests a decay. And indeed, for the measurement
series presented here, ΔIDS/IDS shows a monotonous decrease
with increasing gate voltage, depicted in Fig. 7. For other
devices and bias points, we were able to measure the other
regions described by (7) as well, both increasing relative RTS
amplitudes far into the subthreshold region and values around
the expected peak. In the on-state, where the measurement series
presented here was carried out, the relative RTS amplitude is as
low as 3 – 4 %, but measurements in the subthreshold region
showed values of up to 50 %. This large relative amplitudes
strongly suggest a defect location close to the tunneling junction
since defects far away from the junction will not affect the
tunneling probability in a similarly strong way [4].
IV.

[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]

CONCLUSIONS

We presented a detailed explanation of RTS noise in III-V
nanowire TFETs with inverse subthreshold slopes well below
60 mV/decade. The origin of RTS noise are electrons captured

[12]
[13]
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Effects of traps in the gate stack on the small-signal
RF response of III-V nanowire MOSFETs
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Abstract
We present a detailed study of the effect of gate-oxide-related defects (traps) on the small-signal radio frequency (RF) response of
III-V nanowire MOSFETs and find that the effects are clearly identifiable in the measured admittance parameters and in important
design parameters such as h21 (forward current gain) and MSG (maximum stable gain). We include the identified effects in a smallsignal model alongside results from previous investigations of III-V RF MOSFETs and thus provide a comprehensive physical
small-signal RF model for this type of transistor, which accurately describes the measured admittance parameters and gains. We
verify the physical basis of the model assumptions by calculating the oxide defect density from the measured admittances.
Keywords: Border Traps, Gate Oxide Defects, Interface Defects, III-V, MOSFET, RF, Small-Signal Model
1. Introduction
Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) are essential components in high frequency electronics.
III-V MOSFETs, due to their narrow band gap and high electron mobility, can achieve higher operation frequencies [1] than
corresponding Si MOSFETs, which dominate the digital market. For digital applications, even after several years of investigations into the III-V/high-κ material system, III-V MOSFETs
are severely impaired by scalability and defects related to the
gate oxide, so-called border and interface traps, which degrade
reliability and lifetime of the transistors [2]. Two of the most
common characterization techniques for traps are bias temperature instability (BTI) measurements in the time domain [3]
and capacitance voltage (CV) measurements in the frequency
domain [4]. Both techniques have greatly advanced our understanding of defects and led to significant improvement of
transistor material qualities, which is reflected in nearly ideal
inverse subthreshold slopes and high transconductances [5]. In
both techniques, however, the direct observation of traps is typically limited to the megahertz regime and faster traps can only
be accessed by decreasing the measurement temperature [6].
The effects of traps in the gate stack on the MOSFET radio
frequency (RF) response have thus not yet been investigated
in much detail. The few publications which take into account
traps in RF investigations to a certain extent, usually focus on
a single aspect only and simplify the small-signal model, in
which the traps are studied, e.g. by disregarding non-quasistatic (NQS) effects [7–9]. A comprehensive description of the
small-signal RF model, which takes into account all different
∗ Corresponding

author
Email address: markus.hellenbrand@eit.lth.se (Markus
Hellenbrand)

aspects of the contributions of gate-oxide-related traps to the
admittance parameters (y-parameters), including both real and
imaginary parts, and which does not disregard NQS effects, is
yet to be developed.
Here, we demonstrate that despite the improvements in recent years, frequency dispersion in III-V MOSFETs at room
temperature due to traps can be considerable even at gigahertz frequencies and we investigate the resulting effects on the
small-signal y-parameters, the RF gains, and the stability factor. Based on our measurements, we provide a comprehensive
small-signal model, which takes into account the observed dispersion and which accurately models the measurements. This
model also takes into account previous results on small-signal
analyses and can be applied at all bias points in the on-state
of a transistor and in the off-state before the onset of minority
carrier effects. We choose a small-signal approach for this analysis rather than a large-signal model to deconvolute the effect
of traps on the RF response from their effect on the quiescent
point. This simplifies the analysis and allows us to investigate
the effects more clearly. As such, the presented model is not intended for circuit simulations, but it can be used e.g. for smallsignal-based amplifier design.
The paper is structured as follows. First, in Section 2, we introduce the devices, which were used to develop and verify the
small-signal model and explain the measurement setup and data
processing. In Section 3, we briefly discuss the different kinds
of defects, which can affect MOSFETs and point out assumptions, which enter into our analysis. In Section 4, we develop
expressions for all small-signal model components and demonstrate the effects of traps with measured data in Sections 5 and
6. Lastly, in Section 7, we verify that the model assumptions,
which take into account oxide traps, are physically meaningful by calculating the trap densities from the measured admittances.
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2. Devices and measurement

capture/emission time constants τc/e , which depend on the tunneling distance and/or the activation energy associated with the
charge exchange process [20, 21]:
!
 x
EA
exp
.
(1)
τc/e = τ0 exp
λ
kB T

The development of the small-signal model presented here
was based on measured data from a set of vertical III-V
nanowire gate-all-around MOSFETs. The channels consisted
of arrays of 180–300 parallel vertical nanowires of InAs graded
to InGaAs on the drain side. The nanowire diameters varied
between 25 and 30 nm. The high-κ gate oxide consisted of a
1 nm/4 nm Al2 O3 /HfO2 bilayer and gate lengths varied between
100 nm and 220 nm. Details about processing can be found in
[10]. For consistency, all measured data presented in this paper
are from the same device.
For all investigated devices, scattering parameters
(s-parameters) were measured with a vector network analyzer between 10 MHz and 67 GHz and for the subsequent
analysis the s-parameters were converted to y-parameters. The
measurement setup was calibrated off-chip by a load-reflectreflect-match (LRRM) calibration procedure; on-chip open
and short de-embedding structures were used to remove the
effect of the pad parasitics. The parameters of the developed
small-signal model were then determined by fitting the model
to the measured y-parameters in Matlab.
The model was developed with a data set measured on the
sample described above and verified by subsequent modeling of
about thirty additional III-V devices on four different samples.
Of the four samples, one was similar to the one described, one
contained lateral nanowire MOSFETs, one contained MOSFETs with planar channels, and one contained steep-slope Tunnel FETs. Details about the samples can be found in [11–13].
While the measured parameters differed between samples due
to their different geometries, their trends as a function of different bias points were consistent. Furthermore, the effects of traps
on the gains, which will be described in Sections 5 and 6, can
be discerned in examples from the literature as well [1, 14, 15].
Together with the different modeled samples, this demonstrates
the general applicability of the model.

Here, x is the tunneling distance, λ the tunneling attenuation
length according to the WKB approximation, EA is the activation energy of a certain defect or defect population, kB is
the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature. For the effective prefactor τ0 it is usually assumed that τ0 = 1/(σnvth )
with the defect capture cross section σ, the carrier concentration n, and the thermal velocity vth of the charge carriers
[20]. In correspondence with a large variation of reported values for σ, literature values for τ0 can be found to range from
microseconds [22] all the way [6, 23] to below picoseconds
[24]. Physically, and in accordance with (1), τ0 is the time constant below which none of the defects can respond any longer.
In our measurements here, we observe frequency dispersions,
which we attribute to traps, even at gigahertz frequencies so
that τ0 ≈ 0.5 ps (corresponding to an angular cutoff frequency
ω0 = 1/τ0 = 2π × 300 GHz) is required to model these dispersions. This is well within the range of values for τ0 reported in
literature and with vth = 5 × 107 cm/s and n = 5 × 1018 cm−3
[25] it results in σ = 8 × 10−15 cm−2 , which is a typical value
for III-V materials [4, 26, 27]. As a convenient simplification,
we typically treated τ0 as a constant with respect to different
bias points, but we point out that this is not a restriction, which
is required to achieve agreement between measured values and
our developed model.
Results from BTI measurements for example, have demonstrated that at relatively long time scales, the second exponential function in (1) usually dominates the overall time constant
[28]. Eq. (1) then becomes τc/e = τ00 × exp (EA /(kB T )) instead
and the information about the location of the probed defects is
hidden in the effective prefactor τ00 with typical values for τ00 in
the nanosecond range [6, 29]. This, together with λ = 0.13 nm
(for an InAs/Al2 O3 interface), our assumption of τ0 ≈ 0.5 ps,
and τ00 = τ0 ×exp(x/λ) indicates that the RF measurements here
are probing defects at a depth of about 1 nm from the channel
interface into the oxide. At the same time, with the measurement frequencies from 10 MHz to 67 GHz, the corresponding
time constants τ are already in the nanosecond range or below
even without the exponential energy term. Thus, in the wide
distribution of activation energies EA that is assumed in BTI
analyses [2, 6, 30], our measurements here seem to be probing
the very smallest EA so that the inelastic BTI models almost
behave like an elastic model. In a purely elastic formulation
(i.e. EA = 0), the given measurement frequencies would probe
depths in the oxide between 1.3 nm and 0.2 nm, see (1). Based
on these considerations, we expect to probe a blend of the aforementioned interface and border traps as well as a combination
of elastically and inelastically responding traps.
In the following, we will demonstrate that at radio frequencies, this blend of electrically active traps can be successfully
modeled by a simple distributed RC circuit. In CV analyses,
sometimes, additional elements are added to this network to

3. Traps in III-V MOSFET gate stacks
The application of high-κ oxides on III-V semiconductors
can cause many different material defects in the oxide or at
the interface between oxide and semiconductor. Conventionally, these defects are often divided into so-called border traps
and interface traps, where border traps are commonly associated for instance with oxygen vacancies in the ‘bulk’ of the
oxygen layer, i.e. at least a few monolayers away from the
oxide/channel interface [16, 17]. Interface traps are believed
to be related to disorder, such as dangling bonds, dimers, antisites, or oxygen vacancies at the oxide/channel interface and
possibly reaching a few monolayers into the oxide [18, 19].
Density functional theory calculations reveal that all of these
defects can create electrically active states in the semiconductor band gap as well as in the conduction band [16–19] in a
way that all of these defects can potentially affect MOSFET
performance at different biases and time scales. Despite their
different chemical natures, the capture and emission of charge
carriers by both types of defect can be described by general
2
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Y(ω - Δω)
ΔCox
(a)

Y(ω)

ΔCox
ΔCbt

ΔCbt

ΔGbt

ΔGbt

With a numerical solution of the voltage over Cs in the distributed network in Fig. 1(a) it can be shown that in the frequency range measured here, the distributed network can be
approximated by a lumped admittance as depicted in Fig. 1(b),
where the real part is linearly dependent on the angular frequency ω, and the imaginary part is linearly dependent on
-ln(ω/ω0 ) with ω0 as discussed in Section 3. In a physical
interpretation, the real part models losses due to a phase shift
between the applied signal and the trap response, and the imaginary part models the capacitance due to traps capturing and
emitting charges. The validity of this approximation is demonstrated by the measured data in Sections 5 and 6 and is illustrated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6. Furthermore, similar RC networks
have been successfully employed in BTI [33] and CV investigations [23] and the latter approach led to the same conclusion
about the lumped frequency dependences that we use here.
In order to include the distributed RC network in the MOSFET small-signal model, equivalent lumped admittances like
the one in Fig. 1(b) replace the otherwise constant intrinsic gateto-source and gate-to-drain capacitances Cgs,i and Cgd,i , respectively. In Fig. 2, the equivalent admittances are denoted ygs and
ygd and with the explanation above, for ω < ω0 , they can be
expressed as


ygx = ω × ggx,ω + jω Cgx,i − Cgx,ω ln(ω/ω0 ) ,
(2)

Cgx,i - Cgx,ω ln(ω/ω0)

Cs
ω ggx,ω

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the distributed RC network, which models the effect
of traps in a MOSFET. ∆Cox are the incremental parts of the gate oxide, ∆Ct
the trap capacitances, ∆Gt the conductances, which set the corresponding time
constants for the charge exchange, and Cs is the semiconductor capacitance.
Y(ω − ∆ω) and Y(ω) are used for the derivation in Section 7. (b) Lumped
representation of the circuit in (a) with corresponding frequency dependences.

separate interface defects as a distinct factor [22, 31, 32]. Since
a distributed RC network simply models time constants without assumptions about the chemical nature or location of the
defects in question, this addition proved to be unnecessary in
our analysis. We do not consider this as a claim for or against
either of the two kinds of defects, however, and just note that
the transition between the two is probably fluent. This makes
nomenclature ambiguous for the defects probed at radio frequencies so that for the remainder of the paper we will refer to
the blend of probed defects simply as ‘traps’. The purpose of
this paper is the inclusion of the effect of all kinds of traps in
a small-signal model for the high frequency response of III-V
MOSFETs.

where ‘x’ stands for either ‘s’ or ‘d’ (source or drain), ggx,ω and
Cgx,ω are the frequency-dependent components of the conductance and the capacitance, respectively, and the Cgx,i are the respective intrinsic capacitances without the effect of traps. While
linearly frequency-dependent conductances were employed in
small-signal models before [8, 9], none of those models included the trap contribution to the capacitances.
Furthermore, those previous models disregarded the NQS
channel resistances Ri and Rj in Fig. 2 in series with ygs and
ygd , respectively, which take into account the delay of charge
carriers moving in the channel. This means that no distinction
was made between intrinsic (ygs and ygd in Fig. 2) and parasitic

4. Small-signal model components
The wide distribution of traps with different time constants,
which affect a MOSFET, can be modeled by a distributed network of RC elements as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), where the ∆Ct
model the capacitances associated with a certain trap population and the ∆Gt in series determine the corresponding time
constants. The different contributions are separated by incremental parts ∆Cox of the gate oxide and the RC branch next to
the semiconductor capacitance Cs takes into account traps right
at the interface. Carrier recombination far in the off-state is not
taken into account in this model. Since the RC elements only
model time constants, no assumptions are required at this point
about the exact location, the chemical nature, or the exact capture mechanism of the corresponding defects.

G
Rg

ygd,p

+

v'gs
ygs,p -

ygs
Ri

ygd

D

vdg
+
Rj

gi2 × v'gs
gi1 × vdg

gm × v'gs

Table 1: Example parameters fitted to the small-signal model in Fig. 2 and used
to calculate the modeled Y-parameters and gains in Fig. 5.

Csd

Rd

gds

Rs

S
Figure 2: Complete small-signal model. ygs,p , ygd,p , ygs , and ygd each represent
a lumped circuit as in Fig. 1(b). Detailed expressions for the different components are given by (1)–(6) and example values are listed in Table 1.

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

VGS , VDS
VT
Rg
Rs
Rd
ggs,l
ggs,ω
Cgs,p
Cgs,i
Cgs,ω
Cgsp,ω
gm,i
α
γ1
gds

0.4 V, 0.5 V
0.1 V
5Ω
4Ω
16 Ω
10 µS
2.5 fS/(rad/s)
20 fF
6.0 fF
0.35 fF
0.35 fF
18.7 mS
0.03
6 × 10−3
1.55 mS

τi
g10
g20
ω0
Ri , Rj
ggd,l
ggd,ω
Cgd,p
Cgd,i
Cgd,ω
Cgdp,ω
Cm
Cm,ω
γ2
Csd

500 ps
50 µS
0†
2π × 300 GHz
38 Ω, 229 Ω
0.5 µS
0.12 fF/(rad/s)
6 fF
1.0 fF
0.2 fF
0.2 fF
1.0 fF
0.2 fF
80 × 10−3
10 fF

†g
20

is zero at this bias point, but differs from zero at lower VGS .

3
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(ygs,p and ygd,p in Fig. 2 – see next paragraph) components of
those models. In order to keep the complexity of the equations
for our model to a minimum, we derived analytical expressions
for Ri and Rj based on an RC relaxation time model [34, 35].
The expressions
and

Rj =

1
,
1.4 gm,i × Cgd,i /Cgs,i

(3)

can be obtained by equating the time it takes charge carriers to
move through half of the channel with the RC constant consisting of Ri (Ri ) and Cgs,i (Cgd,i ). gm,i is the intrinsic transconductance, i.e. without the effect of traps.
For most MOSFETs even the intrinsic device, i.e. after deembedding pad parasitics, is subject to some parasitic elements,
which in Fig. 2 are denoted ygs,p and ygd,p . Typically, these parasitics consist of overlaps of the gate structure with the source
and drain access regions and if they are dominated by structures, which contain oxides, they are expected to exhibit the
same frequency dependence as (2). Furthermore, DC gate leakage can be considered as a parasitic effect and is included in
ygs,p and ygd,p as well, so that for ω < ω0 ,


ygx,p = ω × ggxp,ω + jω Cgxp,0 − Cgxp,ω ln (ω/ω0 )
(4)
+ ggx,l .

where gm,i is the intrinsic transconductance, γ1 and γ2 determine the strength of the frequency dispersions of the real and
the imaginary part, respectively, and α scales the imaginary part
of this dispersion, since it is significantly smaller than the real
part. A derivation of this transconductance-frequency (gm - f )
dispersion can be found in [7]. Cm in the purely imaginary part
of (5) is the mutual differential capacitance Cm = Cdg − Cgd ,
which balances the charge in the channel. Since in the presence
of traps, Cdg and Cgd are both frequency-dependent according
to (2), Cm in (5) exhibits the respective frequency dependence
as well. In all our measurements, however, this frequency dependence of Cm was masked by the γ2 term in (5) so that we set
Cm,ω = Cgd,ω .
Physically, equations like (2)–(5) should also apply to the
source-drain elements Csd and gds , since y22 is subject to the effect of traps as well. A corresponding resistance in series with
Csd , however, would always be masked by the large gds in par-

Here again, ‘x’ stands for ‘s’ or ‘d’ (source or drain), ggx,l takes
into account the DC gate leakage, Cgxp,0 is the parasitic capacitance without the effect of traps, and all other parameters are
analogous to (2). While the constant parasitic Cgxp,0 can be
determined from the off-state of the transistor, the ggxp,ω and
Cgxp,ω are energy- and thus voltage-dependent due to their dependence on the trap energy distribution so that they cannot be
0
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subtracted as constant values. As a feasible approximation, we
have assumed the same values for the intrinsic and the parasitic
frequency dependences. This approach works well enough for
modelling the y-parameters and gains and it only adds to the
limitation of the quantitative analysis of the trap densities in
Section 7.
Besides the admittances from (2) and (4), the transconductance gm is also affected by traps. The numerical solution for
the voltage over Cs in the distributed network in Fig. 1(a) reveals that the resulting dispersion affects both the real and the
imaginary part. The complete expression for gm below ω0 is
then


gm = gm,i 1 + γ1 ln(ω/ω0 ) + jα (1 + γ2 ln (ω/ω0 ))
(5)

− jω Cm − Cm,ω ln(ω/ω0 ) ,

20

35
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Frequency (GHz)

65

6

VGS

4
2
0

5

20

35

50

65

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 3: All y-parameters, measured (solid, blue lines) and modeled according to Fig. 2 (dashed, red lines), for three representative gate voltages VGS = -0.2 V, 0.1 V,
and 0.4 V. VT = 0.1 V. Re(y21 ) and Re(y22 ) are plotted with logarithmic frequency axes to illustrate the frequency dispersion and the effects of impact ionization and
band-to-band tunneling, respectively. In the subfigures for Re(y11 ) and Re(y12 ), example curves are provided for the model without traps at VGS = -0.2 V and the
deviation is evident. All other modeled curves fit well with the measured data. For these figures, Rs and Rd have been subtracted, but not Rg . Complete expressions
for the modeled y-parameters are provided in the Appendix.
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allel with Csd and a gds - f dispersion corresponding to (5) was
not observed. Instead, in virtually all our measurements we observed the onset of band-to-band tunneling (BTBT) or impact
ionization (II) already at moderate electric fields between gate
and drain. BTBT and II are well known effects in narrow bandgap MOSFETs even in DC measurements. They are not related
to traps, but should be included in a comprehensive III-V MOSFET small-signal model. In Fig. 2, BTBT and II are modeled
together by the current sources gi1 and gi2 with
gik =

gk0
.
1 + jωτi

result in a distinct stepwise increase in Re(y22 ) at about a few
megahertz and the effect should increase with increasing VGS
[36]. We did not observe this in any of our measurements so
that a convolution of our analysis with effects of self-heating is
unlikely. Further details about BTBT and II in the small-signal
model can be found in [37, 38].
The frequency-dependent expressions (2), (4), and (5) were
provided with the constraint that ω < ω0 . Above ω0 , none of the
traps can respond anymore and the expressions become drastically simpler. The transconductance (5) becomes gm,i − jωCm
and the intrinsic and parasitic conductances (2) and (4), respectively, become ygx = jωCgx,i and ygx,p = jωCgxp,0 + ggx,l , respectively. For a physical model, this transition from the expressions
below ω0 to the ones above needs to be continuous. For the logarithmic parts, acceptable continuity is provided by the shape of
the logarithm itself. For the real parts of the ygx and ygx,p , a transition function would be required, which describes the decrease
of the modeled losses back to zero. Since the physical ω0 seems
to lie at higher frequencies than what we were able to measure,
we could not investigate this transition of the real part. This
does not affect the modeled y-parameters, however, since such
a transition function would only affect the model close to ω0
and thus outside of the measurement range.
The complete expressions for the y-parameters (below ω0 )
are provided in the Appendix and an example of a complete set
of small-signal parameters is provided in Table 1.

(6)

Here, gk0 (with k = 1, 2) determines the magnitude and τi is
the characteristic time constant. As an approximation, a common τi was used for both effects. In fact, BTBT and II also
affect Re(y21 ) (cf. y21 in the Appendix), but it requires higher
gate-to-drain electric fields than in Re(y22 ) for these effects to
emerge from the gm - f dispersion in Re(y21 ). Since the time
constant for BTBT and II is different from the dispersion time
constant of the transconductance, the effects can be separated
despite appearing in parallel in the model in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3,
BTBT and II can be identified by the changing slope of Re(y21 )
for VGS = -0.2 V and VGS = 0.1 V at about 0.1 GHz and by the
increase of the two lower curves of Re(y22 ) below about 1 GHz.
Here it should be noted that a change in the RF output conductance Re(y22 ) can also be caused by self-heating. This would
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5. Linear components and their effect on the unilateral
power gain and the stability factor
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The importance of the linear contributions in (2) and (4)
at high frequencies is demonstrated in Fig. 3 by the curves
of Re(y11 ) and Re(y12 ) at VGS = -0.2 V. Without it, the modeled Re(y11 ) is clearly lower and the modeled Re(y12 ) is clearly
higher than the respective measured values. At first glance, on
the linear scale of Fig. 3, better fits for Re(y11 ) and Re(y12 )
could be achieved by increasing their quadratic contributions,
for example by increasing the NQS resistances or the gate resistance Rg . On the logarithmic scale of Fig. 4(a), however,
it becomes evident that such a purely quadratic function cannot describe the frequency dependence of Re(y11 ) or Re(y12 )
correctly. The inclusion of the linear trap contribution greatly
alleviates the deviation between the measured values and the
purely quadratic model, as demonstrated in Fig. 4(b), where the
relative differences for the models with and without traps are
compared. Furthermore, the linear contributions to Re(y11 ) and
Re(y12 ) are typically of different magnitudes, so that they cannot be corrected by a single common model parameter such as
the gate resistance.
The linearly frequency-dependent contributions in Re(y11 )
and Re(y12 ) also readily explain the change of the slope of the
unilateral power gain U, which is evident in Fig. 5. This can
be understood from the equation describing U, when traps are
taken into account according to (2) and (4). Starting from the
general definition of U [39], at low and intermediate frequencies (≤ 10 GHz in Fig. 5), where second-order frequency terms

11

Model with
traps included

100

101

Frequency f (GHz)

Figure 4: (a) 10 × Re(y11 ) (to avoid overlap) and Re(y12 ) on a logarithmic frequency axis. A purely quadratic model (i.e. without traps) cannot recreate the
measured values properly. The model, which also includes the linear contribution from the traps, fits the data much better. (b) Relative deviation between
measured and modeled Re(y11 ) and Re(y12 ) for the models with and without
traps (same bias point as (a)). The inclusion of traps clearly reduces the deviations.
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≈

|y21 − y12 |


4 Re(y11 ) Re(y22 ) − Re(y12 ) Re(y21 )

|gm |2
h
i,
4 ω (ggs,ω + ggd,ω ) gds + ω ggd,ω Re(gm )

(7)

where the ggx,ω contain the frequency dependences of both the
intrinsic and the parasitic elements, i.e. from (2) and (4). Since
(7) aims to highlight the importance of the linear frequency dependence (and for better readability), ggs,l and ggd,l from (4) are
omitted in this approximation. In (7), the linearly frequencydependent contributions in Re(y11 ) and Re(y12 ) dominate over
the usually squared frequency dependences, which would have
2
resulted in the well-known expression U ∝ g2m /(4ω2Cgg
) with
the total gate capacitance Cgg . The now predominantly linear frequency dependence in the denominator of (7) changes
the roll-off of U from the typical -20 dB/decade to almost
-10 dB/decade. This can be observed in examples from literature as well [14, 15]. When compared with the model without
traps, in a certain frequency range this leads to a decrease of
the unilateral power gain by almost 10 dB. For the design of
unilateral amplifiers, which are limited by U, this is a severe
penalty. The constant level of U at low frequencies is caused
by the constant leakage contributions ggs,l and ggd,l in (4). Furthermore, it can be noted that U is affected by the logarithmic
frequency dependence of gm . However, the linear components
in (7) largely dominate over this logarithmic contribution.
Besides the roll-off of U, the linear components in Re(y11 )
and Re(y12 ) affect the stability factor k, as illustrated in Fig. 5
as well. The modeled k without the inclusion of traps is always
lower than the measured values. In the equation for k, the effect
of the linear contributions can be seen clearest at frequencies,
where k is almost constant, i.e. between 1 GHz and 10 GHz in
Fig. 5. At these frequencies, starting from its general definition
[39], k can be written as
2 Re(y11 ) Re(y22 ) − Re(y12 y21 )
|y12 y21 |
2ω (ggs,ω + ggd,ω ) gds + ω ggd,ω Re(gm )
,
≈ 

−ω ggd,ω − jω (Cgd,i + Cgd,p ) gm

h21
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Figure 5: Gains and stability factor as a function of frequency. For each parameter, two different modeled curves are provided: The dashed lines (on top
of the measured values) represent the complete model with traps, while the
dash-dotted lines represent the model without the inclusion of traps.

and ygd,p , which were omitted from (8). The lower k-point decreases the frequency range available for circuit design.
6. Logarithmic components and their effect on the forward
current gain and the maximum stable gain
Logarithmic frequency dispersions due to traps are present
in the transconductance, (5), and in the intrinsic and parasitic
capacitances in (2) and (4), respectively. The frequency dispersion in the real part of the transconductance is visible in Re(y21 )
in Fig. 3. The further increase of the measured Re(y21 ) at the
higher VGS beyond approx. 20 GHz, as well as the further increase of Re(y11 ) above approx. 35 GHz, is most likely due to
the shortcomings of the open-short de-embedding at high frequencies.
Frequency dependences in capacitances due to traps have
been resolved in CV measurements before [23], but not in transistor measurements. In Fig. 6(a), the measured Im(y11 )/ω and
Im(y12 )/ω, which approximately correspond to the capacitances
in (2) and (4), are compared with the models with and without
the effect of traps. The model without traps results in horizontal
lines, which corresponds to ordinary capacitances, whereas the
measured values clearly deviate from this behavior. Upon inclusion of the logarithmic frequency dependences in (2) and (4),
the deviation readily disappears. To quantify this, the relative
differences of the measured and modelled Im(y11 ) and Im(y12 )
are plotted in Fig. 6(b). At high frequencies, less traps can respond, so that the capacitances of the model, which includes
traps, are reduced to the intrinsic capacitances and the difference between the models with and without traps vanishes. Towards lower frequencies, the agreement between measured and
modeled values is improved by up to 20 % by the inclusion of
traps in the model.
The same logarithmic deviation between measured and modeled values, which is observed in Im(y11 ) and Im(y12 ), can be
identified in the forward current gain h21 and the maximum stable gain MSG in Fig. 5. Just as for the y-parameters, the deviation disappears upon inclusion of the frequency-dependent capacitances. Again, the difference between the two models can

k=

(8)

where again, the ggx,ω contain the frequency dependences of
both the intrinsic and the parasitic elements and ggs,l and ggd,l
from (4) are omitted for increased readability. In this approximation it is obvious that without the effect of traps (ggx,ω ), k
would become zero. Indeed, in Fig. 5, for the model without traps, k almost vanishes in the range between 1 GHz and
10 GHz, so that by the presence of traps, k is increased by a
factor of up to five. Since the shift of k appears to be mostly constant in Fig. 5, the relative difference decreases towards higher
frequencies, but can still amount to up to 30 % at 60 GHz. In
Fig. 5, together with the effect of the traps on the gain, this lowers the k-point, i.e. the point, where MSG changes to the maximum available gain MAG, by 15 to 20 GHz. The remaining
small difference of k from zero in the measured values stems
from the constant leakage contributions ggs,l and ggd,l in ygs,p
6
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|Im(y1i)|/ω (fF)

directly translated to the amplifier. Since the dispersion in MSG
is much smaller than in U, the resulting penalty in the amplifier
should be acceptable as long as the design is not dependent on
single decibels of gain. In any case, it is important to be aware
of the dispersion, so that the amplifier design will not be based
on an idealized and thus incorrect transistor gain.

y

11

101

Measured
Model with border traps
Model without border traps

y12

7. Physical origin of trap model parameters

VGS - VT = 0.3 V, VDS = 0.5 V
100
10-1
100
101

(a)

y

Im(y1i) / Im(y1i)

In the following, the trap density Nt will be calculated from
the measured admittances to verify that the small-signal parameters, which model the oxide traps, are physically meaningful.
The approach to deriving an expression for Nt is indicated in
Fig. 1. At a frequency ω, the part of the distributed network,
which responds at frequencies up to this ω, can be seen as an
admittance Y(ω). The change ∆Y(ω) for a change ∆ω can then
be expressed as ∆Y(ω) = Y(ω)−Y(ω−∆ω), where Y(ω−∆ω) is
the admittance corresponding to an incrementally lower ω. The
trap density Nt , as detailed in [23], in included in this model as
∆Ct = q2 Nt ∆x, where q is the elemental charge, and the ∆Ct are
the incremental parts of the trap population within a thickness
∆x in the gate oxide. The time constants τ = ∆Ct /∆Gt associated with each ∆Ct are modeled by adding corresponding conductances ∆Gt in series with the incremental capacitances. At
this stage, the ∆Gt and thus the different τ can still be modeled
independently of the position ∆x in the oxide. To be able to calculate Nt from the measured admittances, the angular frequency
ω, and thus the time constants τ, are related to ∆x via elastic
tunneling as ∆x =-λ∆ ln(ω), where λ = 0.13 nm is the tunneling attenuation length according to the WKB approximation as
in Section 3. As discussed in Section 3 as well, elastic tunneling should be a viable approximation at gigahertz frequencies.
With this, a change in the admittance Y(ω) of the distributed
RC network in Fig. 1 (y11 or y12 in the small-signal model) for
a change in the angular frequency ω can be expressed as

Frequency f (GHz)
y

11

0.2

12

Model with traps not
included

0.1
Model with
traps included

0
10-1

(b)

100

101

Frequency f (GHz)

Figure 6: (a) Im(y11 ) and Im(y12 ) divided by ω to illustrate the logarithmic contribution to the capacitances. Constant capacitances result in horizontal lines
and cannot reproduce the measured results, whereas capacitances with logarithmic frequency dependences according to (2) and (4) fit well with the measured results. (b) Relative deviation between measured and modeled Im(y11 )
and Im(y12 ) for the models with and without traps (same bias point as (a)). The
inclusion of traps in the model clearly reduces the deviations.

be explained by the equations of the two quantities. Starting
with its general definition [39], h21 can be written as
h21 =

|y21 |
|gm |
≈

,
|y11 |
jω Cgs + Cgs,p + Cgd + Cgd,p

(9)


1+j 2
∆Y(ω)
=
ωq λNt LG WG ,
∆ ln(ω)
2

where all four capacitances denote the total frequencydependent capacitances from (2) and (4), e.g. Cgd = Cgd,i −
Cgd,ω × ln(ω/ω0 ). In the approximation in (9), typically, the real
parts of y11 , which are important for e.g. U and k, are significantly smaller than the imaginary parts. Without the trap contribution, in a Bode plot, (9) would yield the typical -20 dB/decade
roll-off. When the effects of traps are included, logarithmic frequency dependences are added to both the numerator (decrease
towards lower frequencies) and to the denominator (increase towards lower frequencies), which causes the lower slope for h21
in Fig. 5. The same applies for MSG, which, again, starting
from its general definition [39], can be written as
MSG =

|gm |
|y21 |
≈
.
|y12 |
jω(Cgd + Cgd,p )

(11)

where the term λ ∆ln(ω) Y(ω), which appears during the derivation, is sufficiently small to be dropped from the expression. In
(11), LG and WG are the gate length and width of the transistor,
respectively. Examples for Nt as calculated from the measured
y12 are presented in Fig. 7 alongside a calculation of Nt based on
the gm - f dispersion as in [7]. The values for Nt calculated from
y11 exhibited a similar behavior as the ones calculated from y12 .
For the calculations according to (11), first, the elements surrounding y11 and y12 in the small-signal model in Fig. 2 have
to be subtracted until only the contribution of the ygd or ygs remains. The resulting uncertainties, indicated by the shaded areas in Fig. 7, reveal that an exact quantitative resolution of Nt ,
e.g. as a function of the gate voltage and thus of energy, is limited by the measurement accuracy of the s parameters and the
subsequent deconvolution of the y-parameters. For the largest
parts of the bias range, however, the average values for Nt calculated from the different components are within an order of magnitude of each other and they are in good agreement with results

(10)

As in (9), both capacitances include the frequency dependences
from (2) and (4) and as for U, the deviations of the slopes of
h21 and MSG can be observed in examples in literature as well
[1, 14]. MSG is an important metric for the design of smallsignal amplifiers and the dispersion in the transistor MSG is
7
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Nt (cm-3eV-1)

from gm-f

y-parameters:

from Im(y12 )



ygx = ω × ggx,ω + jω Cgx,i − Cgx,ω ln(ω/ω0 ) ,


ygx,p = ω × ggxp,ω + jω Cgxp,0 − Cgxp,ω ln (ω/ω0 )

1020

+ ggx,l ,


gm = gm,i 1 + γ1 ln(ω/ω0 ) + jα (1 + γ2 ln (ω/ω0 ))

− jω Cm − Cm,ω ln(ω/ω0 ) ,
gk0
gik =
,
1 + jωτi
1
1
Ri =
and Rj =
.
1.4 gm,i
1.4 gm,i × Cgd,i /Cgs,i

1019
from Re(y12 )

-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

VGS - VT (V)

With these, the intrinsic y-parameters (i.e. after subtracting the
resistances Rs , Rd , and Rg ) are

Figure 7: Nt as a function of VGS . Dashed lines indicate the average values
for Nt in approximately the first nanometer of the gate oxide from the channel.
The shaded areas reflect the uncertainty due to the measurement accuracy. Nt
from gm - f below VGS − VT = 0.1 V was calculated from the modeled γ1 due to
strong II and BTBT at these bias points.

i1
v1
i1
=
v2
i2
=
v1
i2
=
v2

y11 =
y12

that both we and others have observed with different characterization techniques [2, 40–43]. The results are thus sufficiently
accurate to verify the physical origin of the model assumptions.

y21
y22

8. Conclusions

v2 =0

ygs
− y12 ,
1 + ygs Ri
ygd
= −ygd,p −
,
1 + ygd Rj
gm
gi2
=
+ y12 − gi1 −
,
1 + ygs Ri
1 + ygs Ri

v1 =0

= gds + jωCsd − y12 + gi1 ,

v2 =0

v1 =0
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describe a small-signal model for these devices. Although the
resulting effects on design parameters such as h21 and MSG are
small, the effects have to be identified in the first place to be
able to draw this conclusion with certainty. The calculation of
the trap density Nt based on the presented model can be limited
by the measurement accuracy, but it yields values for Nt , which
are in agreement with values calculated by other techniques.
This demonstrates that the model parameters reasonably reflect
physical assumptions.
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Introduction: Moore’s law has been the driving force for the
development of electrical devices for the last few decades. Si-based
MOSFETs have shown excellent scalability in digital applications and
especially III–V MOSFETs have surpassed other transistor architectures
in the transconductance gm [1] and the on-current Ion [2, 3]. For highfrequency transistors, the inability to scale high electron mobility transistor (HEMTs) further due to the insufﬁcient gate-barrier has stagnated
the development of fT at 700 GHz [4, 5]. Better scaling III–V MOSFETs
could, therefore, surpass HEMTs also in high-frequency applications.
Recently, several high-frequency planar MOSFETs have been presented
with fT and fmax about 400 GHz [6, 7]. In this Letter, the prospect of vertical III–V nanowires for high-frequency devices is evaluated.
III–V vertical vapour–liquid–solid (VLS) grown nanowires offer
an interesting option as they are less limited by the lattice mismatch;
therefore, they can be easily integrated on Si. The VLS growth further
allows band-gap engineering along the electron transport direction,
which enables improved intrinsic voltage gain (gm/gd) and higher breakdown voltage without substantially deteriorating other performance
metrics [8, 9]. This kind of transistor architecture has a large potential
for scaling due to the excellent electrostatics provided by the gateall-around structure. Recently, DC operation of well scalable vertical
nanowire MOSFETs has been presented [8]. In this Letter, the highfrequency performance of a similar structure is presented.
Device structure and fabrication: Schematics and SEM images of the
ﬁnished device are shown in Fig. 1. The vertical nanowire MOSFET processes can generally be divided into gate-last and gate-ﬁrst processes. The
difference between the two processes is highlighted in Fig. 1a. Gate-ﬁrst
devices generate thin nanowire contacts and leave ungated regions at the
top, which will increase the access resistance. Gate-last devices have
addressed this problem by forming a recessed gate and adding metal on
the nanowire sidewalls to reduce the access resistance, therefore decoupling the relation between the contact resistance and channel diameter.
In this Letter, the RF performance of the gate-last MOSFETs is evaluated.
gate-last

gate-first

drain

drain

gate

gate

source

source
1 μm
a

Results: In Fig. 2, transfer and output characteristics of a device with
180 nanowires are shown. The channel diameter is 30 nm and
Lg = 120 nm. The device saturates well, which leads to a good intrinsic
voltage gain gm/gd = 12. The device Ron = 780 Ωµm and gm = 1.1 mS/µm
correlate well with the state-of-the-art vertical III–V MOSFETs with the
corresponding Lg, although here, the doped source causes a degraded
subthreshold performance (subthreshold swing = 380 mV/dec) due to
a dopant memory effect during growth.
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High-frequency performance of vertical InAs/InGaAs heterostructure
nanowire MOSFETs on Si is demonstrated for the ﬁrst time for a
gate-last conﬁguration. The device architecture allows highly asymmetric capacitances, which increases the power gain. A device
with Lg = 120 nm demonstrates fT = 120 GHz, fmax = 130 GHz and
maximum stable gain (MSG) = 14.4 dB at 20 GHz. These metrics
demonstrate the state-of-the-art performance of vertical nanowire
MOSFETs.
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structures including gate-length scaling has been shown earlier [9]. The
fabrication closely follows the process ﬂow previously used up to the
gate-metal deposition; here the process is adjusted by reducing the gatedrain and gate-source capacitance. After the 60-nm-thick W gate-metal
is deposited, ﬁnger gate structures are patterned using deep ultraviolet
and electron-beam lithography patterning. The ﬁnger gate process was
presented in [10]. The patterned ﬁngers are dry-etched and the isolation
mesa is wet-etched, forming a structure as shown in Fig. 1b. In the
ﬁgure, the gate pad is separated from the source by an air bridge
between the source and gate pad. The device is ﬁnalised by depositing
a second spacer, contact vias, and contact pads.
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Vertical nanowire III–V MOSFETs with
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Fig. 2 DC characterisation of the vertical nanowire MOSFET with 180
nanowires, average diameter 30 nm and Lg = 120 nm
a Transfer characteristic measured at VDD = 0.5 V
b Output characteristic

In Fig. 3, the high-frequency performance of the MOSFET and the
corresponding small-signal model are presented. S-parameters were
measured from 10 MHz to 67 GHz using an Agilent E8361A vector
network analyser. Calibration was performed by using off-chip
two-port line reﬂect reﬂect match calibration and on-chip open/short
de-embedding. The implemented small-signal model results in a good
ﬁt to the experimental data, as shown in Fig. 3a, where measured and
modelled forward current gain h21, the unilateral power gain U, and
the maximum stable/available gain MSG/MAG are presented. Based
on the model, ft = 122 GHz and fmax = 131 GHz can be extrapolated.
The device achieves a high gain of MSG = 14.5 dB at 20 GHz, which
is comparable to planar RF nanowire MOSFETs with fmax = 400 GHz
[11]. The lower fmax in the vertical MOSFET is attributed mainly to
the larger gate resistance Rg. This conclusion can be drawn from the
approximate equations, which relate the small-signal parameters from
Fig. 3a to the cut-off frequency fT, the maximum oscillation frequency
fmax, and the maximum stable gain (MSG)



fmax ≃ fT / 8pRg Cgd ,
(1)
 

fT ≃ gm,i / 2p Cgd + Cgs,i + Cgs,p ,

b



Fig. 1 Illustrations of the vertical nanowire MOSFETs structure
a Schematic illustration of ﬁnalised device
b SEM picture after gate-ﬁnger fabrication. Isolation mesa and air bridge allow
reduction in the parasitic capacitance

The fabricated gate-last MOSFETs are based on InAs/In0.4Ga0.6As
heterostructure nanowires fabricated on a highly resistive Si{111} substrate. The nanowire consists of three parts: (i) a 100-nm-long highly
doped InAs bottom segment; (ii) a 100-nm-long segment with unintentionally doped grading from InAs to InGaAs; and (iii) a 300-nm-long
highly doped InGaAs top segment. The gate is connected to the InAs
and the graded segment. A detailed DC evaluation of similar nanowire



|MSG| ≃ gm,i / vCgd .

(2)
(3)

In the on-state of the transistor, the parasitic gate-drain capacitance
dominates over the intrinsic one, so that the model in Fig. 3b does not
differentiate between the two and Cgd mainly consists of the parasitic
contribution. Owing to the asymmetric gate-last process of the vertical
MOSFETs, a reduction of this parasitic Cgd to about 8 fF was possible
without deteriorating other parameters. It is likely that the main restriction for fmaxis the gate resistance Rg. Reduction of Rg would require
further process development.
For the gate-source capacitance, both the parasitic Cgs,p and the intrinsic Cgs,i can be determined from the small-signal model. Equation (2)
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DC measurements in Fig. 2 and only minor improvement in gm is
observed when increasing Vdd over 0.5 V.
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Fig. 3 RF characterisation of the vertical nanowire MOSFET with
180 nanowires, average diameter 30 nm and Lg = 120
a Measured current gain h21, maximum stable/available gain MSG/MAG, and
stability factor K. Dashed line describe ﬁtted small-signal model
b Small-signal model with the ﬁtted values for the measurement presented in (a)

Table 1 benchmarks the performance of this work versus other III–V
RF MOSFETs on Si [6] and versus 28 nm silicon on insulator (SOI) RF
MOSFETs [7] with comparable gate-lengths. Although the device structure of the asymmetric MOSFETs presented here is not fully optimised
yet, its RF performance is comparable to that of the other technologies.
As discussed, further improvement is mostly a matter of scaling the
structure to reduce the capacitances.

Table 1: Comparison of RF MOSFETs on Si with similar
gate-lengths
this work

Lg, nm
120

gm, mS/µm
1.1

fT, GHz
125

fmax, GHz
130

SOI 28 nm [7]
SOI 28 nm [7]
III–V on Si [6]
III–V on Si [6]

90
150
100
150

0.9
0.75
1.3
1

110
70
140
100

103
80
170
120

In Fig. 4a, Cgs and Cgd are shown as a function of VGS at different
drive voltages (Vdd = 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 V). For Cgd, it is straightforward
to extract the parasitic capacitance from the off-state, Cgd,p ≃ 8 fF.
Furthermore, the ﬁgure conﬁrms that for high Vdd, Cgd is barely affected
by an intrinsic contribution. Cgs does not saturate for the lowest VGS
measured, which is likely because of the high channel doping due to
the memory effect as mentioned previously. However, based on the
trend in Fig. 4a, Cgs,p ≃ 15 fF and Cgs,i ≃ 10 fF can be estimated for
the small-signal model in Fig. 3b. Fig. 4b presents gm derived from
S-parameter measurements at 50 MHz for the same bias points as the
capacitances in Fig. 4a. The extracted gm corresponds well with the
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Fig. 4 Cgs and Cgd bias dependence
a Transistor with 180 nanowires, average diameter 30 nm and Lg = 120 nm. gm
bias dependence
b Measured at 50 MHz. gm corresponds well with the earlier presented DC
measurements

In the small-signal model in Fig. 3, the intrinsic transconductance (gm,
is the constant part of the total gm. At frequencies below a certain ω0,
gm is reduced due to the presence of border traps in the gate oxide [12],
which gives rise to the logarithmic term in the expression for gm. ω0 is
the frequency at which border traps cannot respond to the AC signal
anymore. The intrinsic resistance Ri = 1/(1.4 gm,i) in series with Cgs,i
takes into account the delay, which charge carriers experience when
moving inside the channel. Physically, a corresponding intrinsic resistance should be placed in series with the intrinsic gate-drain capacitance,
but since Cgd is dominated by the parasitic component, as described
earlier, the resistance is disregarded.
Besides the gm-f dispersion, border traps also give rise to the frequency dependence of the conductances ggd and ggs in the small-signal
model, which is based on modelling the border traps by distributed RC
networks as elaborated in [13]. The constant part of ggd and ggs models
DC gate leakage. All components in the model can be determined from
the real and imaginary part of the admittance parameters at different frequencies and all are necessary for accurate modelling of the RF response
of the transistors. Fig. 3a demonstrates excellent agreement between
measured and modelled values.
i)

ggd = 0.4 μS + 2πf 0.8 fS/Hz
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indicates that Cgs,p = 15 fF is a major limiting factor for fT. Cgs,p mainly
originates from the plate-capacitor-like structure and fringing capacitance of the gate ﬁngers, compare Fig. 1b. Owing to the highly doped
shell around the bottom of the nanowires (cf. Fig. 1a) it is possible to
reduce Cgs,p by increasing the distance of the gate ﬁngers from the substrate without largely increasing the access resistance. The intrinsic Cgs,i
can be scaled by reducing the gate length. Gate-length down to 25 nm
has already been demonstrated for vertical nanowire MOSFETs with a
100-nm-thick bottom spacer [8]. Thus, by straightforward dimension
scaling, fT and fmax can be drastically increased in further transistor
generations.

Conclusion: Vertical nanowire gate-last high-frequency MOSFETs
on Si have been demonstrated. The devices show performance comparable to or higher than other Si and III–V MOSFETs on Si with similar
gate-length. The devices are fabricated by using a scalable gate-last
process, which has been shown to be scalable down to 25 nm.
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Capacitance Measurements in
Vertical III–V Nanowire TFETs
Markus Hellenbrand , Elvedin Memisevic , Johannes Svensson,
Abinaya Krishnaraja, Erik Lind , and Lars-Erik Wernersson

Abstract — By measuring scattering parameters over a
wide range of bias points, we study the intrinsic gate
capacitance as well as the charge partitioning of vertical
nanowire tunnel field-effect transistors (TFETs). The gateto-drain capacitance C gs is found to largely dominate the
ON-state of TFETs, whereas the gate-to-source capacitance
C gs is sufficiently small to be completely dominated by
the parasitic components. This indicates that the tunnel
junction on the source side almost completely decouples
the channel charge from the small-signal variation in the
source, while the absence of a tunnel junction on the drain
side allows the channel charge to follow the drain smallsignal variation much more directly.
Index Terms — Vertical nanowires, III-V, TFET, small-signal
model, intrinsic capacitance, RF, C gd , C gs .

I. I NTRODUCTION
N RECENT years, the performance of tunnel field-effect
transistors (TFETs) has made significant progress and
devices with not only inverse subthreshold slopes S below
60 mV/decade but also with on-currents approaching technically relevant current levels have been realized [1]–[4]. With
the intention of realizing TFET-based circuit implementations,
not only the investigation of the DC properties of TFETs is of
interest, but more and more so the investigation of their highfrequency characteristics. Here, we experimentally investigate
the capacitance and charge partitioning of the gate-to-drain
capacitance C gd and the gate-to-source capacitance C gs . Both
were extensively simulated in the past [5]–[9] and the unanimous conclusion is that in TFETs – in contrast to metal-oxidesemiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) without a
tunnel junction – C gd assumes much larger values than C gs ,
which constitutes a large Miller capacitance adversely affecting circuit parameters such as stability, switching energy, and
propagation delay [8], [10]. Here, we use two-port scattering
parameter (s-parameter) measurements and small-signal modeling of the measured values for a large range of bias points to
determine experimentally and with high accuracy the intrinsic
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic representation of the measured TFETs (not
to scale), zoomed in on a single nanowire to clarify the details of
the structure. The schematic capacitors indicate the largest parasitic
contributions. (b) Schematic representation of the RF array layout.
(c) SEM image of the top metal pads (colored in yellow) to contact
the transistors in the probe station. (d) Logarithmic transfer curve of
an RF transistor and a reference transistor with two nanowires. Despite
an array of 2000 nanowires, minimum slopes of 75 mV/decade were
achieved. (e) DC transfer curve with the extrinsic RF gm (crosses) added
on top of the DC gm . Excellent agreement between the two supports the
accuracy of the small-signal parameter extraction. Normalization to the
total circumference of the InAs channel.

transistor capacitances in vertical III-V nanowire TFETs. The
only other experimental results on TFET capacitances up
to date, to our knowledge, are s-parameter measurements
for fewer bias points, still augmented by simulations [11],
and two-terminal capacitance-voltage measurements on Si
TFETs [12].
II. D EVICE S TRUCTURE
The fabrication of the sample was based on the processing
scheme that is used for our devices, which consistently reach
values of S below 60 mV/decade. The processing is reported
in detail in [1] and here we only focus on the resulting
device structure, schematically depicted in Fig. 1(a) and (b).
Vertical nanowires were grown by metal organic vapor phase
epitaxy from Au seed particles on a highly n-doped InAs layer
integrated on a high resistivity Si substrate. The tunnel junction
was realized by a p+ In0.32 Ga0.68 As0.72 Sb0.28 /i-InAs interface.
For optimized top and bottom contacts, p+ GaSb and n+ InAs
segments followed before and after, as depicted in Fig. 1(a).
After growth, the InAs segments were digitally etched to final
diameters of 28 nm. The gate stack was formed by a high-κ
gate oxide (five cycles Al2 O3 and 36 cycles HfO2 , effective
oxide thickness ≈ 1.4 nm) and 40 nm W gate metal, which
was separated from the bottom InAs layer by the gate oxide
and an evaporated spacer of 40 nm SiOx . The spacer between

0741-3106 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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gate and top metal was formed by a photoresist, and gate and
drain were contacted by via holes (Fig. 1(b)).
To compensate for the low currents in TFETs and to enable
measurable RF gain, each RF transistor comprised an array
of up to 2000 nanowires, which were arranged on mesas
(Fig. 1(b)) to reduce parasitic capacitances. Due to processing
and growth variations, not all of the nanowires within a single
transistor exhibit the same threshold voltage VT , which deteriorates the inverse subthreshold slope of the overall device [13].
Still, even for devices with up to 2000 nanowires, S as low as
75 mV/decade at V D S = 0.5 V could be achieved (Fig. 1(d)),
although for most of the RF transistors, S was between
140 and 200 mV/decade. Reference transistors on the same
sample with only two nanowires achieved values of S below
60 mV/decade (Fig. 1(d)). Besides the representative transfer
curve for the subthreshold characteristics in Fig. 1(d), Fig. 1(e)
also presents an example of the linear transfer characteristics,
which have the extrinsic transconductance values, determined
by the small-signal model, added on top of the DC curve.
Good agreement between the two supports the quality of the
small-signal fits and typical peak transconductance values for
the measured devices were about 113 µS/µm at V D S = 0.5 V.
III. M EASUREMENT T ECHNIQUE AND M ODELING
Prior to measurement, the setup was calibrated off chip by
a load-reflect-reflect-match algorithm and open and short onchip de-embedding structures were used to remove the influence of the top metal pads shown in Fig. 1(c). s-parameters
were measured for several transistors from 10 MHz to 15 GHz
at a constant drain-source voltage V D S = 0.5 V for gatesource voltages VG S ranging from the off-state to the onstate, and at a constant VG S ≈ VT for V D S from 0 to 0.5 V.
Rs and Rd , derived from transistor off-state measurements,
were subtracted from the de-embedded s-parameters (inset
Fig. 2(a)) and analytical expressions of the admittance parameters (y-parameters) of the model in Fig. 2(a) were fitted
to the measured data. Here, Rg , Rd , and Rs are the gate,
drain, and source resistances, respectively, gm,i is the intrinsic
transconductance and gds the output conductance. The Ci j
are the capacitances between the respective terminals i and j
and, in Fig. 2, contain both parasitic and intrinsic components.
ggd takes into account losses from gate oxide defects, causing
the deviation from the slope of -20 dB/decade for the unilateral
power gain U in Fig. 2(c). ggd could also include gate leakage,
which, however, was found to be negligible, just as a respective
element ggs in parallel with C gs , or an effect of the gate oxide
defects on gm,i . Excellent agreement between measured and
modeled data in Fig. 2 proves the accurate determination of
the small-signal parameters; representative values are provided
in Fig. 2(a).
IV. R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
The analysis here focuses on the gate capacitances
C gd = −∂ Q G /∂ Vd and C gs = −∂ Q G /∂ Vs , which describe
the change of charge Q G on the gate with respect to smallsignal excitations of the drain and the source, respectively,
and thus, due to charge neutrality requirements, the change
of charge in the channel associated with either of the two
contacts. The constant levels of C gd for low VG S in the inset
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Fig. 2. (a) Small-signal model with representative extracted parameters.
The Smith chart shows the measured, de-embedded (solid, blue) and
the modelled (broken, red) s-parameters. Green crosses indicate fT .
(b) Measured (solid, blue) and modeled (broken, red) y-parameters,
modeled values as in (a). (c) Forward current gain h21 , unitary power
gain U, maximum stable and maximum available gain MSG and MAG,
and stability factor K. Dots are measured data, broken lines are modelled
with the values in (a). For all figures, the modelled curves agree well with
the measured ones.

of Fig. 3(a) and for high V D S in the inset of Fig. 3(b) can
be identified as parasitic components of the total C gd , which
originate in the plate-capacitor-like structure between the gate
metal pad and the InAs bottom layer as indicated in Fig. 1(a).
The two different levels for C gd originate in two different pad
sizes of 23 × 20 µm and 23 × 26 µm, and calculating the plate
capacitances for both yields values of 500 fF and 650 fF, which
is very close to the measured parasitics in Fig. 3. For C gs , the
main parasitic contribution originates in the overlap of the gate
metal with the InGaAsSb source segment of the nanowire,
as indicated in Fig. 1(a). Analytical calculation of only this
geometrical cylinder capacitance yields values between 570 fF
and 700 fF, depending on the exact length of the overlap. This
is clearly larger than the constant C gs levels in the insets in
Fig. 3. In a more accurate calculation, these values would be
lowered by the semiconductor capacitance of the source, the
determination of which is difficult, however, and goes beyond
the scope of this study, so that the approximate geometrical
values should suffice to explain the origin of the parasitic C gs .
Given the physical structure of the transistors, schematically
depicted in Fig. 1, the parasitic capacitance components can
be assumed to be in parallel with the intrinsic components, so
that the parasitic contributions can just be subtracted from the
total values. The result of this is presented in Fig. 3, where the
change of the intrinsic C gd with VG S and V D S becomes apparent, while the intrinsic C gs remains close to zero. The latter
means that in these devices the intrinsic C gs , even far into the
on-state, is much smaller than the parasitics, which indicates
that at the measured frequencies, the tunnel junction between
source and channel almost completely decouples the channel
charge from the source small-signal voltage. This means that
can be verified
the tunnel transmission TBT B is low,
√ which
3/2
by the estimation TBT B ≈ exp (−4 2m ∗ E G /(3q h̄ξ )) [14],
where q is the elemental charge and h̄ the reduced Planck
constant. Inserting parameters in accordance with [1] – the
effective tunneling mass m ∗ ≈ 0.04m 0 , the bandgap E G ≈
0.44 eV, and the electric field at the junction ξ ≈ 1 MV/cm
– results in TBT B ≈ 0.02 in the on-state. As a self-consistent
further verification, this value for TBT B can be used to
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channel, we are effectively left with a two-terminal device, so
that moving E 0 by changing VG S , and moving the Fermi level
E F by changing V D S , has the same effect on Q D (E F − E 0 ).
Thus, we can obtain an expression
Vx =

Fig. 3. Extracted capacitances for four different devices. Cgd (blue
circles) and Cgs (red crosses) as functions of VGS for VDS = 0.5 V
(a) and of VDS for VGS ≈ VT (b). The insets show the extracted
capacitances with the parasitics included. The intrinsic Cgd emerges
from the parasitic floor for high VGS /low VDS , whereas the intrinsic Cgs
is so small that it is dominated by parasitics over the whole measurement
range. The broken lines in both figures are analytical calculations of Cgd .

calculate the on-current and with the expression for the 1D
current from [14] the result is very close to the measured
values in Fig. 1(d)/(e).
Due to the low tunnel transmission, the majority of the
channel charge is supplied from the drain side at all times,
so that the change of C gd with VG S , as shown in Fig. 3(a),
can be explained as follows. For a constant V D S = 0.5 V and a
low VG S , the thermionic barrier from the drain into the channel
is high, only few electrons can enter the channel and thus C gd
is low. Lowering the channel potential energy by increasing
VG S reduces this barrier, more and more electrons can enter
the channel from the drain side and C gd increases. The rate
at which C gd increases with a change in VG S depends on the
electrostatic control of the gate over the channel. For a constant
VG S in Fig. 3(b), a variation in V D S has the same effect: A low
V D S constitutes a low drain-to-channel barrier, a large amount
of electrons can enter the channel and C gd is large. Increasing
V D S increases the barrier height, fewer electrons can enter the
channel and C gd decreases. This description can be expressed
mathematically, starting with the channel charge Q D supplied
from the drain side [15]:
 ∞
f D (E)
D1D (E − E n )d E. (1)
Q D = q LG
E 0 1 + TBT B (E)
n
Here, L G is the gate length, E 0 the bottom of the channel
conduction band, f D the Fermi-Dirac distribution in the drain
contact, TBT B ≤ 0.02 the tunnel transmission as noted before,
D1D the 1D density of states in the channel, and E n the
bottom of the respective sub-band n. Since the low tunnel
transmission decouples the influence of the source from the

(E F − E 0 ) Q D (E F − E 0 ) (E F − E 0 ) q Dit
+
+
, (2)
q
Cox
q
Cox

which relates the applied voltage Vx on either terminal, gate
or drain, to the energy. In (2), Cox is the gate oxide capacitance and Dit the interface defect density. With (1) and (2),
using the effective mass approximation for D1D , numerical
calculation of C gd = ∂ Q D /∂ Vd becomes straightforward and
good agreement is achieved between measured and calculated
values, as can be seen in Fig. 3. The only fitting parameters
were the threshold voltage VT and the interface defect density
Dit = 9 × 1012 eV−1 cm−2 , which is close to measured Dit
values for the same gate stack [16], especially when taking
into account the large range of energies that is probed in the
measurements here. The bumps in the analytical calculations
originate in the sub-band spacing and cannot be resolved in
the measurement due to statistical effects.
Equation (1) can also be expressed for the channel charge
Q S supplied from the source side by exchanging 1/(1+TBT B )
and f D with TBT B /(1+ TBT B ) and f S , and with TBT B ≤ 0.02
as noted earlier, this yields values for C gs not larger than
2.5 fF. This supports the previous interpretation of the intrinsic
C gs being much smaller than the parasitics from the gatesource overlap. For RF optimization, this overlap can be
removed completely by optimized processing, so that only a
small fringing contribution between the gate metal and the
source should remain as parasitic C gs . Once the parasitic
overlap is removed, due to their different proportionalities
to TBT B , measuring the ratio of the intrinsic C gs and the
intrinsic C gd should make it possible to determine the tunnel
transmission experimentally. The parasitic part of C gd can be
reduced by increasing the bottom spacer thickness and by
introducing finger gate contacts, which have been shown to
reduce the bottom parasitic capacitance by up to 77% [17].
Furthermore, decreasing L G and increasing TBT B (cp. (1)) can
reduce also the intrinsic C gd . Inserting a total C gd of 70 fF
(40 fF parasitics from a 120-nm-thick bottom spacer and finger
gates), C gs of 10 fF, and ggd,ω of 0.4 fF/Hz (by decreasing
the amount of gate oxide defects) into the small-signal model
in Fig. 2 for otherwise unchanged values, yields an increase
of f T and f max by a factor of ten. Further optimization can be
achieved by a more narrow spacing of the nanowires and by
improving the tunnel junction, which will lead to a higher
transconductance-to-capacitance ratio and should enable an
increase by another factor of two.
V. C ONCLUSION
From our measurements it is clear that in the on-state, C gd
largely dominates over C gs . This confirms simulation results
and stresses the need to increase the tunnel transmission.
Furthermore, the measured asymmetric charge partitioning
provides insight into the transport mechanisms of TFETs
and the outlined scaling points the way to higher TFET RF
performance and experimental determination of the tunnel
transmission.
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